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There has been a lot of talk about the occult - seeming symbolism, music, art, and
spectacle that is appearing all around us. Dr Wolf separates fact from speculation,
but explores the real history of Nazi and Western elite occultism, and looks at four
recent images that seem designed to disorient us: King Charles' portrait, President
Biden's 'Dark Biden' speech, the two horses that ran wild in London, and the Grim
Reaper image at the Coronation. 
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Newest first

SARA 11 hrs ago

Hi,

Thavks again, love this pivotal post !!

Here’s Evidence as exemplified with one Biden post, showing too that the most Nb issue is the Trojan

horse new Avin flu vaccine.

SATANIST Demetre Daskalakis is now the second highest paid person in the Biden Administration

(outside of Biden himself).

He rose to this rank in just a few years and is as above, a publicly avowed Satanist.

His current role (after the monkeypox outbreak among the gay community), is Avian flu, public health

and immunology / vaccination policy.

This supports my 5 yr thesis:

That the most important agent of social and ideological/ new religious fundamentalism change, is via

a next pandemic and a Trojan horse vaccine.

The SMART vaccine micro array patch. A scannable Qr code that has proof of vaccine and ID and

digital banking etc in one body “patch” microneedle vaccine.

Below is an excellent fully referenced twitter thread,it’s from Vigilant Citizen mostly. The photos are all

there.

👇👇👇

SATANIST Demetre Daskalakis has been nominated in 2022 by Joe Biden as the White House's

official deputy monkeypox response coordinator.

We talked about it at the time, let's talk about it again.

🧵

 Threads 

🧵

Expand full comment
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SARA 11 hrs ago

7.

Daskalakis' personal Instagram account was tagged in this photo which features inverted

crosses drawn in blood.

It is tagged in numerous photos posted on this account.

Above: In a photo taken by Daskalakis, MacNeal poses in front of a giant inverted Pentacle, while

wearing a creepy mask... and posing as the crucified Jesus.

In the comments Daskalakis writes: «Another Friday night doing magic».

Above: The church's original stained glass windows have been replaced with another type of

"art," like this image of the devil replacing Jesus Christ at the Last Supper.

Daskalakis poses proudly in front of it.

Above: the devil makes the horns gesture with his hands. The caption of the photo: "It's almost

time to sell your soul." But is it really a spinning class?

8.

Daskalakis with his partner in front of the background where the number 666 is repeated

several times.

The antichrist number 666 is everywhere on his Instagram account.

Above: The Devil's Night Event is promoted using an image from the highly satanic Netflix series

“Chilling Adventures of Sabrina” (SEE: twitter.com/brotto_marco/s… ).

Above: The gym celebrates Halloween with a “blood rave,” a party where everyone is covered in

(hopefully fake) blood.

So, yes, these people are completely on board with the occult elite's obsession with humanExpand full comment
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SARA 12 hrs ago · edited 11 hrs ago

Hi, Loved this ! And now evidence that you are not “controlled opposition”.

I always use the problem reaction solution model. So the fact you refer to “prayer” as part of a

solution package (ironically as I’m an agnostic, is good evidence for me).

I’m a libertarian leftie agnostic in fact.

However from my own research over covid times, I can no longer deny that this is who’s running the

show :

New religious fundamentalists, aka Satanists and sociopathic elite family cabalists of various

associated hue. This lot REALLY don’t like prayer.

They use ritual and words and spells with focus and intent, attributing it great power they can gain

from as individuals and lineages.

Russell Brand types uses a sleight of hand, tricking leftie new agers to “pray” with a Lucis trust

lexicon. Cont

👇
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SARA 11 hrs ago

Cont.. Lucis trust is the spiritual wing of the UN. Formerly Luciferien trust/ luciferian publishing.

Remember its a three prong agenda: new world government, new world army, new world

religion.

Pple forget the last one. Russell exhorted meditation and prayer with “we are all god” and “the

Christ” language.

Straight out of the Lucis “light bearer” mode playbook.

These misanthropes believe Satan is about to be welcomed back to a seat (Geneva I think it’s

said by theists) and will be “TheChrist” (new godhead blah blah’ hail mighty Satan’ and what

not).

The Lucis trust is the spiritual wing of the UN, with its yearly “meditations”, it’s black cube 6,6,6

dimension meditation room etc.

A leading cabalist stated once you can read the language of symbolism you’ll basically be able

to read them. (Manly Hall)

These guys are honour bound to “testify”, with numerology (eg 33), handshakes (mason knuckle

press to indicate degrees) royal colours eg blue and gold of freemasonry. Covering the left eye/

eye of Horus indicating.

We are replete with historic and photo evidence of this alliance - the US project MK ultra, with its

origins in Nazi science & scientists is well documented with occult overlay.

Cues for example in Shoshonna LeBeuf “Surveillance Capitalism”.

It’s took me over a year to discuss occult origins, once it became obvious the most powerful &

wealthy pple on the planet didn’t want more power & money. How very boring.

It was an ideology or religious zeal of some kind as drive force motive, something that involved
Expand full comment
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Marilyn Emerson 19 hrs ago

Absolutely real!

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

carla May 24

Naomi, only those who have a personal relationship with the Lord Jesus Christ will be saved from the

Tribulation and the End Final Battle. This is definitely a full good vs evil end times battle. The only

question we are looking for an answer to is whether the Lord will save the earth and destroy the Evil

and give the human race more time to do good and live on this earth doing no harm. We are called to

repent of our collective and individual sins to the Father Jehovah God only through the blood sacrifice

of the Lord King Jesus. We are called to forsake ALL other gods and become a faithful follower of the

GodHead. OR, God the Father, God the Son, and God the Holy Spirit will take up the Believers and

there will follow a 7 year Tribulation where 2/3 of the humans will die. Jesus returns to wage the Battle

of Armageddon (in the plain of Israel) where he saves the faithful Jews in Israel and any who have

been martyred for their love of God by the Anti Christ! As the heavens are revealed and the Final

Battle where Lord King Jesus destroys all of the Luciferians and the Fallen Angels and finally the evil 3

(Prophet, Beast, Anti Christ) and finally Satan Lucifer himself is thrown into the fiery pit and chained

there forever. The Bride of Christ now celebrates by returning to a newly created heaven and earth.

Read the last book of the Bible, Revelation, in a modern translation. You will see where we are.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Sinatana Sinatana’s Substack May 24

All the structures that deceive are built the same as Eve from the cage of Atom. The metaphysics of

deception:

https://open.substack.com/pub/sinatana/p/we-gave-in-formed-consent?

r=zickz&utm_campaign=post&utm_medium=web

💕
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D. Mistich May 24 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Very interesting perspective. On countering the powers, I had to chuckle when you wondered what

would happen of people of faith got together to think good thoughts and sing, and chant. I thought,

"Isn't that what the church should be doing?" (Eph. 3:10, I think, says you are spot on. ) After I heard

your podcast, I called my tiny home study group (my family) and we did just that. Profound results.

LIKE (3) REPLY (1) SHARE

Dr Naomi Wolf May 24 Author

Really? What happened?
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Mukpo7 May 23 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Naomi,

Trying to watch your presentation, I had an overwhelming urge to sleep, and only woke up when you

were finishing. I think I was unconsciously protecting my heart from hearing bad news - there is so

much of it. But I got the gist of what you are concerned about, and I have some thoughts about how

to counter dark magic.

In Buddhism there are art forms that are uplifting and you don't need to be a Buddhist to practice

them, but they help to clear the mind.

One of those art forms is the Kyudo archery ceremony, where the object is not only to hit the target

but to be mindful of one's posture, breath and thoughts while taking the correct stance and lifting the

bow, fitting the arrow and then releasing the arrow with a shout.

Another is Japanese flower arranging, which even the bravest Samurai in Japan would attempt to

master, and which is lovely to practice, and uplifting for the senses.

And there is also the practice of Shamatha, or 'peaceful abiding', a meditation practice of counting

the breath while sitting upright. That practice is universal in all Buddhist teachings, and you can

receive meditation instruction from most Buddhist organizations, without committing to become a

Buddhist.

My Buddhist teacher, Chogyam Trungpa Rinpoche, would hold a Buddhist/Christian conference once

a year where participants would talk about their religious beliefs, and where he introduced Christians

to Shamatha practice. I heard from a Christian that the meditation practice helped him understand his

own religion better.

I had the experience of one morning having a stream of consciousness attack of dire confusion,

morbid scenes of chaos happening in unimaginably terrorizing rapidity. I thought I was dreaming but

it continued unabated although I was wide awake.

So I began practicing 'tonglen', an advanced Buddhist practice where you take in suffering on the in-

breath, and give out love and ease on the out breath. (I think my dentist used to do this

unconsciously.) And as I practiced, the terrifying stream of images began to fade away until my mind

was once more quiet and undisturbed.

If we are to counter the destructive darkness that is happening, we must become creative and

compassionate. These are a few of my ideas that have helped me. Maybe they will be of help to

others.
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Roscoe Christopher The Roar May 22 · edited May 22

I know she's often a contrarian, attention seeking jackass but Camille Paglia said something profound

and I think it's relevant here, not because being transexual is at all inherently occult but because they

just happen to be so increasingly disproportionately trans in comparison to general public as well as

hybrid trans - aka harry styles, dylan mulvaney. Paglia says - I'll provide YouTube clip - when

civilizations crumble - she sees when you see an explosion of trans stuff in public that's a symptom

(not cause more so external symptom) of a society crumbling, dying, decaying etc - I think she meant

you it's like outer reflection or deeper systemic economic military decay. - effect not cause

LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

Black Pill News Black Pill News May 23 · edited May 23

Baphomet IS occult. They push the trans movement because they r demented devil worshippers

and Lucifer is both male and female, thus the statue w penis and breasts, they R recreating

humans in Lucifer’s image, a Lucifer Race, why there r crspr nanobots in the vax and ‘luciferase’…

God’s name is in our dna, they r separating us from God any way they can.

These trans humans r VICTIMS. Society isn’t crumbling, they r imploding it themselves, on

purpose.

This is an ancient occult Cult of super rich inbreds that has had a monopoly for centuries if not

millenia, if we r to be exact, and have been behind most human wars in history.

They hate humans because they consider themselves nephilim, aka humans w fallen angel dna.

Before the flood they were giants, after they r known as ‘reptilians’.

Why everything is w snakes and why La Quinta Columna went to Icke to ask questions, w their

Incubus project, trying to find out what on earth is in the vax. Icke, of course is one of them.

THEY believe this, look up the Rothschilds/ Rockefellers, they believe they come from Nimrod,

who was a nephilim giant.

Trey Smith did a good piece on the nephilim and Homo Capensis in history. He, of course, is a

Satan worshipping freemason also, shilling as a christian.

They love to pretend to be jews, or christians.

LIKE REPLY (1) SHARE

Roscoe Christopher The Roar May 23

I do believe there is an elite group of globalists who want to kill/enslave the rest of us. I -

never literally believed Icke - just thought he was funny, that is unti he attacked my religion.

He said Ein Sof was an evil God. when Ein Sof just refers to all of collective existence so

there's no way Ein Sof could be an evil God. then Icke said the Zohar is satanic - so Icke

can go fuck himself.

my neighbor is christain - really nice guy - he said the masons worship bapbomet

i don't know about that - as a catholic

i am forbidden to join freemasons-but Kabbalists defintiely do no worship baphomet

i like what you said there are those among us that pretend to be christians or jews
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Black Pill News Black Pill News May 23 · edited May 23

Yeah, these controlled opposition cronies, like Icke or even Alex Jones r always there

to disclose some and lie about the rest.

The Cult worships a variety of demonic entities, some Lucifer, some Baal, some

Baphomet, Moloch, Lillith etc etc etc. Basically it’s all demon worship, ppl just get

confused about who worships which.

The masons r Luciferians. Even Pythagoras was a Cult leader, various incarnations and

interpretations thru the ages and cultures, but same archetype of beliefs and same

bloody rituals 

🙏😇

 .

All religions r captured at the top, Rithschilds own the Vatican bank, I saw the pope

bow to kiss the Rothchilds’ hand, known satanists. It’s why we have pedo priests,

cause they r freemasons shilling as christians, desecrating our holy books and

churches.

Appreciate u, brother , Jesus is King 

🙏😇

. Icke hates Jesus
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Daisy Moses Chief Crackpot The Heterodox Cheering Section … May 22

Wow! tied up a lotta loose ends I noticed--Matt Ehret has been doin' a really great series on the

occult an' UN-Tesla-Nazis with "spook" ties--highly recommended--ties right in with all this stuff.

Tied in with Eugenics, Fabians, Theosophists an' plain old Spiritualist crooks! (Rhodes Society too--

source of deep state groomin' and SRA--but mebbe that's the stuff ya gotta keep hush hush given

past oaths?) Either way--whatever ya can elucidate us on is helpful as we have our work cut out fer

us! (An' lest we not fergit...Luciferase in the jabs....)
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Cally Starforth Essays on the Edge May 22 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Naomi thanks v interesting, yes horses staged and as for Charlie portrait could they get more blatant

? There is a weird one of Kate too on cover of Tatler - looks nothing like her but she is wearing the

pale pagan gown as at coronation. Not seennred Bidrn yet must take a look. In the new testament

Satan means any adversary hence Jesus even calls Peter 'satan' in Matthew 16:23. The concept of

satan as a pitchfork wheeling , fire breathing monster comes from as you mentioned poets like Milton

and Dante's 'inferno', not from the biblical texts. It is not just a western concept per se as Iblis in Islam

is portrayed similarly as the leader of devils/djinn and master of hellfire. I wrote this detailed article

awhile back on the history of demons/devils

https://open.substack.com/pub/callystarforth/p/demons-from-the-depths?

utm_source=share&utm_medium=android&r=1eq51l
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Black Pill News Black Pill News May 23

Satan is real. When it comes to

the royals, the Rosemary Baby dress Kate wore when presenting the first born was sheer gold.

Lol
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CM May 22

Any practice or belief that glorifies or sees death and destruction as banal is of Satan. He is the

Destroyer, and the father of lies. He is ruler of this world.

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Black Pill News Black Pill News May 22 · edited May 22

On the subject of subliminal and repetition: repetition is the most common form of brainwashing: it

takes about 25 repetitions to create new pathways in the brain. Dark Psychology books I highly

recommend, on this.

It’s why Operation Mockingbird CIA- owned news is so repetitive: THEY KNOW!

In truth, when u hear something repeatedly, u don’t have to believe it, your brain absorbs is without

judgement, all it takes is repetition to brainwash somebody, it will bypass their cognitive mind and go

straight i to the subconscious.

Another aspect of this is hypnotic induction: the more relaxed the body and mind are, the closer to

the Alpha brain state u r, which is the brain state ur mind ABSORBS information.

As a hypnotherapist, I used Alpha primarily in clinical hypnotherapy, and the deeper Theta ( right

before Delta, which is sleep), for spiritual regressions.

It’s how u explain Trump Derrangement Syndrome: ppl hate a person because they were repeatedly

told to, not because they know anything real bad he did. The bad things he really did r never ob the

news cause he is fake opposition, we r doing nazis vs communists again, like WWII.

In truth, MAGA/ Magus is the highest rank in the hierarchy of the Church of Satan: he is mocking

christians like Hitler did, they like to pretend.

I took a specialty training in the only accredited institute of Clinical Hypnosis, in the US, it’s here in

Burbank, in Cali.

This is what I know: ur brain is in alpha (ur eyes flutter) when it best receives information. When ur

body relaxes but ur mind is still alert, u usually easily enter this state. Every time u go to sleep u go

thru this stage to fall asleep: from Beta (active, in left brain) to Alpha (relaxed, open to absorb

information, in ur right brain), to Theta (deep soul memories) to Delta (asleep).
Expand full comment
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Fantastic overview and I’ll deffo look into those books thanks. For some reason LIKES aren’t

working on any posts..

Surprising huh 

🤔
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Black Pill News Black Pill News 6 hrs ago

They r always censoring us, the AI is following u around? u must b doing smthg right. 

👀💪
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Black Pill News Black Pill News May 22 · edited May 22

The real Holocaust was the 7 million ukrainians and overall 20 million slavs killed by the Bolsheviks,

the communist fake jews that worship Satan. Hitler didn’t kill the jews, there were +2mill jews in

Europe before the war and +2mil jews AFTER as well.

Thousands did die in the camps of starvation, alongside the said millions of slavs.

The COMMUNISTS killed everybody, NOT Hitler!

Hitler, like Trump, pretended to be a patriot, a nationalist and a tradition-loving Christian, while being a

demented satanist, the nazis were sex-magik indulging pederasts that worshiped THE NEPHILIM,

NOT ‘aryan’ humans!! But ‘aryan giants’ aka the fallen angel- human hybrids that had 6-7 fingers and

toes, double set of teeth, demonic DNA, were cannibals, and were also the ‘old men of renown’

according to the bible: Gilgamesh, Nimrod, Hercules… the ‘demigods’!

This is why Hitler went all over Tibet to look for Shangri-La and the race if demigods to this day the

‘elites’ believe they come from.

Hitler was also, jewish! His nephew blackmailed him w this and he paid him off (the book The Last Of

The Hitlers, Inside the Ghestapo, The Mind Of Adolf Hitler), Hitler escaped to Antarctica

(documentary Hollow Earth by the Fowl Brothers), and he basically sinply SACRIFICED THE

GERMANS in a blood ritual, to his demonic gods Moloch/ Baal..

The nazis already had UFOs because they had a pact w the entities, they were doing the Vril Society

aka working w the alleged Reptilian Race .

The nazis did NOT lose the war, after all Operation Paperclip made a nazi Head of Nato and another

head of US Space force.

That is why and how they faked the moon landing, they learned well how to LIE: they don’t call Satan

the Father of Lies for no reason!
Expand full comment
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HBruce 1 hr ago

Hitler's regime did kill Jews. Whole Jewish families were rounded up and sent to concentration

camps. That is a solid fact of history. But the Bolsheviks and Mao's revolution killed far more

people. Both were godless evil regimes.
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SARA 6 hrs ago

Y’know tho in their schema you can’t “make@ it absolutely has to be opt in.

They can coerce, just like with the shot. But ultimately in their game a would be useless unless

they “chose” to do wrong.

For me as an agnostic I like to see how their game works, it helps us understand the outs.

Same that they have to tell us what their going to do in advance. Some karmic law. (They’re

absolved from judgement and blame and retribution ?) That if we didn’t stop it, well we

technically had choice.

Hence so much advance notice, though slyly it acts as predictive programming.

We say that was on a hit dystopian movie, no waaaaaay wouod they do that. Or inured you it,

less shocking.

They’re fascinating nut jobs. Well they would be if they weren’t intent on hulk smashing us

normies right now en masse.
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Black Pill News Black Pill News 6 hrs ago

Ha ha ha, I liked how u put it: they WOULD be fascinating nut jobs if they weren’t intent on

killing us all.

Some say the disclosure makes the ‘spell/ ritual’ more powerful.

We r living crazy times, thst’s 

💯😾
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Antonia D May 21 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

A must-read on the latest mass occult ritual disguised as "entertainment," the 2024 Eurovision song

contest, from a great website, Vigilant Citizen: "The Eurovision 2024 Finale Was Basically a Demonic

Ritual" https://vigilantcitizen.com/moviesandtv/the-eurovision-2024-finale-was-basically-a-

demonic-ritual/

Be sure to read the comments as well; they're often very informative remarks by Christians & others

who are well versed in the occult satanist/totalitarian/depopulation agenda.
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SARA 6 hrs ago

Hi, alas the first lot are all by Christian’s discussing things like baroque church history.

Things I noticed NOT on VCs excellent page.

Nemo = OMEN from Switzerland sang about literally, the ammenonite moloch Satanist death

cult, actual word as I’ve never heard of it.

Breaking the binary is the cavalier goal, break day night, young old, man woman. Hermeneutic

androgeny etc.

Alister Crowley and all the rest ready had a soft spot for this principle, the black and white

chequer floor symbolism points to the binary that must be broken.

The more we understand their symbols the easier it is to see what their up t.

Why Switzerland and the much better Satanist had to be crowned than the Irish one :

Home of CERN, UN . WEF, some seat of Satan in Geneva lore etc.

Ne t years will be all dark no stars.

Also his outfit was alluding to pedophilia and child sacrifice, little pink skirt, white tights, white

shoes, bany pink furry with what looked like blood splatter washed out.

Much more intelligent hidden Satanism, than the screeching old core goth of bambi thug and

her 33 wrist tattoo etc.

Did you notice the intro had the Swedish royalty wearing a Saturn 

🪐

 with rings necklace. Saturn

Satan being hugely symbolic for that lot.
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DENNIS ZADERAKA May 21

All I can say is, I DIDN'T GET THE SHOT THAT ISN'T A VACCINE. But then my Ukrainian ancestors

were Cossacks. Thanks for the interesting dialogue. You have many things I agree with.
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Black Pill News Black Pill News May 23

God was with u, my friend. God bless u 

💪🙏😇
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DENNIS ZADERAKA May 21

Sorry you are missing a lot of verified precise historical facts. Just one example. It was the Muslims

invaders that burnt the library at Alexandria. NOT they! By the way, a British education is more

credible and useful than the American ones. Amazingly, I discovered it has more academic freedom. I

went Nottingham University to avoid the biased University of Chicago Biblical studies department. I

am considered an evangelical.
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Black Pill News Black Pill News May 21 · edited May 21

All main universities r funded by the Rockefellers. Verified by them means less credible, not

more!

The satanic Cult infiltrated all religions at the top, most ancient cultures were at one point or

another captured. It was THEM who burnt the library, of course, in spite of the usual globalist

lies.

If we r to believe them, the covid shots r vaccines and also safe and effective. Yet we KNOW that

it is a big LIE. Everything in mainstream curriculums is lies and manipulation.

How many Harvard or Cambridge phds got vaccinated? THAT’s how good high ed is.

Brainwashing propaganda and carefully manipulated lies.

Look at the Dalai Lama, trying to french kiss a 7yo boy. Buddhists r not pedophiles, but this

ancient Cult IS
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Elizabeth Thatcher Elizabeth’s Substack May 22 · edited May 22

That may be that the main universities are controlled (possibly the exceptions may be

small, independent Christian universities). However, it does not follow that all people with

PhDs are brainwashed or that all of what they learn is useless hogwash since many clever

and discerning people with PhDs did resist the so-called "vaccine" that was really a gene-

transfecting agent. Thankfully, I had cell biology at college and could figure it out for myself,

but more useful than my degree in linguistics was reading the Bible and studying the

literature and history of Russia and Eastern Europe at college. The Slavic department at my

college was not woke nor controlled then and had professors from the former USSR and

Eastern Europe who survived Communism and told me directly what it was like to grow up

there. Praise God! Christian author C.S. Lewis wrote in his work of fiction "The Screw Tape

Letters" about how the demons would trap modern mankind in a state of disbelief in God

and therefore make them unwise fools. Knowledge is understanding grained through study,

but wisdom is the ability to tell the difference between right and wrong. Proverbs 9:10 in the

Hebrew Bible attests to the point.
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Black Pill News Black Pill News May 22

Btw, have u seen anything by Sabrina Wallace? The vax & spike protein r a computing

system, not a virus - they r turning iron into clay, hacking our bodies to control us

wirelessly, w AI from inside: ‘and in those days men shall seek death and death will

escape them, they will want to die and will be unable to” 

👀👉

 as WEF says, ‘we’ll own

nothing’, not even our bodies, dna, and as Yuval Hararri says, ‘free will is OVER’
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SARA 6 hrs ago

Hi, I’m following her. On the one hand the WBAN and backstory and info is so

honest and compelling “feeling”.

But I’m a problem reaction solution model I’m unsettled.

She does a ton of religion never clarifying how it is so many are not doing slave

behavior radically were this the car for decades.

And how global is this.

Solution wise; just that one energetic / qi gong or whatever it meditation ?

Why not the toms of other great emergetic solutions we have ? And more

optimism.

Eg sound is a frequency , detoxing, earthing, acuouncture.

Why wear a heavy metal top and do a moving meditation thing to Metallica …. Yet

pray in Latin ?

It’s inconsistent. If you’re saying it’s all energy siphoning and eat, why evoke that

hyper aggressive “energetics” ?

Something about the dialogue being one way too, not subject to scrutiny, “buy

this one 70 euro book”..

I keep watching.. but I keep having more unanswered questions.

Might our energy be used better elsewhere?
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Black Pill News Black Pill News 6 hrs ago · edited 5 hrs ago

Like w everything, i take the meat and leave the bones, she’s just a woman,

she has her personality, we have ours, I don’t agree w everything she says,

and I personally am done w all mainstream music, all is satanic in my

personal view. Spell casting avenue, i trust zeerrrooooo of them! I saw so

many rockstars say the Cult ritualistically attaches entities to all the master

recordings! Plus the 440hz vs 432hz issue. So a 

💯

 NO from me on music!

So I just stop watching when she goes into her religious practice content, as

mine differs.

I don’t understand enough latin either, to know what she is saying, so i def

don’t listen to those either.

I also no longer use crystals and stones, just shungite for emf protection, i

did a deep dive and am now weary of crystals and potential links to petrified

bodies of pre-flood giants and creatures. I saw compelling academic

presentations on that.

As far as solutions, I am doing the borax and detox approach and

bioresonance machines, i think however PRAYER is #1 

👀🙏😇👉

 only God

can really guide and save us, anyways. There r some frequency nano-killing

videos, i listen to some of those too, also earthing and acupuncture like u

mentioned, all very viable as u say 

💯👀🙏

I do find her info gold on the nano, and I did have a crash at end of 2005, so

my lived experience matches her mesh networking allegations. Esp in

metropolises, like LA where am at !

The whole morgellons thing matches also, as them ‘prepping’ their tech.Expand full comment
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Black Pill News Black Pill News May 22 · edited May 22

Very few ppl resisted, I know plenty phds that questioned nothing. The false sense of

knowledge is prevalent in today’s society, I consider it conditioned purposefully.

They do say phds and ppl w no school at all were less likely to get the shots, but that is

to be seen. The phds and highly educated drs I know are all jabbed and so r their

families. They r conditioned to obey, as is most western society.

I lectured at a top US university for ten years and they sure deleted me off Linkedin as

soon as I questioned the shots!

I am a communist survivor Eastern European myself.

U r right about using discernment, the bible tells us. I usually go to the Geneva Bible,

Greek translation, and Tindale, not the Hebrew bible, since it’s been such a target of

satanic manipulation by the evil Monopoly that did everything possible to appropiate

judaism.

The ‘new thing’ seems to be denying Jesus existed, or that his name is Jesus.

I do believe we r in the End Times, living thru Revelation.

Thanks for the interesting dialogue 

🙏😇
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David Poe David’s Thinking about the Worl… May 21

A friend of mine said he woke up one night with a demon on his chest. It’s hands we’re on his throat

and it’s arms felt like iron. He started to say the lord’s prayer and it vanished. Dream? He had been

asleep, but he believed it to be real. A possible weapon, the Lord’s Prayer.
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Antonia D May 21 · edited May 21

Also Psalm 91 (Psalm 90 in Douay-Rheims Version) against evil spirits and pestilence.
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Antonia D May 21 · edited May 22

And the Rosary is THE weapon against the demons. It's essentially meditating/thinking deeply

about & imagining the mysteries of the life of Jesus Christ (there are 15 traditional mysteries,

from the Annunciation to the Resurrection, etc.) while saying:

- the Our Father

- the Glory Be prayer

- the Hail Mary prayer (which starts with the most pivotal moment of human history at the

Annunciation of St. Gabriel the Archangel to Mary, when the Word became Flesh and dwelt

among us, in Luke 1:28, plus Luke 1:42, plus asking Mary, the Mother of God [Mother of Jesus,

who is God -- this one line has fought many heresies against the two natures of Jesus, Who is

true God and true man], to pray for us now and when we die)

Many saints have promoted the Rosary as the best weapon of prayer against demons and to

grow closer to Jesus in spirit and life. Pray all 3 mysteries every day!

May God bless and guide you and your loved ones.
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Black Pill News Black Pill News May 21 · edited May 22

YES! Also Psalm 23! Phd psychiatrist Jerry Marzinsky said all entities hate it, even if the drug

addict or schizophrenic is muslim or atheist! The ‘voices’ hate psalm 23!
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Elizabeth Thatcher Elizabeth’s Substack May 21 · edited May 22

You can also pray the Jesus Prayer repeatedly, as many desert Fathers did, and as do many

mystics, monks, and saints among the Coptic and Orthodox Christians.
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David Poe David’s Thinking about the Worl… May 21

Sounds like a plan to me.
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Black Pill News Black Pill News May 21 · edited May 22

Also ‘alien’ abduction victims said calling on Jesus stopped the abduction!
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Maureen Fuhr May 21

Watch the Gotthard tunnel opening ceremony at CERN. It’s so disturbing some people have a touch

time watching it. This is just one of many examples. They are definitely into the occult.
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DENNIS ZADERAKA May 21

Have you ever heard of the Dead Sea Scrolls. Even the oldest Greek manuscripts are copies of the

original. Textual criticism shows both the Old and New Testament are extremely close to the originals.

I also suggest you look into oral tradition. AND the respect the Hebrew scribes had for the text. The

Hebrew Bible is more accurate than you are assuming. I agree the degrees are just piece of paper. My

degrees are from 2 of the best universities in the world and I got a great education worth more than I

paid for it. You are falling into the trap of the serpent when he asked EVE, "Did God really say..." THAT

IS THE KEY QUESTION ABOUT ALL 66 BOOKS WE CALL THE BIBLE. "Did God really say" this?

Everyone needs to think about this question. Is God speaking to us through the history of the Jews.

Are they really a nation of priests and a light to the other nations. Followers of Jesus are adopted into

that family of the people of God. I appreciate the dialogue. Good questions.
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Black Pill News Black Pill News May 21 · edited May 21

Yes, the Dead Sea Scrolls r a discovery of the 20th century, I consider the newer the least

scientifically credible, considering the Monopoly had been in place for a minimum of 2 centuries,

and they have had a full grasp of and r in control of academia and education for at least the last

century.

I also lectured for a decade at one of the top 3 US public universities, they deleted me so fast off

LinkedIn when I questioned the deadly mandates! High ed is worth zero today.

King James was a satanist who cut down the +80books to a satanic 66, I mean it’s undeniable.

My degrees r also in World Lit, w focus on ancient cultures and a couple modern languages, so

linguitics. I know just enough to remember they burnt the Library of Alexandria for a reason, I

trust nothing really after the death or Christ, and all my degrees didn’t ever teach me the good

stuff, yet I read all of ancient literature. I still only knew pieces of the puzzle, they do a good job

hiding the birds-eye view.

I have a postgrad degree worth zero cause all I knew was Rockefeller curriculums. They killed

education and turned it into brainwashing. We all know very little while believing we know a lot.

Dark psychology and propaganda subjects is what we r.

The people of God are the humans, the human race.

I would argue it is ppl who r falling into the trap the proverbs talk about: the real power of evil lies

in its ability to disguise itself & the best lie the devil ever told was making ppl believe he did not

exist
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Merrick Reverend Merrick’s Truthful Rig… May 23 · edited May 23

Don't the ashke'nazi' Rockefellers just happen to be a little bit Babylonian talmudic jew?
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Black Pill News Black Pill News May 24

They didn’t call themselves jews until 7-8 c, if i remember correctly, that’s right, nazi

comes from that
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Black Pill News Black Pill News May 21

Yes, it’s a demented inbred Cult w origins tracing before the Great Flood, as described in the Book of

Enoch. Some might not want to believe it, but THEY do!
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Elizabeth Thatcher Elizabeth’s Substack May 21

"The Book of Enoch: Discerning Fact from Fiction"

Cultish Podcast

April 30, 2024

Part 1

https://thecultishshow.com/podcast/book-of-enoch-fact-fiction

May 7, 2024

Part 2

https://thecultishshow.com/podcast/book-of-enoch-fact-fiction-part-2
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What is ur point? 

👀
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Elizabeth Thatcher Elizabeth’s Substack May 21

Just found these to be topical. I like to share interesting links.
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Black Pill News Black Pill News May 21 · edited May 21

Thanks for the links. I am still listening, but they r not very credible, in my opinion.

They aknowledge the Book of Enoch is from 3rd century BC, but not its’ crucial

value, and they refer to the ancient ppl as ‘jews’, which is a modern term and a

very broad and inaccurate umbrella, and they do not aknowledge the Ethiopian

bible, which is the most complete (it includes this Apocrypha), or that freemason

and satanist King James, who outlawed the Geneva Bible and cut the bible down

from +80 books to a satanic 66 was NOT a believer but a tool used by the

Ancient Bloodlines to both mistranslate the original text and deceive believers.

The book of Enoch talks about how the Fallen Angels slept w human women,

giving birth to the Nephilim race, a part human part fallen angel hybrid, which

many ‘elites’ believe themselves to be. The Rothschilds and Rockefellers allege

they descend from Nimrod, who was a nephilim giant.

So the Book Of Enoch is censored for a very good reason - it shows what they

consider to be their origin: the demigods of Greece and Rome were nephilim

giants, like Hercules, Ghilgamesh etc.

Also, Alexander the Great was into the occults, so was Aristotle, thus, like King

James, all had satanic beliefs and performed blood rituals. King James was also

gay, thus, at the time clearly NOT a christian, and he is one of the forefathers of

freemasonry, a satanist, he is in their lodges.

The nephilim race and the genetic manipulation of humans, plants and animals

was the reason why God purged the earth, the entire world genetics were so

tainted a reset was necessary, they did then to us what they r doing now,

constantly altering our dna.

These nephilim bloodlines r both inbred and demented and today they hide
Expand full comment
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Elizabeth Thatcher Elizabeth’s Substack May 21 · edited May 21

I have not read the Book of Enoch nor have I investigated the Nephilim

outside of the Hebrew Bible where they are mentioned in Genesis 6.

However, I do listen to an Orthodox Christian podcast called "The Lord of

Spirits" with two Orthodox priests who do not claim it as canon but who

nonetheless suggest it's edifying to read as having had an influence on

Jude, the writer of an epistle in the New Testament. It could also be useful to

understand the mindset and beliefs of the writers at the Qumran Caves

where the Dead Sea Scrolls were housed. I have often wondered if they were

written by the Essenes, a mystical Jewish sect, that the Jewish historian

Josephus mentioned in his writing.

https://en.orthodoxwiki.org/index.php?

title=Book_of_Enoch&mobileaction=toggle_view_mobile

https://www.ancientfaith.com/podcasts/lordofspirits
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Black Pill News Black Pill News May 23 · edited May 23

The Book of Enoch has been part of the Ethiopian bible from the
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The Book of Enoch has been part of the Ethiopian bible from the

beginning, the guy told a lot and manipulated truth a lot, it is easy to tell

once u really look into it. King James is worshipped in freemason

lodges, I love Josephus too 

🙏💪❤😇

.

These ‘elites’ believe themselves Nephilim, why it is crucial to

familiarize ourselves w the concept.

Also, the movie Noah was a clear degenerate satanic propaganda, I

threw up in my mouth, awful men and christian hating satanic bs. They

hate men and they hate christians. Humans in general

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Black Pill News Black Pill News May 21 · edited May 21

I appreciate it, ty 

🙏❤

. Am gonna read! If it’s trying to debunk the Book of Enoch,

I’ll know it’s more manipulation, why I asked first 

👀

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Elizabeth Thatcher Elizabeth’s Substack May 21 · edited May 21

Of course, it's real. The hand symbols of politicians, the covering one eye by celebrities, and the

pyramid with the "eye of Providence" on the back of the one-dollar U.S. bill are all indicative of this

hidden-in-plain-sight reality. It's a not-so-secret "secret" society known as worldwide Freemasonry.

Also, the obelisks in Washington, DC (i.e. the Washington Monument), London, Paris, Rome, and

many other world capitals are occult symbols. Many works of fiction like "The Lord of the Rings" and

"Harry Potter" are rampant with symbolism (e.g. "the ring of power to bind them" and the "all-seeing

eye"). It makes me think all of these individuals are up to something with a not-so-hidden agenda.

Obvious.
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Antonia D May 21 · edited May 21

JRR Tolkien was a devout Catholic who went to Mass (our worship service) to receive the

Eucharist daily. He said in a letter that the Lord of the Rings trilogy was essentially Catholic.

LOTR acknowledged the evil occultists/satanists with their rings of power and their "all seeing

eye" and their genetic manipulation, and described the battle of humans/hobbits and angels

(the elves in LOTR) *AGAINST* them.

Note that in the books none of the hobbit or human characters with whom we identify are

allowed to use "magic," only natural work and physical battle. Also the Elves' waybread

symbolizes the Eucharist, and Galadriel symbolizes Mary.
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Elizabeth Thatcher Elizabeth’s Substack May 22 · edited May 22

I love reading novels by J.R.R. Tolkein. I was explaining that he had occult symbolism in his

works of fiction, not that he was necessarily an occultist himself though he must have

known a great deal about the subject. A book I was reading called "Mount Doom: The

Prophesy of Tolkein Revealed" by Paul List and Ali Ghaffari contends "Tolkein's mythology

was meant as a warning to humanity and his hope for the revival of Western civilization". I

know he was a devout Catholic writer, and I have read and re-read "LOTR" and "The

Hobbit". I love this part from "The Fellowship of the Ring":

“'I wish it need not have happened in my time,' said Frodo.

'So do I,' said Gandalf, 'and so do all who live to see such times. But that is not for them to

decide. All we have to decide is what to do with the time that is given us.'"

Also, C.S. Lewis, perhaps the greatest Christian writer of the 20th century, was also into the

occult as a young man before his conversion, but he wrote in his autobiography, "Surprised

by Joy" how his imagination became baptized when he read "Phantastes" by George

MacDonald that helped him grasp how this symbolism was not confined to the the pagans.

Symbolism is itself neutral, and it is created by an amazing God, but it can often be warped

by the Enemy of Christ to lure unsuspecting humanity. Instead, I contend C.S. Lewis and

J.R.R. Tolkein, who were friends at Oxford, realized that symbolism could be used to lure

humanity to Christ. C.S. Lewis also recommended reading books from before the 20th

century so as to have a better grasp of reality before modernity (and later post-modernity)

set in. I try to follow his advice and love 19th century literature. Also, I listen to Jonathan

Pageau, a Canadian Orthodox Christian iconographer and his podcast "The Symbolic

World" for fun and edification. Be uplifted! https://www.thesymbolicworld.com/
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Antonia D May 22

Totally agree! I love both CSL & JRRT... I was converted from atheism to Catholicism

by CSL, and I think both writers were trying to "baptise the imagination" of their

readers. CSL certainly did that for me. I'll look again at Pageau; he seems interesting.

BTW check out George MacDonald's The Princess and the Goblin. It's fantastic, and

not just for kids. God bless!
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Elizabeth Thatcher Elizabeth’s Substack May 22

You may also enjoy "The Lord of Spirits" podcast with two Orthodox Christian

priests, as they delve into spiritual matters, Scripture, symbolism, church history,

etc.

https://www.ancientfaith.com/podcasts/lordofspirits

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

DENNIS ZADERAKA May 21

"From the spiritual into the material. We are living between 2 worlds." Where does it say this in the

Bible? We have trouble obeying God in the material world. This is understanding the Bible through a

Greek world view not Hebrew.

LIKE REPLY (1) SHARE

Black Pill News Black Pill News May 21 · edited May 21

The Greek is the earliest bible we have preserved, NOT the Hebrew

LIKE REPLY (1) SHARE

DENNIS ZADERAKA May 21

I am not sure what you mean. I learned Hebrew reading Genesis. Job is the oldest book in

the Hebrew Bible. For credibility I have 3 degrees in Biblical studies.

LIKE REPLY (1) SHARE

Black Pill News Black Pill News May 21 · edited May 21

Rockefeller has taken over education for 200 hundred years. I have an MA in World

Literature myself, and a plethora of BAs and AAs, all worth zero, considering the

Monopoly. Same as medicine.

The earliest version of the bible we have preserved is the Septuagint from 285BC, it’s

in Greek and Aramaic, NOT Hebrew. Any Hebrew version is a retranslation by who

knows who, not an original. Same w the Latin version. The oldest bible we have is

preserved in Greek.

LIKE REPLY (1) SHARE

SARA 5 hrs ago

Hi, so out of curiosity , are all modern available bibles Satanist re-writes.

And regarded as utterly corrupt by academic theists ?

Where do you suggest pple start like Naoimi if they wanted to.

I’m agnostic but like literature. I don’t mean to be rude but the old testament

seems unreadable and a bit boring (to non theists like me).

And if we ever thought of dipping in to see a text of a major religion, then wouldn’t

my it be deemed pointless now ?

If the sociopaths have butchered it?

LIKE REPLY SHARE

DD DD’s Substack May 20 · edited May 20

Hi, thanks Dr Wolf for a mightily interesting presentation.

After some 2-3 days "whatever" of mulling over, I drop this stone in the pond...

All the events you mention, certainly, draw attention to the horrific.

I would like to suggest that there is more than an element of theatrics in this. But times have changed.

In any time up to the end of the nineteenth century, the "Masters" would have got away with this

showbiz Hammer Films stuff. For the moment, the wider vision of Humanity, enabled by (for want of a

better word) Internet Chat, is not convinced.

OK, we were convinced by the Pandemoniacs (Pandemonists); you can fool some of the people some

of the time. This was the wrong plot, though, causing Granny to die isolated and neglected in a Don't

Care Home was a marker that should not have been played. It made the plan obvious, as did the

Ferguson Fake Numbers and the PCR manipulation. A lot of people died, were made infertile, were left

with depressed immune systems but, even so, the message did get out and the fear porn faded:

leaving a groundswell of muted and lasting anger.

How many people were frightened by the Red King picture?

(When any night you can see mass murder on tv news, from about half a century ago right up to right

now).

One has to suppose there is a long-lasting (can't call it living) "tradition" of the Occult. Incidentally

Matt Ehret has an excellent article just out about Harry Houdini and his life-long campaign to expose

the occultists and their manipulations, worth a peek imho, one could be surprised and shocked at

how many leaders of (in the broadest sense) English society were in this game. Again, that many

computer amateurs are familiar with Photoshop has dulled the edge of Horror Performance.

Along with this Tradition of Occultists there is a much older thread, which works in genuine terms and

for the goodness of human activity. The practices of the Shaman and the Sufi are great antidotes to

the theatrical nonsense of the Frighteners, both are sustainers and repairers and in general do not

permit the wickedness of faked domination to flourish.

In expressing my gratitude for your piece, which has enabled me to condense a number of puzzles

into a comforting synthesis, I would like very much to also thank your readers for their acceptance of

this abuse of your bandwidth,

We do not need to accept that nonsense!

LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

SARA 5 hrs ago

I’d like to LIKE this post, but isn’t it funny, not functioning on this particular writing of N. Wolfe’s !

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Pam&Punky, aka Pam Richardson Pam&Punky,’s Newsletter May 20 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

5.20.24 250pm

Hi Naomi! I'm kind of late in the game on this one, as its been 2 days since you made your post, but

regarding YOUR HAIR, Punky & I kind of like the natural feminine fluidity that your hands gliding

through the front of your hair displays. In fact, it endears us to you considerably while we enjoy

watching you speak because it reflects such a soft "humanness" about you. It also helps to

soften"the blow"of the powerful information that you're fearlessly conveying. Personally, I wouldn't

think so much of the "stoicness" or the "firmness"of the bobby pin look..so restraining & against that

displayed softness & beautiful fluidity of you. Punky & I love the way you personalize your hair in

combination with your many movements. It makes you, you. But that's just me & my little doggies

own personal opinion.. A couple of your responses show that everyone sees things differently. If I may

suggest, if utilizing any hair restraint, I would choose an individual comb or two.. something that

would still allow for that gentleness of you & your wavy hair to continue to beam with softness &

grace. Isn't it crazy how some people can become triggered or adversely affected by the oddest

things? We may all be just as valid in our assessment too. But for our own personal reasons we see

things entirely differently. (smile)

Have a great day today Naomi and thank you so much for everything that you had to say.

You & your efforts are priceless to me & Punky and mean so much to so many.

Again, we thank you for all that you do & share!

Pam & her little 4lb female chihuahua who she keeps in her bra, Punky! (smile)

Pam&Punky

LIKE (5) REPLY (1) SHARE

Dr Naomi Wolf May 23 Author

Thank you. The hair is always a question. :) I will try a comb.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Alisa Battaglia May 20

I've been aware for decades and now people are just realizing. We are all late in the hour and now a

network of powerful awakened individuals must come together!

LIKE (4) REPLY SHARE

The Nation of Israel The Nation of Israel May 20 · edited May 20

Frank Zelenko (brother of Dr. Zelenko) and I call them "Gnostic Fruitcakes" on our podcast 'Truth

Fanatics'

we'd love to have you on the show.

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

The Mighty Humanzee Cultural Courage May 20 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

We have produced a documentary called Severed Conscience and just released a book by the same

name that focuses on the behavioral modification the social media achieved during Covid that

remains in place today. AI, endless scrolling and a high stream of conflicting imagery puts the mind in

a constant shift of fight or flight, and rational thinking is shuttered. New rituals were instituted that

drew people online and keeps them there.

We have regular podcasts on the topic, it's one of the pernicious elements that we seem to ignore

and it threatens our liberty and our souls.

https://culturalcourage.substack.com/p/severed-conscience

LIKE (4) REPLY (2) SHARE

SARA 5 hrs ago

Great point, reminding myself constantly to be back in the world and take real actions, besides

scroll Learn seductions.
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Dr Naomi Wolf May 23 Author

Can you please contact me at Naomi@dailyclout.io for an interview about this?

LIKE (2) REPLY (2) SHARE

The Mighty Humanzee Cultural Courage May 24 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Dr Wolf I sent you an email it has “Severed Conscience” in the subject line. Thank you

again, I am eager to talk to you.

LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

Dr Naomi Wolf May 24 Author

thank you

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

The Mighty Humanzee Cultural Courage May 24

Absolutely. Thank you!

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Edward Flynn Edward’s Newsletter May 20

Thanks as always, Naomi. I enjoyed your essay on the strange spell that has overtaken much of our

human population .. an excellent summary without imposing conclusions.

I suggest that this discussion would be complemented by including in it the human microbiome.

The human microbiome interacts in an extraordinary way with our physical and mental health. It is a

two way street with damage or healing to one producing commensurate changes in the other that

spiral in the upward or downward direction. The process can be initiated internally or externally with

or without our awareness … but often without. It is that awareness that promises great results if we

can improve it.

If I talk to myself in a quiet place am I meditating? Praying to an abstract cosmos? I will claim more

than anything else I am speaking most directly to my own microbiome that diffuses throughout my

body from the gut … affecting my perceptions AT A GUT LEVEL…in a positive way if my executive

function is wise enough to do it right. Or I can scare myself literally to death.

I’m not praying to the thin air .. I’m doing THAT. Fear propaganda can break my spirit. Or the right

influences can heal it. It is in the “hands” of the executive function, our conscious awareness that can

know itself if we are trained to do so. It may be the greatest miracle in all creation. Do we understand

it? No, and neither will AI surpass it.

Pharmaceuticals and other substances can and do attack the microbiome and break the spirit. They

can render one suicidal, autistic or otherwise handicapped just by damage to the microbiome with

consequences that cascade out from the gut. The collective effects of the Global poisoning …

physical and and psychological … can explain an awful lot. Emphasis on “awful.”

In exactly the same way, chemical GMO farming kills the soil microbiome breaking the spirit of the

land and degrading the human microbiome population-wide. Or, if wisdom prevails, we regenerate

the soil and thereby heal the land and creatures living on it and from it.

Understanding and nurturing both is existential to our future.

LIKE (2) REPLY (1) SHARE

SARA 5 hrs ago

Love this, wouod have liked to add LIKE, but the function is somehow not working on any posts

(or is for me and the low like count seems to indicate too).
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Hannah W May 20

Yes, Naomi, the occult agenda has been hiding in plain sight. It's been in the UN halls and in the

'progressive' schools since the 1980s, thanks to Theosophist Robert Muller. He followed occultist

Alice Bailey, who claimed to be channeling her 'wisdom' verbatim from a disembodied spirit.

This global "spirituality" handed down from the spirit realm named four "world problems" that need

to be solved in order for humanity to ascend to godhood:

1- nationalism

2- fear of death

3- enjoyment of sex

4- the Jews

Full documentation here:

http://searchlight.iwarp.com/articles/searchlight.html

This research is from 25 years ago. It predates the 'secure site' era, but it's on a hack-proof network

built by hackers, so you can ignore the googly warning.
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David Pare May 19

I remember seeing clips of the 2012 olympics ceremony. It looked pretty creepy-occult to me.

Dancing nurses & hospital beds - in a stadium. They really are programming us. I should go re-read

Levi Strauss.
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AlyM May 19

It would be interesting to explore the odd happenings in the Catholic Church over the past couple of

decades. They portend dark times ahead. The ascension of Pope Francis was not a normal process

and neither was the decision of Pope Benedict to step down when he was not frail or in poor health.

This has never occurred in the history of the papacy. Why did it take place? There are books and at

least one documentary about something called the Prophesy of the Popes. No one knows the author

but some claim it was St. Malachy of Ireland who himself was said to have possessed mystical

powers. Others attribute it to Nostradamus. It predicts the end of the papacy and the Roman Catholic

Church as we know it citing the Last Pope will be two after John Paul II. That means Pope Francis.

Was he deliberately installed to fulfill the prophecy? It would explain his often shocking edicts on

homosexuality, transgenderism and abortion as well as his forays into politics which makes him

sound more like one of Klaus Schwab’s WEF globalists than the successor to St. Peter.
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Synickel May 19

You put together some really interesting aspects of occultic life. Your takes are well thought out.

I would like to suggest that if people really do believe satan wants us and fights for us more than God,

just pay attention to how often God is pleading with Israel to keep His commandments and follow Him

and forsake the gods of the pagans around them. Basically, the bulk of every book of the OT, from

Isaiah to Malachi is God pleading with them to come back to Him before the course of their choices

and behavior would result in their captivity. The NT references to God's Love are just endless,

crowned by the ultimate fact of love, that Jesus died to save us, if you believe the Christian faith.
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LINCOLN LOVER May 21

Very well said and very TRUE.
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Deborah Sevy May 19 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

I have the utmost respect for you. Most of the things you say ring true to me and I love that your are

so brave, wise and willing to speak your truth. I don't claim to be anywhere near as well educated or

intelligent as you are but I can speak from my own experience. I am Jewish by birth but other than

singing, dancing and a sense of belonging I have never resonated well with the Jewish religion. I am

not affiliated now or in the past with any religion. I am a deeply spiritual person who works hard to

know myself and be the best person I can be.

In this last episode there was something that did not feel right to me about the way you tied paganism

and other non-monotheistic religions to Satanism. Many religions including paganism see God in

nature and in Deities. This last episode feels as though you are saying that Paganism and other non

monotheistic religions are Satanic. If I am correct on how I am hearing you I would like to say that from

my own personal experience this is not true. That is not to say that there may be members or groups

of people among any spiritual path or Religion that are influenced by Dark forces and that would

include Christianity (i.e. the crusades). The idea that there is only one God I think is true and it is the

same God that all religions find ways worship. I also think that the one God can be seen in many

forms because God is in everything. It makes me uncomfortable that you are leading your listeners to

think that other religions or spiritual outlooks are evil. Isn't that why so many religious wars have been

fought?
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Pearly Baker May 22

You should do a deep dive into the occult symbolism and then look at Buddhism, Hinduism, and

other religions- you’ll find that they all use the same highly revered occult symbolism
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Black Pill News Black Pill News May 21 · edited May 21

Yes, they ARE infiltrated by satanic beliefs, just like the talmud or catholic hierarchy. The obelisk

at the Vatican represents the penis of Osiris, christians don't worship penises. The aztecs were

satanic, the celts were satanic and even my ancestors, the Dacians. Same demons, diff cultures

and ages
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DD DD’s Substack May 20

A Red Indian Chief was in conversation with a Christian Missionary. This was some time after the

Tribes had been dispossessed and herded onto Reservations (the survivors, that is). And at this

time a dialogue had been developing.

The Chief asked the Missionary, "and is it true that only Christians go to Heaven, and all the rest

go to Hell?"

The Missionary replied, "Of course, that is our Teaching."

The Chief mused somewhat, and then said, "I don't see your Heaven as attractive if it only

contains such as you White Men who robbed us of our space, our nature, our beliefs, and our

generations. A Hell without you folks would at least have something good".

A people who migrated wholesale across a bleak Arctic moorland and then populated two whole

continents, retaining their identities and traditions for maybe seventeen millennia, are a people to

admire and a people from whom we should be humble enough to learn.

Credential: English settled and adopted into the southern native american culture of the latter

days.

Hope this makes sense! Remember, the only insult felt is evidence of our self-importance.

Thanks For Watching ....
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Black Pill News Black Pill News May 21 · edited May 21

First of, they were jewish and NOT ‘white’ since even jews do not consider themselves

white, they r middle eastern. Second it wasn’t ‘jews’ just those in the satanic Cult.

I am sick of the ‘white supremacy’ brainwashing. As real as the covid vaccine is safe and

effective.

Third, the native tribes slaughtered other native tribes. The aztecs sacrificed 80k prisoners

of war at one time and many were known for their blood rituals. The native tribes, as many

other ancient ppl WERE infiltrated by satanic beliefs.

The ‘white man’ didn’t cause them to cut heads off and sacrifice ppl to their demons, their

demonic beliefs did.

My ancestors included.
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DD DD’s Substack May 21

"Slaughtered Others" is the Strawman (aka "Look! A Squirrel!") argument... But

Officer, all those other cars are speeding too!

The argument of human sacrifice is (a) based on hearsay and (b) acceptable in

Christian terms. Briefly:

The chronicler, I believe it was Sahagún but bear with me there, the chronicler monk

who first raised the Aztec Sacrifice issue (i) was not an eyewitness, as at the time

Europeans were not permitted near the ceremony and he was certainly one or more

miles away and (ii) needed funds so had to scrape together a Horror Story to persuade
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miles away and (ii) needed funds so had to scrape together a Horror Story to persuade

el Rey de España and el Papa en Roma to cough up some funding (now what does

that remind me of?)

(b) The words of Bartolomé de la Casas, Bishop of Chiapas - Mexico, in the case he

presented to the King in defence of the Indians against the proposal by another cleric

that Conversion by Force is legitimate, refer (and I apologise for the length, and a

search for "Bartolome de las Casas" +"Human Sacrifice" will help the curious) and I

quote:

"The greatest way to worship God is to offer him sacrifice. This is the unique act by

which we show him to whom we offer the sacrifice that we are subject to him and

grateful to him. Furthermore, nature teaches that it is just to offer God, whose debtors

we admit we are for so many reasons, those things that are precious and excellent

because of the surpassing excellence of his majesty. But, according to human

judgment and truth, nothing in nature is greater or more valuable than the life of man

or man himself. Therefore nature itself dictates and teaches those who do not have

faith, grace, or doctrine, who live within the limitations of the light of nature, that in

spite of every contrary positive law, they ought to sacrifice human victims to the trueExpand full comment

LIKE REPLY (1) SHARE

Black Pill News Black Pill News May 21 · edited May 21

Everybody knows ancient natives performed blood ritual sacrifice, so not sure

what ur point is. So did the Celts, so did many infiltrated cultures, it is why the

rituals are ALWAYS the same. Because the demonic entities r the same, just the

ppl different. To allege native ppl in the Americas did not is just historically

inaccurate, so is preferential idolization of predatory cultures.

You have not told me anything new that changes that. The Greek & Roman gods

were nephilim demonic bloodlines, it’s not one place, even pre-andeluvian

cultures met their demise because of this.

Indian tribes killed and enslaved other Indian tribes. And white supremacy is a

MYTH, because the supremacy is of COLOR

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Antonia D May 20 · edited May 20

The people who follow other religions (besides Christianity) aren't evil. However, there is one

truth about reality. Multiple religions can't all be true, because they have contradictory beliefs.

What is ultimately true is that God is our almighty Creator and Our Father Who loves us. He has

moral laws that allow for human flourishing, and in the Israelite times as well as Christian times,

He has revealed specific ways He commands us to worship Him, and no other way is

acceptable. He sent His Son, Jesus, to teach us and show His love for us, and to establish one

universal church, the Catholic Church, to give us the sacraments, to preserve His teachings, and

to spread this information and way of life to the Jews and to all the pagan/gentile (non-Jewish)

cultures of the world. There are evil spirits who want us to join them in hell as their playthings, as

distractions from their misery from rejecting God and having to live without Him.

Every non-Christian religion or worldview -- including Buddhism, Islam, Wicca, New

Age/astrology/tarot, secularism, hedonism, Communism, Native American & indigenous beliefs -

- every single non-Christian worldview has been invented by these evil spirits (who are

intelligent in the extreme) to take us away from reason, truth, goodness, beauty, and love, which

are all from God. Psalm 96:5 "For all the gods of the Gentiles are devils." (This is from the

Douay-Rheims version numbered Psalm 95:5, but most Bibles number this as Psalm 96.) The

idea that all religions are an acceptable way to worship God is a lie invented by these evil spirits.

Of course, it has never been claimed that *everyone* in the Catholic Church is a saint; most are

serious sinners. And there have been so-called "Catholic" people & "Catholic" groups that have

participated or are participating now in this satanic New World Order plan. But as the Bible says,

the wheat and the weeds grow together until God sorts them out.

May God bless and guide you and your loved ones!

LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

LINCOLN LOVER May 21

The "catholic" church means the universal church which is the Christian Church of which

Jesus is the head thereof. This church is NOT the Roman Catholic Church OF WHICH THE

POPES ARE AND HAVE BEEN THE HEAD THEREOF. There is a vast difference in these and

if you read and STUDY Revelation 17 and 18 you will see the RCC is the apostate Harlot

church, the Whore riding the beast etc. I grew up in the RCC but left it as I found out the

truth of it's horrific history and it's false teaching. It does teach some truth but they are side

by side with many many false teachings and outright lies about their own history. Rev13:2

says this seat of power, the papacy, gets it's power and authority from the dragon/Satan. I

know this is a lot to handle but it is true nonetheless. The RCC has always taught it's

followers that it is the only one true church and there is no salvation in any other, so people

are very afraid to leave it. I know well the teachings and history. The Protestant Reformation

[1517] is where the truth came out and the true church came back to the bible alone and

Christ alone. The RCC has been fighting this ever since in their own Counter Reformation.

The pope is the antichrist which the world fears, every single one of them. Study the history

and you will see the damage done to the whole world via this man of sin.

[2Thessaalonians2] who sits on the throne calling himself God on earth. Trust in the Lord

Jesus, never any pope!!! Get out of her my people, Rev18:4.
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Antonia D May 22 · edited May 22

Have you ever read the Church Fathers...those very early faithful Christians who came

just after the Apostles? Examples: Clement of Rome (d. A.D. 97), Ignatius (d.

110), Polycarp (d. 155), Justin Martyr (the Church’s first major lay apologist; d.

165), Irenaeus (d. 202), Cyprian (d. 258), Athanasius (d. 373), Basil (d. 379), Cyril of

Jerusalem (d. 386), Ambrose (d. 397), John Chrysostom (d. 407), Jerome (d.

420), Augustine (d. 430), Cyril of Alexandria (d. 444), Pope Leo the Great (d. 461),

and Pope Gregory the Great (d. 604)

I invite you to read their full writings, not Protestant snippets, and see what you think.

They're available at NewAdvent.org (click the Fathers tab).

Also, really dig into the question of where the Bible came from...how did we get the

Table of Contents? And did Martin Luther convene a Church Council to change the

Bible after over 1,000 years of using the same 73 books, or just declare this on his

own? What would give one Catholic priest the authority to remove 7+ books of the

Bible on his own? And did Martin Luther work any miracles to confirm his drastically

new teachings? I thought we weren't supposed to add or remove any books of Holy

Scripture?

Also, see Catholic Answers website for any other problems you may have re:

Catholicism.

God bless you and your loved ones!
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LINCOLN LOVER May 22

I have done tons of research and left the Roman Catholic Church because it does

not comply at all with the bible. My experience with the RCC is extensive

[schooling and 100% Catholic town and surrounding towns] so I am coming from

a place where I do understand. I disagree with RCC for very many reasons, too

many to list. I totally believe that Revelation 18:4 is calling God's people out of

"her". The Catholic takes on Protestantism are false and extremely misleading,

full of outright lies , especially where Martin Luther is concerned, a complete

character assassination. I learned all those things in school as taught by the nuns

and priests. Now I know the truth of history. But I truly appreciate your reply, even

in our disagreement!

LIKE (2) REPLY (1) SHARE

Black Pill News Black Pill News May 23

The catholic church is for christians what talmud is for the torah: satanic

spin on original texts

LIKE REPLY (1) SHARE

Antonia D May 23

Protestantism (most Evangelical Protestants anyway) vs Catholicism

comes down to authority -- Sola Scriptura vs Scripture + Sacred

Tradition + Magisterium (the teaching office of the Church). Sola

Scriptura is a tradition of men invented in the 1500s.

Joshua Charles is an author, former White house speechwriter, and

recent Catholic convert from Protestantism. I highly recommend his

videos & blog:

https://www.joshuatcharles.com/blog/2021/9/23/becoming-catholic-

17-how-i-concluded-scripture-alone-was-false-even-before-i-read-

anything-catholic

https://www.joshuatcharles.com/becoming-catholic-series/

https://www.joshuatcharles.com/blog

I also highly recommend videos, books, & articles by converts Scott

Hahn, Tim Staples, Steve Ray, Thomas Howard, and the Catholic

Answers website (catholic.com).

Take care, and may God bless you and your loved ones.
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Liz P. May 19

I think it's easy for people to now have a new perspective on the Crusades. The Church was

defending the Holy Land from barbaric Muslims. They were fighting the good fight.
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Black Pill News Black Pill News May 21

The crusaders were freemasons thus satanic infiltrators
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Lorne Mi May 19

Dr. Wolf

Great presentation.

Thank you.

Regarding your comment that there are no accidents in the 'elites' choices of words, colours, settings

etc.. ..what, if anything, should we make of 22 02 2022, the date of russia's military move on Ukraine.

Palindromic or what, eh?
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Black Pill News Black Pill News May 21

Satanic
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Class-Punk Class-Punk on Truth, Beauty, Vi… May 19 · edited May 19

I'm fine with looking like a nutjob online in pursuit of the most likely truth as I see it, so I'll say that not

only do I believe financial elite occultism has been extremely prevalent, it has been fueled by

malevolent ET's posing as gods who rule over humanity, and the only real angels and demons are

ET's. But I like listening to Michael Salla, Alex Collier, Martin Brodel, and ICONS2020, supplemented

with other public information patterns, including other government whistleblower testimony, so that's

where my bias comes from.
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Antonia D May 20 · edited May 20

Those posing as ETs/aliens (physical beings from "another planet" are actually demons/evil

spirits.
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Class-Punk Class-Punk on Truth, Beauty, Vi… May 22

For a lot of Christian fundamentalists, every intelligent non-human creature is a demon

except for the old testament annunaki one posing as God without the infinite love part.

LIKE REPLY (2) SHARE

SARA 4 hrs ago

Hi, is the Annukia known by the freemasons occultists known as luciferian do you

know pls ?

LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

Class-Punk Class-Punk on Truth, Beauty, Vi… 8 mins ago · edited just now

This is my heavy duty tin foil hat opinion.. first to give some context, based on

Elena Danaan's work, Lucifer is Marduk, one of the Annunaki who was Enki/Prince

Ea's son, who went towards the dark side with the Annunaki Enlil (whose mother

was a Draco reptilian queen and father was Anu the Annunaki emperor), who

alongside the Draco reptilian ET's were at the top of the hierarchy of the

Freemasons/Jesuits/Luciferians/Cabal/Illuminati running Earth. Based on Martin

Brodel, Michael Salla, Alex Collier, and Elena Danaan, I believe the bad ET's are

not a threat to Earth now.

To answer your question I think many if not most Annunaki aren't bad; the

Annunaki are a society of different ET races that possibly originally was created in

an attempt to unite genetic offshoots of the war-displaced Lyran race. And there

are likely a minority of benevolent Dracos, whereas most appear extremely evil.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Antonia D May 22

Or angels, of course. There are many more angels than demons. I'm Catholic BTW. :)

God bless you and your loved ones!

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

VictorDianne Watson May 19

I agree, Naomi, we are living in a time of great evil. The attack on our children is unforgivable. Those,

like you, who are willing to speak out about it are heroes. Thank you!
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Rita Lawrence May 19

Dr. Wolf my prayer is that you are going to released fully from the bondage of the occult. KCIII’s recent

unveiling of his official portrait which was steeped in blood red. Have you seen any of the YouTube

videos by Messianic Jewish author Tim Cohen? His hypothesis is that KCIII is the antiChrist.
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Black Pill News Black Pill News May 21

I believe Trump ‘king of israel’ is, since we know the state of israel is khazarian and not real jews
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Elizabeth Thatcher Elizabeth’s Substack May 21 · edited May 21

King Charles is in league with Lucifer. Clearly. So is Prince William. Prince Harry caught on to

what happened to his mother in the car "accident" and moved away to protect his family. Too

bad Duchess Meghan is also likely in on it with her upside down cross.

Let's ask the obvious. What really happened to Princess Diana? Where is Princess Catherine?

Does she really have cancer, or is it merely a cover story for why she's not been seen since

December 2023? What's with all the fake body doubles and fake AI cancer video of Catherine?

Is she even still alive?

LIKE (3) REPLY (1) SHARE

Black Pill News Black Pill News May 21 · edited May 21

I don’t believe any of their deaths r real. Both Lady Di and Meghan and Kate are MEN,

transgenders . Distracting theatre for the dumb masses
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LINCOLN LOVER May 21

The Antichrist was exposed at the very beginning of the Protestant Reformation.[ in 1517.] It is

the man of sin who sits on the seat of the papacy, every pope is the antichrist, calling himself

God on earth [2Thessalonians 2] This was known for centuries by all Christians but has been

suppressed since around the 1820's by the false teachings spread everywhere about the

rapture etc called futurism. [ created by jesuit Francisco Ribera in 1585] It is aan all out effort by

the papacy and jesuits who rule the world. They always confuse everything and cause chaos to

keep all eyes off Rome. There are volumes written on this but very difficult to find and many

suppressed and out of print. Still, there are books which have chronicled this history and kept

going so as to never lose the knowledge. Charles is just another way to keep people from

knowing the truth, the papacy is the antichrist who devours the whole world. History, true history,

easily PROVES it.
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Black Pill News Black Pill News May 21

I believe Trump is their Antichrist.
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LINCOLN LOVER May 21

I believe they may very well be using him for that purpose, to fulfill their own false

prophecies and then everyone believes it, the rapture etc...all false, all from Rome, and

those who believe may be in for a terrible surprise. Compliance with Rome, belief in

her precepts can very well be the mark of thee beast, as the papacy acts as it's head.
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Elizabeth Thatcher Elizabeth’s Substack May 21

Many faithful Catholics would agree with you.

"Archbishop Viganò: False shepherds are working with Freemasonry to eclipse the Church"

https://www.lifesitenews.com/opinion/archbishop-vigano-false-shepherds-are-working-

with-freemasonry-to-eclipse-the-church/?utm_source=featured-

news&utm_campaign=usa
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LINCOLN LOVER May 21

Yes, I have seen his articles. Surprised he does not get out of her himself! Revelation

18:4. I got out of her long ago, by the wonderful grace of God, showing me the Way,

after living in a 100% catholic town, going to RCC school for 13 years.
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DD DD’s Substack May 20

Charlie is simply a kid who never grew up and was socialised only partially. The whole effect

compounded by his living in the Royal Court Bubble where the only sound is that of centuries of

aristocratic gold-diggers.

Klaus WEF Schwab let him down badly!
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Antonia D May 20 · edited May 22

King Charles is not charismatic enough to be the antichrist. He's also not a Jew, to convince

Jewish people that he is their Messiah.
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Black Pill News Black Pill News May 21

Trump is! Also a fake jew, like all the Khazarian mafia
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Emmanuel Goldstein Emmanuel Goldstein's (Movie) Re… May 19

None of her examples are actual "real" examples of occultism. Which doesn't mean they don't exist,

just that she isn't using them.
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Black Pill News Black Pill News May 23

They ARE examples of real occultism. We can agree to disagree on what ritual magik is
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Carol Carol’s May 19

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vFmjgbdNNgw--------this is a debate with Winston Marshall of

the Oxford Nation - it is his response to elitist Nancy Pelosi's word salad
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ratskins May 18

Naomi: I like your style! You claim you don't have any special wisdom. I disagree. You pulled on a lot of

loose threads here, and appear to be making quite a tapestry with them.
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Sean Arthur Joyce Sean’s Newsletter of Arts and N… May 18

Thank you for making it crystal clear that these staged incidents in public rituals are carefully

managed and passed through multiple layers of official approvals. As Clayton Morris says, "I don't

believe in coincidences." Every president or prime minister's speech is scripted.

I'm glad you provide some context in the opening half hour acknowledging the mythic, symbolic

element. I've never been one to believe in demons. Jung makes sense of this realm as few others

have.

These "satanic" cults or music artists staging devilish performances rely on the power of suggestion.

Just as an intellectually alert person cannot be hypnotized, the "Devil" only gets power by peoples's

belief. It is a shadow projection from the very darkest parts of the psyche. The remedy is to ignore

these performances, and don't take them seriously. Without your belief, they have no power.

LIKED (4) REPLY (2) SHARE

Black Pill News Black Pill News May 21 · edited May 22

Jung was a satanist. So was Newton, Freud and Einstein. Even Copernicus etc etc etc.

Ur lack of belief in air doesn’t render it unreal, just u unaware.
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Sean Arthur Joyce Sean’s Newsletter of Arts and N… May 21

Making assertions is not proof. Either prove your assertion Jung was a "satanist" or stop

bothering me.
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Black Pill News Black Pill News May 21 · edited May 22

U r not a baby bird to be fed information. Research urself, in Bitchute or Rumble. We r

adults here and I am not paid per hr nor do I need to prove anything to anybody. Am

giving u clues. Take a clue or leave it, it’s the same to me, ur knowledge is ur

responsibility not mine, we r not on CNN, I don’t send 100 links to vax zealots either, to

‘prove’ it’s not safe or effective
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Sean Arthur Joyce Sean’s Newsletter of Arts and N… May 22

You are talking to a journalist with 35 years' experience so yes, I know how to do

research. Further, I have studied the works of Carl Jung extensively, including his

autobiography. I see no evidence in all of this research that he was a "satanist."

Certainly, he spoke of mysterious contacts from the post-death realm (as does

Dr. Raymond Moody in his book Life After Life) but he believed these were

ancestor spirits, not demons, nor did he ever in any of his thousands of pages of

writing encourage "satanism." There are entire university faculties devoted to

Jungian psychology, explaining how such symbolism works in the psyche. But

what am I doing? I'm talking to someone who can't even spell. Do your own

research.
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Black Pill News Black Pill News May 22 · edited May 22

35 years in journalism and u don’t know there is a satanic monopoly or is it

because u r paid to lie?

Spare me the useless pedigree of the Operation Mockingbird press spitting

out nothing but lies every day, currently involved in mass genocide. The

press is the real virus, w their ‘it’s safe and effective’

Jung WAS a freemason and a devil worshipper, I have my own years of

academia researching, and the purpose of language isn ‘t spelling, btw,

talking about being ignorant, it’s communication. I spell bad because i

KNOW THAT, keep trying to distract w punctuation and narcissistic rants to

cover up ur malintent. I am not here for the spelling or ur delusions of

grandeur and inflated sense of self importance.

Keep ur Rockefeller propaganda and brainwashing of Rockefeller funded

education, all for ur urself, relish in it all u want, I find it both unscientific and

quite uncompelling.
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Sean Arthur Joyce Sean’s Newsletter of Arts and N… May 23

Troll alert! They're multiplying on Substack...

LIKE REPLY (1) SHARE

Black Pill News Black Pill News May 24

Everybody that calls u out is a troll, riiight? How CDC of u! Tell me

again about ur 35 years experience in journalism and why u still do

not know there is a monopoly that is highly satanic. What will it

take u? 50 years? Lol
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Antonia D May 20

I disagree wholeheartedly. And Carl Jung was an occultist.

LIKE (3) REPLY (2) SHARE

Sean Arthur Joyce Sean’s Newsletter of Arts and N… May 21

It is of course your right to disagree; this is the basis of rational discussion. However, if

you're going to make such an assertion, provide proof. An assertion alone is not proof.
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Elizabeth Thatcher Elizabeth’s Substack May 21

"Kabbalah, Occultism, Freemasonry and Jordan Peterson - Stop Being Silly"

The Symbolic World with Orthodox Christian iconographer Jonathan Pageau

"In the wake of many attacks on Jordan Peterson, I look at the danger of reducing symbolic

structures to their historical association with groups, schools of thinking and occult

personalities."

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xKdgDnrSy3o

Of course, the video being on YouTube --being run by Freemasons -- has a censorship

warning label that links to another Freemason-run website, Wikipedia.
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Black Pill News Black Pill News May 23

Good for u for having energy for those who talk trash instead of researching

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Jason Vreeman May 18

Naomi, it would be great if you talked with Lara Logan about this. You are seeing the same thing but

are approaching it from different angles. I think that your viewers would be extremely interested in a

dialogue between the two of you on this subject.

LIKE (5) REPLY (1) SHARE

Carol Carol’s May 19

Oh yes that would be a great discussion, I miss her , she is another one who was canned from

Fox for her unapologetic truth telling and straying from the narrative
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Roscoe Christopher The Roar May 18

did you tell wikipedia to put on your page their that you are not to be confused with you know who or

was that her doing?

because if it's the later i don't want to use wikipedia anymore

i know it's a double standard but i thinkt he times a warrant it
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Ray McGinnis May 18 · edited May 18

Thanks Naomi. This has not been much on my radar, though I note you have discussed this at least

once before, and I took note. I appreciate your background involved in two presidential campaigns,

and that occurrences like the grim reaper walking across a doorway during the coronation of King

Charles, the creepy portrait of King Charles and the two blood-splattered horses running amok in

downtown London (intended as a sort of omen or a hex?) and Biden's strange rage speech, are not

things that happen by accident. That everything presented to us is thought through to have an

impact in a certain trajectory.

Clearly, in addition to using repeated phrases like "safe and effective," these people know the power

of jarring images. But it takes someone like you who is watching these things and drawing them to

our attention to provide a framework for a public discussion. I remember when Hancock in the UK

asked in a text, "when do we deploy the next variant?" We are living through a dark time. Thank you

for reminding us of the power of love, and to invite the wider community to confront what is seeking

to shackle humanity.
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Reasonable Horses Reasonable’s Substack May 18

Another direct hit. I understand what you mean about not proselytizing. The mandates—love God,

love your neighbor, and go make disciples—have no room for the likes of Torquemada, and we must

always condemn inquisition. Christ says, “I stand at the door and knock.” He rarely imposes Himself

on anyone.

Nonetheless, we’re in the thick of overt spiritual warfare for literal bodies and souls. Evil “prowls

around like a roaring lion looking for someone to devour.” We desperately need Joshuas and Calebs.

Naomi, if I may, you have the megaphone and keep proving yourself fearless. Let’s call Satan “Satan”

and God “Jesus Christ.” God Himself is on our side. We are the Body of Christ. No one, and certainly

not the timidly sensitive trying to occupy middle ground, can stand against us. “Whoever

acknowledges me before others, I will also acknowledge before my Father in heaven.” Let’s claim that

promise and get on with the battle.
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Josie May 18

Dr. Wolf mentions that the most murderous regime in history is Nazi Germany. In Aleksander

Solzhenitysn's 'Warning to the West,' it includes his three speeches to the United States in the

summer of 1975. Solzhentisyn wrote, "Forty years earlier Dostoevsky had predicted that socialism

would cost Russia 100 million victims. At the time it seemed an improbable figure. Let me ask the

British press to acquaint its readers with the impartial three-page report of the Russian statistician

Professor Ivan Kurganov. It was published in the West twelve years ago, but, as is so often the case

with matters of social significance, we only notice things that are not contradictory to our own

feelings. From Professor Kurganov's analysis, we learn that if Dostoevsky erred, he erred on the side

of understatement. From 1917 to 1959 socialism cost the Soviet Union 110 million lives!" p. 129.

LIKED (10) REPLY (3) SHARE

Black Pill News Black Pill News May 21

The nazis and the communists r both from the same root, both r satanic. Actually, hitler

pretended to be nationalist and a patriot, before sacrificing the germans to his god, Lucifer, and

the communists pretended to be atheist while worshippping demons on the side.
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Elizabeth Thatcher Elizabeth’s Substack May 21 · edited May 21

Atheistic Marxist communism killed more worldwide than Nazism or any other form of fascism in

the 20th century (e.g. Holdomore, the Great Purge, the Great Chinese Famine). Some estimates

say more than 100 million dead from Communism in countries like the former USSR, China,

Cambodia, Vietnam, North Korea, etc.

"100 Years of Communism: Death and Deprivation"

Oct. 28, 2017

Cato Institute

"The verdict of history is clear, but only if people are willing to see it."

https://www.cato.org/commentary/100-years-communism-death-deprivation#

"100 Years of Communism—and 100 Million Dead"

Nov. 6, 2017

The Wall Street Journal

"The Bolshevik plague that began in Russia was the greatest catastrophe in human history."

https://www.hudson.org/national-security-defense/100-years-of-communism-and-100-

million-dead

What do you think the godless, neo-Marxist, technocratic globalist agenda is for the 21st

century? Depopulation. Neo-serfdom. Agenda 2030. The English-speaking world and U.S.A.

need to wake up because this time, their target is the people of North America, the United

Kingdom, Canada, Australia, New Zealand, South Africa etc. The do not want free democracies

with Constitutions and Bill of Rights to continue to exist. They don't want carbon-based life to

exist, hence all the crazy Green Agenda propaganda.
Expand full comment
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HBruce May 18

Indeed!
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Josie May 18

And Solzhenitsyn noted, "You must understand, the leading Bolsheviks who took over

Russia were not Russians. They hated Russians. They hated Christians. Driven by ethnic

hatred they tortured and slaughtered millions of Russians without a shred of human

remorse. It cannot be overstated. Bolshevism committed the greatest human slaughter of

all time. The fact that most of the world is ignorant and uncaring about this enormous crime

is proof that the global media is in the hands of the perpetrators."
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Black Pill News Black Pill News May 21

The bolsheviks were fake jews worshipping satan.
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HBruce May 18

Yep! The New York Times deliberately covered for the Bolsheviks.
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Antonia D May 20 · edited May 20

According to Wikipedia, Walter Duranty, "Moscow bureau chief of The New York

Times for fourteen years (1922–1936) following the Bolshevik victory in the

Russian Civil War (1917–1923)..., was later criticized for his subsequent denial of

the widespread famine (1930–1933) in the USSR,[1] most particularly the

Holodomor."

A few lines down from there in the Wiki article: "Duranty moved to Paris, where he

met Aleister Crowley and participated in magic rituals with him. Duranty became

involved in a relationship with Crowley's mistress, Jane Cheron, and eventually

married her.[4] In _Magick Without Tears_, Crowley terms Duranty 'my old friend'

and quotes from Duranty's book, _I Write as I Please_."

The occultists/satanists run the world. I guess they have forever. I used to think it

was just people giving into temptation from satan & the evil spirits, but now I

know it's actual, ritual-conducting, religious satanists.
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LINCOLN LOVER May 21

The papacy runs the world and the jesuits run the papacy. You have to go

back into history much further and study the Protestant Reformation and the

whole bible especially prophecy. Everything is done to keep all eyes off

Rome since in the Reformation the seat of the papacy was exposed as the

antichrist which it is. All Christians knew this for centuries. After the extreme

dumbing down through fears and false teaching, almost no one knows,

although some do know...the pope is sitting on the throne, calling himself,

God on earth...2Thessalonians 2.The most dangerous thing is not knowing

that the pope is the antichrist bc it allows him and his cohorts to continue to

devour the whole world, as he has done for centuries.
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Black Pill News Black Pill News May 21

Trump is the Antichrist in my opinion. The ‘church’ was already taken

over when they killed Jesus, isn’t that why he came right in the midst of

the demons’ pit? To show us what a great human is like, cause they

were already filled w demonics.
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LINCOLN LOVER May 21

Bible prophecy is of no private interpretation, 2Peter1:20, of men.

It is only interpreted through scripture proving other scripture and

that takes a massive understanding of the bible and history to see

it's fulfillment. The pope was exposed as the antichrist in thee

Protestant Reformation but very few know any history of the

Reformation so they do not know that Christians knew this for

centuries before all the crazy jesuit lies took hold on modern day

Christians with no knowledge. My people perish for lack of

knowledge. Hosea4:6. Francis is the pope, and a jesuit. The pope

is the seat of the antichrist which the jesuits have rule over. The

RCC papacy has devoured the whole world as said in Daniel. All

you have is speculation. I have told you what the bible and history

says. It would take a voluminous comment to prove it.
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Black Pill News Black Pill News May 21

King James was a satanist and gay, his bible is a

mistranslation. I consider anything after the death of Christ a

manipulation. As a professional linguist I am painfully aware

of the crucial importance of accuracy in translations and

manipulations. The earliest bible is preserved in Greek, from

285BC. The Latin version is manipulated, the Torah is from

1st century after Christ also, and even the Geneva Bible was

outlawed by the Vatican, sending massive number of

Christians to the US, because they’d kill u if they caught u w

Tindale’s bible.

This is an ancient Nephilim Cult originating before the Great

Flood. The Catholic Church has been demonic from the start.

Just look at the obelisk in the Vatican plaza, it’s the penis pf

Osiris, christians do NOT worship penises, the occult does.

Which bible and which translation is crucial here. U have told

me nothing new
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LINCOLN LOVER May 21

Great. You have said nothing new either. But you are a

bit rude.
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Black Pill News Black Pill News May 21

I am just factual vs beating around the bush. I don’t

mean to be rude, just accurate. Feeling attacked I

can see why u feel I said nothing, defense

mechanism tend to do that. Have a good one.
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Kate May 18

1. You recognize the importance of ritual. The primary ritual of the Catholic Church, the traditional

Latin Mass, was almost entirely eradicated in the late 1960s, and P. Francis is trying to do that now.

Recall your conversation with Michael Hichborn and ponder what's going on in the Church. By way of

background, the Church has always taught that, as She is the Body of Christ, She will undergo a

passion and death, as did Christ her head. (And no, the Isis - Osiris myth was not incorporated into

His death and resurrection.)

2. Many say Hitler was perfectly possessed (not schizophrenic; that's modernist garbage that won't

admit of the supernatural), which means he'd so perfectly placed himself in the hands of Satan that

onlookers couldn't see the signs of possession that are evident in possessed people (physical acts

beyond human capacity, like levitation or incredible acts of strength, knowledge beyond what the

possessed person could have, like knowledge of ancient languages, etc.)

3. Most people in the West still have a residual sense that if someone shows signs of diabolic

possession, you'd better find a Catholic priest. The things you are investigating as a journalist have

been woven into the almost 2,000 year history of the Catholic Church. Rather than reinventing the

wheel, you might want to learn from that. (Consider episodes of the 1st season of the very popular

Exorcist Files podcast.)

Be careful, Dr. Wolf You may not like the concept of Satan, but he is no mere historical construct; he

reigns in hell. You do not have the power to fight demons on your own. These demons (and this

includes the pagan "gods," by the way, as St. Paul notes) are fallen angels and thus are superior to us

in strength and in intelligence. We fight them only with the help of God, and you learn how to do that

through what the Catholic Church has learned and handed down over the centuries. Consider

watching "Nefarious" (2023); it's genius. The trailer makes you think it's typical horror stuff, but it is

not, and the guy who plays Edward is brilliant: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=txwrLGAL7Sg
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Liz P. May 18

I'm glad you wrote this. I wanted to say the same thing but didn't have the energy. It is objective,

factual truth. Everything to know on this subject has been public and available to everyone for

2,000 years. Dr Naomi was discussing the fact that the occultists are in power, but Jesus spoke

of "wickedness in high places." The Book of Revelation reveals that in the Last Days there is a

final battle against Lucifer and his minions as the light of Jesus Christ presses further into every

corner of the universe and the demons are exposed and become desperate (paraphrasing here.)

The Book of Revelation depicts that all earthly systems are satanic and under the control of

Satan in the Last Days. I don't have the energy to tell people anymore because I feel like

everyone should already know this by now because it's common knowledge. We know how to

battle evil in the world, through Jesus Christ, and in particular through His Real Presence in the

Blessed Sacrament. St Clare drove away the barbarians at the gate (more than once) by holding

up the Blessed Sacrament (Our Lord.)

But, I understand that so many people, tragically, were taught to dismiss Jesus and hate the

Church and they haven't read the whole Bible. They will come to know, eventually (Romans 11). (I

recommend Roy Schoeman's book "Salvation is From the Jews", an excellent source for

understanding this subject for those who don't believe that the New Testament is fact.)
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Kate May 19

It seems like Dr. Wolf is on the right path, and so one wants to keep writing comments in the

hope of opening her eyes, but at the end of the day, it takes humility to reach Truth. Prayers

for her!
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Liz P. May 19

Happy feast of Pentecost, Kate. Yes, prayers, always. Some of our greatest saints were

converses, not to mention St Paul. (My great-grandmother too.) If people would rather

watch Roy Schoeman's daily lectures rather than read his book, here is his most

recent video on the Holy Spirit. His graphics and production value are corney, but he's

a brilliant teacher nonetheless (former Harvard professor.) The lecture starts at the

28:00 mark https://www.youtube.com/live/nqDAELrMVXE?feature=shared
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Reasonable Horses Reasonable’s Substack May 18

Amen. More than anything else, saturate in the Word of God and learn to pray in the Spirit. Then

put on the full armor.
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Ursula Edgington, PhD Informed Heart May 18

I’ve admired your work, Naomi, esp over the last 4 years. But really? A contract with TWC? Why? How

can this association possibly be applauded?
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Jackie Solimini Jackie’s Substack May 18

The Grim Reaper appearing during the coronation reminded me of the cancer diagnoses of King

Charles and Princess Kate.
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Just showings us it’s the End Times. Their cancer diagnosis is bs in my opinion, i believe them to

be nephilim, not human
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Jackie Solimini Jackie’s Substack May 21

End times, yes.
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Sam Hilt Paradigm Wars May 18 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Naomi, how about an interview with Archbishop Carlo Maria Viganò? This would provide your

audience with an opportunity to hear about the resurgence of Evil from a Christian metaphysical

perspective. Much of this material is probably far outside the Overton Window of most of your

audience. So, presenting confirmation from multiple, independent sources helps people begin to

open their minds to realities that, at first, seem too far-fetched to be taken seriously.
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SARA 4 hrs ago

That’s a fascinating idea !
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Ellen May 18 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

I really enjoy your commentary. I think we are always getting signs from a higher source, some come

as warnings. Go back and look at what the pick three and the pick four numbers were for Illinois,

Obama’s home state, the day after Obama won the presidency his first term. It explains a lot.

I have read almost every one of Jonathan Cohn’s books. They blow me away, especially the Paradigm

and the Oracle. We are definitely in a battle of good vs evil. I have family that was killed in the

Holocaust. I recently discovered letters from these family members sent to my Grandmother living in

South Carolina at the time. I don’t think these letters would have had the impact they have on me

today if I had discovered them earlier. I think of these once nameless family members often as I see

history repeating itself. I wrote an unpublished book about my family and all that is going on now

mirroring the crazy times they lived in leading up to their deaths. Whenever a country embraces

Socialism and Marxism, antisemitism always follows. What follows after that is usually genocide. I am

giving my book to whoever will listen. I don’t know what else to do but to warn others. Too many are

asleep and don’t see the evil at our doorstep. Time is running out. This next election will determine if

we get out of the darkness or fall further into the abyss. Your insightful words which I share with

others helps tremendously! Thank you!
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HBruce May 18 · edited May 18

How do I get your book. I will listen.
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Sam Hilt Paradigm Wars May 18 · edited May 19 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Ellen, your comment gave me goosebumps. My mother was a Holocaust survivor who grew up

in Poland and lost most of her family in the war. She passed away 20 years ago. Last month, I

received an email from a woman in Poland, a retired professor named Magdalena, who was

trying to get in touch with me. Another Polish woman had found a book lying on the street and

contacted Magdalena through a Polish Facebook group that seeks to restore recovered articles

to the descendants of those who perished in the Holocaust.

My mother was born in 1915; the book that was found was inscribed to my mother in 1927 when

she was 12 years old. It was awarded to her by her professor in recognition of having written the

best essay in her fourth grade class. And nearly 100 years later, this book was found lying on a

street corner by a woman with an interest in genealogy who just happened to know of a

Facebook group where there just happened to be a professor who had the skill-set to begin

searching. The professor had only my mother's maiden name to go on and, somehow, a century

later, living in another country with a different last name, she managed to find me. The book is

now in my possession and it's the only thing I have of my mother's from her life in Poland before

the war.

Coincidentally, my mother's book appeared from out of nowhere the same week I published my

own book which I had been working on for several years. And there are people who don't believe

in God...
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Dr Naomi Wolf May 18 Author

Amazing
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Coincidentally (lol) my own book explores the return of the ancient deities—a theme

that you are so clearly engaged by—from the perspective of archetypal psychology.

More specifically, I identify the role that Judaism played in caging the Beast by

suppressing the energies which sustained the chthonic deities. Antisemitism is the

price the Jews pay for their success as the Beast thrashes in the collective

consciousness striving to exact revenge.

'Paradigm Wars: A Brief History of Consciousness from the Insects to the Antisemites'

https://amzn.to/3QNJTWr

(The "read sample" on Amazon gives a good overview.)

Maybe we should talk? :)
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Black Pill News Black Pill News May 21

Antisemitism is bs used by the satanic Cult the Khazarian mafia is, to hide amidst

jews w no repercusion, and commit world genocide and human extinction.

Antisemetism exists because ppl KNOW most involved in the worlds’s genocides

call themselves jews.

The bible calls them fake jews, as they r NOT original judeans, they r khazarian

and satanic infiltrators.
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Janet York May 18 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

I think I heard you say that you are now a Christian... I love the Jewish chosen people of GOD. I

suppose you heard the prayer that was given in congress and that 27, I think, democrats wrote a letter

of complaint. Mike Johnson had invited Pastor Jack Hibbs to give the prayer that morning.

Please go to https://calvarycch.org/?sfid=63887&_sft_topic_series=in-the-daze-of-deception

to hear these 3 sermons on the DAZE OF DECEPTION. I personally found them to be most

informative and have listened more than once. We are in a time of great deception so its time to be

aware. Thank You Janet Y
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Dr Naomi Wolf May 18 Author
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Dr Naomi Wolf May 18 Author

I’m not a Christian. I’m Jewish but (or and) very fond of Jesus.
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Elizabeth Thatcher Elizabeth’s Substack May 21

Dear Naomi, you can be a Jewish follower of Jesus. All of Jesus' closest apostles were

Jews (e.g. Peter, Paul, Matthew, James, etc.). I pray you find the true Light of Christ.
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Black Pill News Black Pill News May 21

They were not jews, they were Judeans. What we call broadly jews today can mean

very many diff things, which the Cult uses to confuse ppl and protect itself from

backlash and repercusions, so jews will be blamed for their crimes. King Charles is one

of these bloodlines and he is not a ‘jew’. They use the ‘jews’ as cover and canon meat
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Elizabeth Thatcher Elizabeth’s Substack May 21 · edited May 21

Odd way to split linguistic hairs. "Judean" comes from the Latin "Iudaeus," which

means "Jew" or "Judean." This Latin term referred to the inhabitants of the region

of Judea during the Roman time. Over time, it entered into English through

various linguistic channels, retaining its association with the geographical area

and its inhabitants. The term "Judean" refers to someone or something related to

the region of Judea or the people who inhabited it. The etymology of "Judean" is

directly tied to the name of the region itself, which in turn is derived from the tribe

of Judah.

According to the New Testament, Jesus was born into the lineage of King David,

who was from the tribe of Judah. He and his male followers were circumcised,

kept the Law of Moses, and I'm sure the word "Jew" is derived from the word

"Judean" from the tribe of Judah. Jesus was most certainly a Judean and

therefore a Jew. No serious scholar would dispute this historic fact.

The term "Jew" ultimately derives from the Hebrew word "Yehudi," which means

"from the tribe of Judah." The tribe of Judah was one of the twelve tribes of

Israel, and it played a prominent role in ancient Israelite history. The term "Yehudi"

came to refer to anyone who was a member of the Jewish people, regardless of

their tribal ancestry.

https://www.etymonline.com/word/Jew

Jew (n.)

late 12c., Giw, Jeu, "a Jew (ancient or modern), one of the Jewish race or

religion," from Anglo-French iuw, Old French giu (Modern French Juif), from Latin

Iudaeum (nominative Iudaeus), from Greek Ioudaios, from Aramaic (Semitic)

jehudhai (Hebrew y'hudi) "a Jew," from Y'hudah "Judah," literally "celebrated,"

name of Jacob's fourth son and of the tribe descended from him.
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Black Pill News Black Pill News May 21 · edited May 23

Not an odd way but an accurate way. Take circumcision, which was originally

used to mean taking things out of ur soul, NOT cutting your body. It makes

logical sense God doesn’t need humans to ‘fix’ his creation, original

Christians did not circumcise, only manipulated occult movements like the

talmud, push for that. Nobody in my majority orthodox country circumcises,

it is an abomination.

So just an example on how manipulation of texts work. Same w Jesus. The

original Judeans are NOT what the Khazarian mafia aka Rothschilds and

Rockefellers call ‘jews’. The word ‘jew’ does NOT mean ‘Judean’, it’s a

modern creation for the purpose of manipulation. Just how covid injections r

not real ‘vaccines’.

Also, Moses appears w HORNS in ancient artworks, but not Jacob… take

that as u wish.

Linguistics is my specialty, etymology and correct hair splitting for the

purpose of historical accuracy is crucial.

The earliest holy text is the Septuagint, preserved in Greek and Aramaic, any

later Hebrew or Latin are re-translations.

Derived does not mean equal. Judeans were not ‘jews’, they were Judeans.
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Elizabeth Thatcher Elizabeth’s Substack May 21 · edited May 21

The Greek word "Ioudaios" is translated as both "Judean" and "Jew" in

the New Testament. For example:

John 3:22

https://biblehub.com/interlinear/john/3-22.htm

Matthew 2:2

https://biblehub.com/interlinear/matthew/2-2.htm

John 4:9

https://biblehub.com/interlinear/john/4-9.htm

Acts 10:28

https://biblehub.com/interlinear/acts/10-28.htm

Romans 1:16

https://biblehub.com/interlinear/romans/1-16.htm

Galatians 3:28

https://biblehub.com/interlinear/galatians/3-28.htm

Also, a first century writer called Josephus used the word in his

"Antiquities of the Jews" written in about 94 AD. It is not just a modern

word but one that predates Jesus in the Hebrew Bible (as in Esther 2:5)

and was around and in common use during the time of Jesus and when

the New Testament was penned in the first century. I also have an

advanced degree in linguistics.
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Black Pill News Black Pill News May 21 · edited May 21

Judean means Judean, the term “jew” is a modern creation and

too broad an interpretation. There have been countless re-writes

of ancient texts and rewordings and replacing of terms. As

linguists we know that is an extremely manipulative and deceptive

tactic.

The word ‘jew’ is used to replace Judean in all texts now, just how

the covid shot is called a vaccine, it is NOT.

Also, even the King James translation is satanic because king

James was a satanist. He was also gay, thus, at a time, a

Luciferian, NOT a christian. His translation is famous for

manipulations, before the word ‘jew’ was even invented, for

example.

The Khazarian mafia like the Rothschilds etc, converted to

Judaism in the 7th c or so, again just as an example, and there was

a migration to the ancient Judea, that changed the ethnic

background, they r NOT original Judeans, neither r any of their

cronies called the State of Israel today.

Anybody can be a ‘jew’ who chooses, and furthermore,

ashkenazis r not original Judeans, if we r talking bloodlines, is my

point. Doesn’t make anybody bad, there is just a clear historical

distinction.

However the Rothchilds & their cronies ARE evil, highly cultist and

clear devil worshippers.
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Havakuk Write the Vision May 18

Yeshua (Jesus) is Jewish; when we see him and Scripture through Jewish / Hebreaic

perspective a lot of things become clearer. Shalom, Naomi et al.
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Black Pill News Black Pill News May 21 · edited May 21

No, Jesus was from N Palestine in Galillee, not even Judean. Though he was called

King Of The Judeans. The Judeans r not what we call jews today. The state of israel is

khazarian, not original Judeans. The Rothschild bloodlines r not original from the area

of what we calm today Israel. They call themselves ‘jews’, however.

Jesus was NOT a jew. The word ‘jew’ is a modern term, often misused
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Jean Louise May 18 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Thank you so much for this discussion. I also read Return of the Gods and was absolutely

dumbstruck by the truth presented. Once you see it, you can’t unsee it. God has granted me

discernment time and time again and rescued me from evil as well as answered my warfare prayers

on behalf of my children. As Christians, we have access to the mighty power of Jesus by claiming it in

his name. He has defeated death but we still battle in this world.

We do not need to fear but we do need to be aware.

For we do not wrestle against flesh and blood, but against the rulers, against the authorities, against

the cosmic powers over this present darkness, against the spiritual forces of evil in the heavenly

places.

Therefore take up the whole armor of God, that you may be able to withstand in the evil day, and

having done all, to stand firm.

Ephesians 6:12-13
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The Philosopher King A Dialetheic of Course May 18

Mountains out of molehills.
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Do u also believe the shots were safe and effective
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The Philosopher King A Dialetheic of Course May 23

I know the "shots" , as you call them, were not a uniform entity, so speaking of them as such

is destined to lead to fruitless conversations.

I do believe that the "whole story" of all the various vaccine types, development strategies,

and deployment methods has yet to be told in sufficient depth by any one authoritative

text.

There is absolutely more to know, but Dr. Wolf has not yet demonstrated that she is up to

the task of doing a comprehensive deep dive on all the data available from every credible

source.
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Black Pill News Black Pill News May 24 · edited May 24

I see u like to deflect a lot. It’s bot molehills, it’s the Everest. What is a credible source,

Rockefeller captured information? All ‘vaccines’ are deadly, just this last batch w

nanobots is more obvious. SIDS is largely due to baby vaccines, the polio vaccine

caused way more polio than wild polio etc etc. The spanish flu was also bad vaccines

and introduction of radio aka radiation.
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Janet York May 18 · edited May 18 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Respectfully, i thought of counting the number of times your left hand pulled your hair back.and I am

only in the first 20 minutes. I think this continued brushing your hair back my be a nervous habit???

Please try a bobby pin or I may just need to listen to you instead of watching the video even though I

do enjoy seeing your face and expressions. Please watch this video again and count the times you

run your fingers through you hair so you can see what I am speaking about... I suspect you are not

even aware of this motion or habit???? ThankYou sweet lady Janet (I started counting the "hair

pushing back movements" starting at the 20 minute mark, to be 35 times.) I imagine you are not even

aware that you are doing this so many times.
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Dr Naomi Wolf May 18 Author

I have heard this feedback before. I will get a bobby pin thx
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Black Pill News Black Pill News May 21 · edited May 21

U be u, Naomi, ppl complaining about ur hair and mannerisms r like children focusing on

combing hair instead of the tsunami towering over their heads. It’s ridiculous. We r here for

u, not ur hair. Whatever lets u express urself is fine w me, ppl r too used to being coddled

and brainwashed w hollywood
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Pam&Punky, aka Pam Richardson Pam&Punky,’s Newsletter May 20

5.20.24 250pm

Hi Naomi! I'm kind of late in the game on this one, as its been 2 days since you made your

post, but regarding YOUR HAIR, Punky & I kind of like the natural feminine fluidity that your

hands gliding through the front of your hair displays. In fact, it endears us to you

considerably while we enjoy watching you speak because it reflects such a soft

"humanness" about you. It also helps to soften"the blow"of the powerful information that

you're fearlessly conveying. Personally, I wouldn't think so much of the "stoicness" or the

"firmness"of the bobby pin look..so restraining & against that displayed softness &

beautiful fluidity of you. Punky & I love the way you personalize your hair in combination

with your many movements. It makes you, you. But that's just me & my little doggies own

personal opinion.. A couple of your responses show that everyone sees things differently. If

I may suggest, if utilizing any hair restraint, I would choose an individual comb or two..

something that would still allow for that gentleness of you & your wavy hair to continue to

beam with softness & grace. Isn't it crazy how some people can become triggered or

adversely affected by the oddest things? We may all be just as valid in our assessment too.

But for our own personal reasons we see things entirely differently. (smile)

Have a great day today Naomi and thank you so much for everything that you had to say.

You & your efforts are priceless to me & Punky and mean so much to so many.

Again, we thank you for all that you do & share!

Pam & her little 4lb female chihuahua who she keeps in her bra, Punky! (smile)

Pam&Punky
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Shannon Nering Musings of a Menopausal Biohack… May 19

Or don't. I'd guess most people don't notice it. Mind you, I'm usually cooking or cleaning

when I listen to anyone. Otherwise, what? Hundreds of hours sitting and staring at a

screen!! lol. Your material is compelling enough and dang you are smart, you need change

nothing!
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Exactly. Ppl r acting like teenagers w unhealthy focus. Nobody is here for the friggin

hair, what have we become. Micromanaging is a mind disease
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Shannon Nering Musings of a Menopausal Biohack… May 23 · edited May 23

Haha - well said. Micromanaging is indeed a mind disease. I mean people expect

someone to not be human and not touch their hair and just rattle off all the things

they want to know exactly as they want to hear it. Let people be for Godsakes.

She's on the right page. She's doing the deep dives and sharing with us. Be

grateful!!
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Ppl r too conditioned into hollywood fakery, they now can’t handle real ppl

and real life.
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Or . . . simply keep being you : )
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Exactly, who the hell is here for make up, not me, ppl r too childish, leave the woman

alone.
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KundaliniAndCellTowers May 18

I like to see Dr. Wolf play with her hair as she delivers her message. Commercial

presentations are far too stiff.
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Janet York May 18 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Hello Naomi, I know of you thru Warroom... Thank you for all the work you are doing and seeing more

truth that the democrats no longer believe...I am conservative and patriotic...

Reason for my comment... The continued brushing your hair back is a distraction and a bobby pin will

hold your hair in place. Not trying to be mean or rude, just suggesting a easy fix to keep you hair in

place... Thank You. Get that bobby pin...I use them to keep my hair out of my face..
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Stop w the micromanaging, really. How unbecoming! If u r here for the hair, go watch Netflix,

nobody needs others to tell them how to dress and where to keep their hands, this is utterly

ridiculous and innapropiate. We r here for the content, how dysfunctionally childish to be telling

the woman what to wear. Let her be her own self, for God’s sake!
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Faye May 18

Archbishop Vigano - same conclusion

https://www.lifesitenews.com/opinion/archbishop-vigano-globalist-extermination-plan-serves-

satans-goal-to-kill-both-body-and-soul/?utm_source=telegram
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Jim May 18

Did you see the blood red portrait unveiled this week for King Charles? Shocking!

Your observation regarding Biden’s bloody rage is extremely accurate.
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KundaliniAndCellTowers May 18 · edited May 18 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

There is a saying, "People who deny that Evil exists, deny that God exists, too." Meaning that in order

to know Evil you must know God. So the rise of cultural Marxism, which requires the death of the

belief in a higher power that creates and guides us, has blinded us to the existence of Evil, as well.

With this accomplished, there is no counterweight to the actions that this force we call Satan takes in

our world.

Regarding ascribing all this to "AI", or viewing Satan as a stand in for AI. Satan is a fallen aspect of

God or the Divine. The brilliance of the control system being implemented approaches God's, but

falls just a tad short. It has most of God's powers sans the ability to create. It can just destroy. The

kind of "inhuman" moves "AI" is taking in my view are entirely consistent with an agency like "Satan"

and what such a spiritual force would do whose aim and purpose is to at all times undermine God's

creation or, as I see more accurately, since I don't see Satan at work in the creative functioning of the

life and physical forces that God has put into motion, but merely on the etheric level that connects

man's psyche with God. Satan is a proving force meant to separate those who would seek to wield

God's force for good versus those who would use such power selfishly and for destruction.
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Reasonable Horses Reasonable’s Substack May 18

That makes a great deal of sense. Satan creates chaos and perverts what God created and gave

people the ability to build. Some of the latest robots and robotic devices look like vehicles for

Satan to embody himself, much like the Nephilim.
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KundaliniAndCellTowers May 18

I do struggle to define what Evil is. I believe that God created everything, including His

angels, so even Satan, if there is such a creature, serves His purpose. Much of this

technology can serve a higher purpose, but much has been subverted. Kind of like how

Google's original credo of "Don't be evil" was removed. All of us philosophers and saints

appear not to be getting the job done, in terms of enforcing an adequate corrective.

Probably we need to become warriors too.
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Reasonable Horses Reasonable’s Substack May 21

Addressing evil certainly seems to be an urgent need. If we are going to do something

about it, it seems essential to determine if it’s a literal being or just a metaphor for

misguided behaviors or tragic misfortunes. I’m not sure we can do anything about

problems we can’t define. Are you guessing it might be a literal being created by God?
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KundaliniAndCellTowers May 21 · edited May 21

I support whatever motivates us to do the right thing. That is why I have aligned

myself increasingly with traditions of faith. Any belief that a Creator God exists,

that a Divine spark resides in all of us, and that inherent in God's creation is a

perfect system of laws, presents a barrier for "Evil" to corrupt our minds and

civilizations. If you can find this "Evil" and maybe convince him to give a TED Talk

(TM), I'd like to see it. Again, I go back to "fruits." If disharmony flows from a

man's actions, perhaps it is this "Evil" that has influenced him. If you believe that

Evil exists despite God's best efforts, then God is not all powerful and all

knowing. But if you see Evil as something intended by God ( I mean, didn't God

create these so-called angels and throw some of them out of "Heaven"?), then

you have to see "Satan's" existence as part of a Divine Plan. I do think it will

become increasingly difficult to sort out Good from Evil in our lives with

information and science today being themselves corrupted, and the DOD's

largest single expenditure now being on psychological warfare and every human

being on the planet including the USA viewed as a target. I will leave this

response open ended and I wish you the best of luck on your journey.
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Reasonable Horses Reasonable’s Substack May 21

I like your angle on staying focused on God’s power within us. I take as a

practical fact that because Christ’s Spirit lives in us, we are His Body. Let’s

act boldly on that, and wherever evil manifests, we will respond according to

our faith and in God’s power. More than luck will follow.
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HBruce May 18

I have often wondered if Satan wasn't the original souless AI who is now trying to remake

humanity into his image.
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Actually there IS evidence the AI is Fallen Angels. After all, demons have no bodies,

and the internet was made by satanists at Cern. I recommend XtremRealityCheck

website, has a lot on this link on how the AI r simply demons
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Reasonable Horses Reasonable’s Substack May 18

Similar to my wondering about Karen Koshgarian.
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HBruce May 18

What do you know about the kundalini? If you are knowledgeable, I have a very important

question to ask you.
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It’s demons
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HBruce May 21

Nope its not and has nothing to do with evil forces. See my other comment for an

explanation.
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I understand u believe that. Was just specifying opinions on this differ and I find

those explanations much more compelling., for reasons I mentioned. We can

agree to disagree 

🙏🤷
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KundaliniAndCellTowers May 18

I probably know as much or more than most folks talking about this stuff on the interwebs.
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Kundalini is synonymous with Prana, Subtle/Etheric Energy and, in my opinion, Holy Spirit.

It's what leaves the body when the body dies. But I am not a sooth sayer and only HBruce

knows what is best for HBruce, because you are the only person in this realm capable of

truly understanding what God's intentions are for you. Peace.

LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

HBruce May 18 · edited May 18

Understood, but I had an experience I cannot explain what occurred after giving a free

energy treatment to a friend. After working on her I stayed in my treatment space and

went to sleep. I then woke up later that evening feeling a crazy vibration beginning at

the base of my spine. Then it slowly moved up my spine and then to the top of my

head. I had no control over it. The experience lasted for several minutes. After that

experience, personal things that had vexed me for decades were gone. The person I

worked on has this happen to her frequently, but she never understood what it was.

Somehow it transferred to me. Some say it had something to do with the kundalini.

Thus my question to you is what do you make of something like that? What was that

about?

LIKED (1) REPLY (3) SHARE

Black Pill News Black Pill News May 21 · edited May 23

The ‘serpentine’ energy of kundalini, also known as Christ Conciousness, is

demonic.
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HBruce May 21

It isn't known as Christ Consciousness and at its core has nothing to do with

that concept. Its merely an explanation of how the subtle energies move in

the body. The center line is the neutral core. The two lines that cross up the

body are known as the positive and negative energy currents. Together this

is used as a symbol of healing and health that is commonly used in modern

medicine. Another term for it is the Cadeuces. It has nothing to do with

anything that is demonic. Its just another way of explaining how God made

us and how energy flows in the body.
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Black Pill News Black Pill News May 21

I simply aknowledge some call it that. Serpentine energy moving as in

the kundalini, is a practice of invoking a spirit into the body. In christian

principles it is called demonic, or a seducing spirit, each belief w their

own terminology. It is also called Christ Conciousness by New Agers.

Spiritualists call it a spiritual parasitic entity, yoga calls it Kundalini.

Which is why the ancient ppl both aknowledge ritualistically both the

invocation of and deliverance from, as such is free will, in all religions.

Some focus on its seductive power and some on its spiritual toxicity,

opinions differ whether good or bad, but the ‘energy’ is the same.

God’s warning in christianity was about the subtlety of evil and its

seductive powers and how humans were too young to be able to

handle that effectively and w real awareness.

An example of that is how u connected it w healing and medicine,

which symbol, the caduceos, which is represented by a snake, aka a

symbol of the original snake, aka satan in the garden of eden . It’s

simply mostly just sheer poison 

👀👉

 even the word pharmakeia

means in Greek poison or witchcraft, it’s where the word pharmacy

comes from. Their ‘medicine’ is witchcraft potions and poisons.

The real medicine is not what we r told, I was very much into New Age

myself, for a couple decades, just saying u can trace the origin of these

movements always to the same patterns of archetypes from ancient

times, and many r traps to lure us in, just how a fisherman uses a worm

on a hook.

In my research the kundalini energy is spiritually parasitic while
Expand full comment
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HBruce May 21

Regarding the symbol of the snake, Jesus said just as Moses lifted

up the serpent so that everyone who looked on would be healed,

so he would be lifted up. I wish we could have a conversation

about this. There is nothing about your subtle energy currents that

run through your body and govern different aspects about who

you are that is parasitic. When the understanding of hoe these

energy currents work and what they relate to and the symptoms

that surface when these energy currents are blocked, then that

understanding can be used for healing. This is part of real

medicine and when this understanding is combined with the

application of flower remedies the results can be truly amazing. I

tell people when I have done this work that I pray to Jesus during

the treatment and if that makes them feel uncomfortable, then I'm

not the right person for them. I am a follower of The Way. I

proclaim Jesus as Lord and Savior. The co-opting of these truths

by pagan practices does not negate their reality. However, that is

exactly what the enemy tries to do. The enemy takes what is good

and twists it for evil.
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Black Pill News Black Pill News May 21 · edited May 21

I didn’t say our energy is demonic, I said invading energies,

subtle but distinct as they r, r demonic. Anything serpentine is

a symbol of the original snake from the garden of Eden,

Satan.

Also, in much of ancient art, Moses is portrayed w horns. He

came posessed from the ‘burning bush’, they mention he had

‘horns of fire’, and they were clearly afraid of him.

Even in Egerton 1500, he is portrayed w horns, but NOT

Jacob.

We know the Talmud is a satanic version of the Torah, for

example, it’s Luciferianism shilling as Judaism, just like

catholicism is Luciferianism shilling as Christianity.

Yes, calling on Jesus is the right way and the right healing, he

IS the only cure. Just as u mention, it is the twisting of truth

that turns good demonic.

The kundalini energy is serpentine. Different from our own

energy. Because u used the term kundalini, we r having this

debate, only

LIKE REPLY (1) SHARE

HBruce 1 hr ago

Kundalini is not serpentine (i.e. invasive or demonic)

energy. Its merely a model to describe how the subtle

energies move through the body. Moses lifted up the

image of a snake on a pole. The creator told him to do

that so that people could look upon it and be healed. I'm

not Catholic, but I know Catholics and they are definitely

not Lucerferian.
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cltwilson1 May 18

Take care. It may be something else:

https://www.catholicexorcism.org/post/exorcist-diary-291-disaster-on-a-yoga-

mat

https://www.catholicexorcism.org/post/exorcist-diary-282-kundalini-disasters
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KundaliniAndCellTowers May 18

Energy workers can sometimes cause these direct manifestations. Laying on of

hands or more weakly from a distance. If the symptoms are persistent, or rather

specific and "developmental" as they appear to be in your case, then this is an

awakening or deepening of your own etheric or subtle functioning. I would say it's

a sign of the Holy Spirit working through you. Much of the judgment of this stuff

is measured "by the fruits ye shall know;" or like how spiritual traditions often

speak of observing a "master" for a decade or more before becoming his or her

student because you must discern whether this person is morally fit to be your

teacher and worth risking the submission of your own will to some extent to

theirs. I like the yogic language because it is so explicit with all these

understandings rather than cloaked in metaphors as happens in the Bible. I think

you can share with this client of yours that this is a positive manifestation. Many

people start to have psychic breakthroughs that due to ignorance and misplaced

fear they seek to quell with pharmaceuticals. One of the main ingredients in the

common pharmaceutical is fluoride, which flatlines you emotionally, reduces the

body's receptivity on the etheric level, and literally burns holes in your brain.
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Deborah Bell The Beckoning by Deborah Bell May 18 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Dr. Wolf, where you aware you had been completely shadow-banned on Apple podcasts? You can’t

be found in the app search. You also can’t be reached via the back route of going to Google and

typing in “Naomi Wolf apple podcasts”. The link does not work.

LIKED (4) REPLY (1) SHARE

Dr Naomi Wolf May 18 Author

Really? Oh dear

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

laura May 18 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

It does seem like it’s time for this information to be delivered to the masses! People are stepping into

questioning more and more and, hopefully, they find the right words that show them the way to be in

the light! I think when there is a problem that is delivered it needs to be coupled with a solution, no

matter how small… And negative needs to be met with a positive!

I believe that prayer is very powerful, meditation and healing practices that are based in love and

light!

My offering is some thing I used to do when I was an elementary school teacher. When I was trying to

figure out how to help a particular student I would ask for help from God every morning at 7 AM.

Eventually, there was a shift. I was either given a book, or read an article or came up with a strategy

that seemed to work and help the situation with this child.

Sometimes I would ask for help from teachers who I would trust. We would make an agreement to

send out a little prayer at 7 AM for this child. 7 AM in the morning was just a time that worked in the

busy life of a teacher that is prepping for the day.

My offering here is that if we as a small group be the pebble in the pond that reverberates out in

prayer and focus on our world and humanity …it might spread like the concentric circles from a stone

tossed into the pond.

At 12-3-6-9 AM/PM take a moment for prayer/meditation/silence for our healing and survival!

I put this on my business card and maybe some have taken the time. I am thinking with your audience

maybe this could be done on a grander scale. I believe this to be very powerful, especially, with many

many people. Little lights all over the world will make our earth shine in the universe.

Blessed be and thank you for being brave and speaking the truth!
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Dr Naomi Wolf May 18 Author

I really like that, will try!

LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

laura May 19

Please—use it!

LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

Antonia D May 20

Please try the Rosary; it's very powerful, especially in doing Catholic "meditation"

(which just means thinking deeply, using your imagination to put yourself in the

situation) on the mysteries in the life of Jesus & His Mother Mary that are the focus of

the Rosary, such as the Nativity of Jesus or the Crucifixion. May the Lord bless and

guide you and your loved ones!
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ArnoldF May 18

Dr Wolf, at 14 min you mention the notion of boundless love as being a 'force field' for good and

powers. Only God and His divine angelic messengers provide that kind of protection. This is only

available to those redeemed under the blood covenant only available thru Yeshua. Please dont go

forward on this 'force field' ideology--it promotes the idea that by ones actions, it is possible to

manipulate others and approaches on the terrain and terminologies of witchcraft. Do not go down a

path of attempting to 'awaken your powers...' Please please stay away from that.

LIKE (3) REPLY (1) SHARE

Dr Naomi Wolf May 18 Author

Not what I meant but thank you

LIKE (2) REPLY (1) SHARE

ArnoldF May 18

Words on this order can be complex to parse thru--I am sorry if I interpreted incorrectly. I

have been listening and reading your SS since covid nitemare began. Thank you for what

you do and truth you are bringing to light Dr Wolf. I am Jewish Christian and am glad to hear

about your journey to God.
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Melinda Fouche Melinda’s Substack May 18 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Hopefully you read Michael Crichton’s book PREY. If not, you need to… I am convinced the

Pharmaceuticals have been delivering self-assembling nanotechnologies into humans any way they

could sneak them in—medication, anesthetics, vaxx’s, etc. for years unbeknownst to us until the

electron microscopy work of Dr. Ana Maria Mihalcea began analyzing human blood of Covid survivors

and vaxxed people which led to expanded research. You’re undoubtedly correct that AI and machine

learning have permeated a lot of Godless elites and people in power, but if they truly were believers of

God they wouldn’t allow this to have begun and continued undercover
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Shannon Nering Musings of a Menopausal Biohack… May 19

And in the food -- all sorts of metals that can't be traced back to pesticides etc.
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RE Nichols RE’s Zine May 18 · edited May 18 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

I believe that Biden's speech was meant to anger and alarm those on the right. It left more of an

impact on them--generally speaking--than the people who voted for him.
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HBruce May 18

Is that because of the ignorance of the ones who voted for him not recognizing the symbolism

behind his speech? Perhaps its attributed to ignorance rooted in the adoption of a purely

materialistic view of nature.
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Livingstone Robinson May 18 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Let’s stop calling those people elite. There’s nothing special about them and they’re humans like us.

That terminology was never used by early occultists researchers like Anthony C. Sutton whose series

on ‘The Order’ and their archival works at Yale and other Ivy League schools.

It was spooks like Alex Jones and David Icke (David’s family is MI5) that promoted that word usage.

David Livingstone book on Transhumanism provides some excellent references and records on how

the Theosophical Society has and still influences so-called Christianity beliefs in this country.
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Black Pill News Black Pill News May 23 · edited May 23

Actually allegations r they r NOT humans. Aka They Live being touted as a documentary rather

than fiction. They call themselves nephilim

LIKE REPLY SHARE

HBruce May 18 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

I also wanted to comment on dark technology. In the natural therapeutics world of energy treatment, I

have learned that remote treatments work. I've experimented with them and they do seem to make a

difference. However, not even God invades a person, so I ask permission from the person to do a

remote treatment and connect with their spirit and I ask God permission. Then with my intent I

perform the treatment as if I were there with the person. There are those who are also able to do this

in nefarious ways. Even the US government has experimented with this as well as the Russian

government. The other thing I am aware of is Radionics. It can be used to send specific treatments or

remedies to a person remotely. Again, those who practice this have seen consistent effective results.

Just as it can be used for good, it can be used to harm others. Evil is not a respecter of our personal

space. Evil invades, accuses, tempts, and harms. When God approached Moses, He called out from

the burning bush. Moses had to respond. Had he not, the relationship would have gone no further.

Jesus was the sacrificial lamb spoken about in Isaiah 53 and was a plan that was in place before the

foundation of the world and its part of a larger spiritual battle between good and evil that transcends

time and space and our physical universe. The blood of Christ sets us free from our bondage to this

present evil age and its Prince which is Satan (to use the words of Jesus). Through the blood of

Christ the enemy is defeated. But its a gift that cannot be given unless we receive Him into our lives.

One final note, there is a UFO Abduction researcher who has learned that the process of abduction

can be stopped every time by claiming protection under the blood of Christ. His name is L.A. Marzulli.

You don't have to agree or believe what he says, but he cannot be written off as a kook. He is a

rational human being who has done a considerable amount of research on this issue. We get

brainwashed in our public schools to believe that we live in a purely materialistic universe. This is part

of the plan for ultimate control because there are those who are then able to use unhindered dark

spiritual type technologies against us. Fear especially the fear of death, hate, desire for revenge, the

love of money, gluttony, selfishness, egocentrism are all tools of the enemy that are used against us

to create chaos, suffering and control. Jesus challenged us to not fear more than anything else, and

to love and trust God and love each other. There are only two Kingdoms; the Kingdom of our Creator,

and the Kingdom of Satan. We have to choose which Kingdom we want to be part of.
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Reasonable Horses Reasonable’s Substack May 18

I like the way you put it, “not even God invades a person.” Satan slithers in and breaks in. God

asks to be invited in. If we open the door, Christ fills us with His Spirit, like Pentecost. And yes,

Marzulli is at the very least thought provoking.
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Black Pill News Black Pill News May 23

Satan asks for permission also, it’s why we call them ‘seducing spirits’
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Livingstone Robinson May 18

Well said. And I truly appreciate your last statement on the two Kingdoms. Satan the prince of

earth was cast down to the Kingdom we humans live in. Hence why Jesus did not bow down to

worship him during temptation.
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Alisa Battaglia May 20

There is One life, one true genesis of all things. We live in a world of polarity...a bifurcation

or split in the fabric of time called good and evil. Energy is neutral and it is the molder of

that energy with intent that changes the direction and outcome from thought to action.

There is a rift in the dimensions which I sense has allowed a mass demonic force to predate

upon humanity. All rituals create a Portal of sorts for either divine energy to move down and

through or evil to be made manifest. In our age it's the Ahrimanic or technological predation

of evil as relayed by Rudolf Steiner. Interesting that it's a bloodbath...the blood of Christ or

the blood of satanic ritual. The mystery is in the blood and it's about DNA, perhaps

bloodlines.
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John Reed John’s Newsletter May 18

By this line of reasoning we have to view earth as hell.
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HBruce May 18 · edited May 18

Aristotelian earth centric thought that Aquinas adopted and modified was not that

earth was a location of significant and ultimate importance. Instead it was only one

sphere removed from Hell. The spiritual idealistic realm was several spheres above us.

In Biblical Theology, Earth was created for the purpose of the Creator living with His

Creation. Earth was given to human beings to be its stewards. However, our world was

lost to the entrapments of Satan and human failure to trust their Creator which

introduced a corrupting influence on all of Creation and on human beings. However, a

plan was in place before the creation of the world to redeem humanity and this world

from the enemy. However, the plan of redemption requires from us to choose which of

the two Kingdoms we want to be part of. Through Christ, the Kingdom of God has

broken into this present evil age. The place we live in is a mingling of the two

Kingdoms. Both offer a promise for what is to come. One offers death, destruction,

misery, suffering and profound separation from all that is good. The other offers life,

truth, justice, love, beauty, peace and mercy.
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Black Pill News Black Pill News May 23

Aristotle was a satanist
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Liz P. May 18

Have you ever read the writings of Venerable Mary if Agreda, namely, The

Mystical City of God (wriiten in 1645 but not published until much later)? She

wrote about what you point out here in your comments.
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HBruce May 18 · edited May 18

I know about her. I have not read her books. She appeared to the natives just

a few miles south of where I live. There are homes in the area that still have

fences and window shutters painted in blue in honor of the Lady in Blue that

appeared to them so very long ago. At Salinas Pueblo Missions National

Monument Quarai Unit they have her books. She appeared just few miles

north of there. Yes indeed a very very amazing story that has enough

validation to tell me that its true. My understanding is that her body has

never undergone decay. I had a wild experience at the Chimayo Chapel a

few years ago. In the prayer room before entering the sanctuary was a

humble wood carved statue of a beautiful young lady in blue. As I looked at

her, its as if her eyes, her wood carved eyes became alive. It really took me

back. I did not know who she was supposed to represent. I thought maybe

an angel. But she then spoke to me and told me that she was sorry that I had

to go through the things I was going through. That turned me into a basket

case for the remainder of the day. It was the first time in my life that I had felt

seen my God. I have gone back a few times months later. She is never there.

I asked the priest about the wooden statue of the lady in blue. He said he

knew of no statue like that in the church. So its really quite amazing to me

that you would bring her up.
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Liz P. May 19

And thank you for telling me about Salinas Pueblo Missions in New

Mexico! I didn't know about it. I will have to go there too!
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Liz P. May 19

Wow! How amazing and what a blessing. I just visited all the San

Antonio Missions in December and I have been planning to go to Santa

Fe and Chimayo this year. I didn't know there was a place identified

where "Sor Maria" (Sister) appeared but it makes sense they would

pass down the history. Where is this place so I can visit it? I really want

to go there! I know she met with the Jumano tribe and shared the

Gospel, and then they spread this knowledge to other tribes and later

Franciscan missionaries found that they had already received the

Gospel from "the Lady in Blue". bought some bluebell souvenirs when I

was in Texas because I know their significance.

There's a biography about her by Marilyn H. Federal called "Maria of

Agreda Mystical Lady in Blue" (available from the Southwest Indian

Foundation and also probably Amazon). There's also an abridged

version of The Mystical City of God available from Tan Books, if you

don't want to read the full 4 volumes. She received information about

Creation in her communications beyond the veil, which is in her

writings. I think you would probably want all 4 volumes. (They have the

impramater of the Church and are declared "worthy of belief" although

Christians aren't required to believe it.)

LIKE REPLY (2) SHARE

HBruce May 19

The person staffing the bookstore at the monument told me they

have a pilgrimage every year to the location she showed up. The

priest or one of the parishioners at the churches in Torreon or
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priest or one of the parishioners at the churches in Torreon or

Tajuque might know. There is no one there except when they have

services so I've never been able to ask myself.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Liz P. May 19

The author of her biography is Marilyn H. Fedewa (autocorrect

changed the spelling to Federal ...)

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Reasonable Horses Reasonable’s Substack May 18

“‘What no eye has seen, what no ear has heard, and what no human

mind has conceived’—the things God has prepared for those who love

him—these are the things God has revealed to us by his Spirit” (1

Corinthians 2:9-10).

LIKE (3) REPLY SHARE

Health Lyceum Health Lyceum May 18

Perhaps the delineation is explained in Gen 1:27 and Gen 2:7 ? We were created, in

1:27, but then there was a 'forming' in 2:7. Maybe it's not so much that this is 'hell', as it

is that we are not in our natural habitat ?

LIKE REPLY SHARE

RE Nichols RE’s Zine May 18

Hell is eternal. This earth is passing away. And God's goodness still appears on this

earth. Even now in this dark time.

LIKE (4) REPLY SHARE

XinaMerk May 18 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Surely you are aware of Survivor testimonies. Of elite’s abuse and trafficking.

Read Anneke Lucas’ book or blog and podcast. Excellent on power dynamics. Talented writer

especially given the topic. Inspirational spirituality. New film about her and other European survivors

just released in France earlier this week.

Rachel Vaughn, Max Lowen and Eliza E and Cathy O’Brian. Also brave and speaking.

Survivors open up our dark world and shine a bright light.

If they can do it we all can.

People are increasingly ready to hear what they have been saying for decades.

Thx you for doing what you are. Most important topic as it frames everything.
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Pamela Burns May 18

Evil versus Team Humanity

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

Pamela Burns May 18 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

God Bless You & Your Efforts! I pray for you & many fighters for Humanity daily! 

🙏

 Thank you for

being such a Bright Light in Dark Times

LIKE (6) REPLY SHARE

Mike May 18

Satan asks Democrats to tone down the evil.

Comedocumentary? (Not sure if comedy or documentary.)

Democrats do not think it is funny and decent people think it is a documentary. See comment 1.

https://youtu.be/nnN1a8nNCwA?si=bXddTwlO_tLjRSsj

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

Karen Koshgarian May 18 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Wondering if you are familiar with Dr Jacqueline Hobbs? Her website is http://oraclegirl.org/ and her

message is that we are beings of Love, which I think you will agree with. She also says there is

another source that has been functioning on Earth for thousands of years, as multidimensional so we

can’t see them, but can be affected by them, and that they are a negative force manifesting in what

we might call the WEF type folks, trying to take over our beautiful planet. Jacqueline goes on to say

that we, as light beings, will defeat this darkness, and that it’s already happening. I’ve always enjoyed

a good finale at a 4th of July fireworks show, and I feel that I’m here especially to watch this shit show

and to cheer on the demise of negative energies. It’s worth considering that we each, were born for

these times. I recently turned 79, and I plan to beam a positive future as long as I can for all of us.

LIKE (4) REPLY (1) SHARE

Livingstone Robinson May 18

Thanks Karen. I’ve looked at Dr.Hobbs works and it’s just polished up Theosophical Society

beliefs. Nothing new. Congratulations on your birthday.

LIKE (2) REPLY (1) SHARE

Karen Koshgarian May 18

Hummm….not the same in my studies and research, but thanks for stopping to comment

and glad you’ve actually done an persona inquiry. Jacqueline is here and now with us as a

living process, and offers that without dogma or belief or story. That’s why I’m so drawn to

her, and the message that we are beings of love, and don’t need to believe in anything,

unlike Theosophy’s more dogmatic approach.

LIKE REPLY (1) SHARE

Reasonable Horses Reasonable’s Substack May 18

How does “our” status as beings of love and light account for blood-relative beings of

hate and darkness?

LIKE (2) REPLY (1) SHARE

Karen Koshgarian May 18

Our blood relatives are not our consciousness relatives. DNA is an apparatus for

receiving and transmitting frequencies of information from the quantum field.

This interview is a mind blowing explanation explaining how our DNA was

interfered with 200,000 years ago. You might need some chocolate! 

😉

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YpYDN1VtE5M

LIKE REPLY (1) SHARE

Reasonable Horses Reasonable’s Substack May 18

? It was a simple question. I accept DNA variables + ancient quantum-

frequency interference as your answer. Mind blown. Thank you. Enjoy your

chocolate!
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Anne Curtis May 18 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Maybe the best book ever written on what has transpired across the world, via infiltration of the

occult in the Church of Rome. https://www.amazon.com/Occult-Renaissance-Church-

Rome/dp/0990954722
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Carol Carol’s May 19

I have not read this book, but another great book is- Infiltration - by Dr Taylor Marshall--

LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

Anne Curtis May 19

Hoffman’s findings record with remarkable detail, that the floodgates of evil where opened

and embraced in the Renaissance. See his Substack and Revisionist History website for

some insight into the scope of his research and knowledge.

A courageous man (scholar, former investigative reporter, historian, author) of great faith in

God, and love for his fellow man.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Livingstone Robinson May 18

Excellent book. And I have another book of his. His research reminds me of the late Anthony

Sutton.

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Moral Government Moral Government May 18 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Yes, what you are saying feels right. This week everyone is talking about Harrison Butker. I live in the

Kansas City area so my Facebook feed has been nothing but that all week. My husband’s best

friend’s fiancé unfriended me on fb because I gently pushed back on her post condemning him. A lot

of it might be AI but at least two people I know personally engaged in it. It’s like they are programmed

to say the same things over and over again. Meanwhile my conservative friends are in agreement with

him and utterly baffled by the outrage. They are realizing that we live in a society where a famous

person can’t speak publicly about his faith and venerate housewives without a hundred thousands

people calling for him to be fired from his job. I saw the video of an NFL player brutally knocking out

his fiancé and dragging her body off the elevator like a piece of meat, and that didn’t get as much

condemnation as a man getting choked up over how much he loves and appreciates his wife! What

society have we found ourselves in?

LIKE (19) REPLY SHARE

Obcwcvh Obcwcvh’s Substack May 18 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

I highly recommend that people read Peter Levenda’s works, starting with his first book, “Unholy

Alliance”.
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Danae May 18 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Subliminal messaging has been used since the 60ties - visible and invisible - by putting images

behind another image (CIA files etc. Montauk project and the like)! This age is revealing all the

manipulation and with this helping us to regain our awareness and guide it towards eternal truth. We

are spiritual beings. What does that mean we are eternal that is why we can only anchor it truth that is

not changing. Call it wisdom or love. That is why reading spiritual powerful messaging every day is so

important. To have an anchor in love, truth and joy. And never to be afraid. Love finds a way, faith

makes the way and God gives all to those who connect to HIM.

When I researched high and low in March 2020 what was really going on - and found the Event 201

that at the time a young man called Spiro published I knew instantly that we were being manipulated.

Knowing how dangerous vaccines are then realising that Bill Gates had a indictment by the Indian

government for injuring and murdering young girls in India - reading through the prosecution case. I

checked out Bill Gates and found that he did a "session with Marina Abramovic" I knew I saw his

psyche - on Easter 2020 on the most sacred day in the Christian faith she did a blood ritual that

curled my blood - it was heinous, perverted and abysmal to say the least. I had to turn it off. But I

knew that this is what he had in plan for humanity once I realised he was the conductor behind the

WHO etc. The Easter Blood ritual then disappeared. She called it spirit cooking - there are now some

images back on the web. If anything I knew this was a satanic ritual.

Yet, I do not condemn "rituals" they are wonderful when concentrated energy goes into prayer or a

puja ceremony in India, or Christian service or Native American Sundance ritual.... It is the mind

behind it that makes it powerful and either loving or not. Every culture has some wonderful ways to

connect to spirit.

At the end of they day. The only power that will help us is to forgive and bless and most of all love

your enemies. That is I do bless these people... they are spiritually ill and no, they don't have "real

power" real power is love - they just have money... yet, if we like it or now a fallen part of humanitiesExpand full comment
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Louise Baker May 17 · edited May 17 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

You talk about the Cosmo issue you read at the salon. Yesterday a Guardian lifestyle piece by Pamela

Stephenson Connelly (Billy Connelly's wife) appeared as click bait on my FB feed yesterday.....Entitled

" i-married-a-top-now-he-wants-to-be-a-bottom" . I could hardly believe my eyes what i was

reading. And this was the "article" handpicked to promote The G all over FB this week. What a

perfectly grim example of satanic forces infiltrating our minds and spaces. Although I've been seeing

this occult stuff unfold for three years, I'm only just being able to understand why, thanks to you,

Rabbi Cahn and Adam Curry.

LIKE (6) REPLY SHARE

Brendan j. McGarry May 17 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Thank you, Dr. Naomi. There can be NO question but that the veil is being lifted so that all who are

called may see - & realize that the world they thought they lived in was never the real world, after all. I

see such a similar change in Tucker Carlson as I see in Dr. Naomi. In fact, evil

/wickedness has been exposed so blatantly that only the blind REFUSE to see - while those w/

courage & integrity recognize this obvious new truth and r not too smug to ignore it. They face the

truth &, because they realize the topic is THE only one that really matters - & because they care for

their fellow man - they have bravely discussed this realization of serious “spiritual warfare” as they try,

stumble, but continue to get a handle on what is really going on. Seventeen years ago I, too, came to

believe in the God of the Bible through the obvious realization of the dark forces that were showing

themselves in every area of our lives. I thank God for this gift. Ignorance is NOT bliss. In fact, it’s

deadly to ur eternal soul. I look forward to watching u continue ur journey. I can state emphatically that

the Old and New Testament are TRUE - and can be proven beyond any shadow of a doubt Though

written by chosen men, it has been clearly inspired by God’s Holy Spirit because the message comes

from outside our space-time continuum - by telling us “the end from the beginning”. (This is done

over & over & over again with such precision that “the world” has worked extremely hard to hide that

fact from us. Bottom line “WE” win, SATAN HAS ALREADY BEEN DEFEATED. PEACE….God Bless

LIKE (10) REPLY (1) SHARE

LINCOLN LOVER May 18

Great comment. The Holy Bible is God's word and the one truth we must know and count on. It

is not just a book but it transforms the sinful mind of man to a holy disciple of Jesus and a Godly

person by the power of God. It builds a person's faith in God and supplies answers to our every

need. When we know God from His word, we love Him! When we love Him we will obey His

commands. Then God blesses us. It is simple and needful because man is doomed to sin and

death but God sent Jesus to redeem people from this. Jesus came to save us from our sins.

LIKE (5) REPLY SHARE

Jayne Tui May 17 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

I was thinking on the ideas floating around of ‘zero carbon’. We are carbon based. If you look at the

periodic table the element just below carbon, that shares some of its properties is silicon. Computers

and AI are based around the silicon chip. When you read descriptions of Satan in the Bible (I’m

thinking of Genesis 3 and Ezekiel 28) they speak of the nachash , the shining one and gemstones

that are often silicon-based. “Thou wast in Eden, the garden of God; every precious stone was thy

covering, the sardius, the topaz, and the diamond, …Thou wast the anointed cherub that covereth:

and I set thee, so that thou wast upon the holy mountain of God; thou hast walked up and down in the

midst of the stones of fire”. The amazing thing suggested by Isaiah 14 is that in hatred for humanity

he incarnates in a carbon-based human, rules the world for a while and then is engulfed by the death

that takes all humans. “art thou become like unto us?…the worm is spread under thee, and worms

cover thee. How art thou fallen from heaven, O day-star, son of the morning! how art thou cut down

to the ground, that didst lay low the nations! And thou saidst in thy heart, I will ascend into heaven, …I

will make myself like the Most High. Yet thou shalt be brought down to Sheol, to the uttermost parts

of the pit. They that see thee shall gaze at thee, they shall consider thee, saying, Is this the man that

made the earth to tremble, that did shake kingdoms”. It is amazing to ponder these ideas.
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HBruce May 17 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Your talk brings up a couple of things for me. "The Most Dangerous Book in the World" author S.K.

Bain reveals the truth behind the mass-murdering psychopaths responsible for the events of

September 11, 2001, and reconstructs the occult-driven script for this Global Luciferian MegaRitual.

As Bain uncovers, the framework for the entire event was a psychological warfare campaign built

upon a deadly foundation of black magick and high technology. The book details the sinister nature

of the defining event of the 21st century and explains the vast scope of the machinery of oppression

that has been constructed around us. Also, the whole ritual during Covid of masking and social

distancing was a global occultic ritual designed to shift humanity from being under God to being

under something else. Masks are a symbol of oppression. They also cut off our God given breath.

Social distancing disrupts our ability to sense each other's heart fields that can be felt anywhere from

6 to 8 feet. It also prevented us from being able to see what was in each other's heart.
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Dr Naomi Wolf May 18 Author

Amazi g
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Unapologetically Me Just Another Canadian Dissident. May 17

Sorry you cannot disclose due to misplaced allegiance...

You honor your oath of secrecy however admit in the same breathless breath that your Skull and

Bones cult friends leaked to YOU their secrets...

Your Skull & Bones friends/cultists did not keep their oath. They leaked that data (which you cannot

verify to be true) to you so...

Guess imma hafta go find affidavits of anonymous women who leaked to someone who leaked to

someone else what you swore an oath to your Yale cult to keep secret until death or...

Or WHAT Naomi???

You cannot really believe that those "perverse" rituals which you happily and THANKFULLY

participated in, once you were excitedly "tapped", as a late teen, have NOT been leaked???

I'm a curious cat. Always have been. "Uneducated". It ain't Yale, but know my way around Sidewalk

University.

The rest of your podcast I've known about. The "names" are familiar.

I have been dismissive of this stuff for the most part (just as you once naively were) however lately, I

can scarcely believe the HUBRIS!!

"They" really are in our face. BLATANTLY displaying "The Monarch"... The agenda.

Was it AI though? Was it a sophisticated tweaked computer "photoshop"?

Or was ALL of it contained in the actual portrait?

Or was it a hoax? Are "they" laughing at you (and I and he and she and them...)?

Are we being PUNKED?

The King is (allegedly dying) , so the "theorists" theorise. Is this Chuck's last hurrah and spit in ya
Expand full comment
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AlyM May 17 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

There are soooo many layers to this topic but it’s well worth exploring more deeply. The secret

societies are not just the domain of elite private colleges but also our many of our Founding Fathers

were Freemasons. You can’t get more “secret society” than that! In fact, many of the building in

Washington DC have a pagan component most notable the Capitol building and the Washington

Monument. It was created to mimic the Vatican and the Egyptian obelisk that Pope Sixtus V installed

in St. Peter’s square and which he had exorcized so it was fit to be in such a revered and holy

Christian setting. But why bring in pagan artifacts at all? What does that have to with the Roman

Catholic church and the papacy which is the successor to St. Peter and the Vicar of Christ on earth?

Some say it’s a homage and an acknowledgment of the ancient gods with whom they still curry favor

namely Isis, Osiris and Horus. Did you know the Washington Monument is the tallest obelisk of its

kind in the world? In ancient times the obelisk represented an erect male organ. Also, the

measurement of it is 6,666 inches tall and 666 ft. Along each side of the base. Hmmm…
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TheGround TheGround’s Substack May 17 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

There are a lot of promises given by Christ for those who believe regarding the power and authority

we have. My friend Dave Hayes, or Praying Medic, provides very practical ways to learn about these

essential tools for the fight against evil. I think you'd find his approach very rational, Naomi, and

anyone else interested in spiritual gifts. Here is his website: https://prayingmedic.com
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Angela Jooste Art Stories May 17

Thank you for your insights Naomi!Two journalists, historians and analysts who have extensively

looked into the elites and the occult throughout history: Matthew Ehret and his wife Cynthia Chung.

Here are their Substacks—

https://substack.com/@matthewehret

https://cynthiachung.substack.com/

They’ve written numerous books, articles and here’s Matt’s rumble for his podcasts—

https://rumble.com/user/MattEhret

The elites are most definitely engaged with the occult!
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Jane Armytage May 17

In many ways the way the cult sustains itself is through us humans who, when we reach a certain

level of influence will be offered what Goethe called The Faustian Pact - so her knew about it also....it

has always been here. The Cult.
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Danae May 18 · edited May 21

So true. Thank you for your comment. That is what I observed as well. The Faustian pact! ...yet,

as Goethe wrote in Faust when he asked Mephisto (appearing as a poodle - the devil appearing

as an innocent little dog) who he was: "I am from that power that always wants evil and always

creates good". This time is humanities test - to choose the path of unconditional love, of God, of

truth... or face the consequence... each of us following our heart is raising humanity... wishing

you a wonderful and blessed day.
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Jane Armytage May 17

Hi Naomi, Brava for bringing this to the fore. If you want a first hand account of what it is like to be

born into this cult look up Jessie Czebotar - interviews with Sarah Westall among others. Truly

gothic....
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Liz P. May 17

I once lived in a duplex next to a "white witch" as she told me. She was the head of the coven. All

these suburban moms in SUVs came to her place all the time. Once I learned what she was I did what

every Catholic would do: I went to the local Benedictine monastery and got holy water with the

exorcism blessing on it and a bunch of blessed St Benedict medals. I buried them all over the yard, I

burned blessed frankincense and myrrh, and I made crosses on the ground with the holy water all

over the place. I literally waited for her to take her trash out where she had to walk onto a common

area and she walked right into the holy water - I doused her, basically. She didn't melt. I broke my

lease and moved. I drove by the place a year later and all her stuff was gone and someone told me

she died. Ding dong. I never go anywhere without holy water and a crucifix. People laugh, but these

sacramentals are real though. Get the Benedictines to bless them.
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John Reed John’s Newsletter May 17

Nowadays the smart money is on the idea that man is capable, on the basis of his own efforts, of

ultimately coming to a good end -- specifically by means of a hypertrophy of rational thought, which

leads first to science being maximized, and then technology being maximized. Eventually it will be

realized that the whole process needs to be guided for the greatest effect, so management must be

maximized as well: so we're seeing the active transition now from technological society to

technocratic society.

The root premise is the same as what they had when attempting to construct the Tower of Babel,

which didn't work out. Technological/technocratic society won't work out either.

The truth is that we live in a spiritual warfare universe; everything that happens has to be understood

in that context. The proponents of Enlightenment Philosophy for the most part have succeeded in

convincing people that rational thought is the highest form of thought. Of course you can always

make a case for anything. It looks to me like it's a clever plan. You can't go directly from Christianity to

paganism, but if you first denature Christianity by means of glorifying rational thought, then that

flattens the field, and you can go from atheism/agnosticism to paganism, which is what we are

increasingly seeing today.

It's basically an attack on God. Humanity is specially targeted because man was created in God's

image. One wonders how much these wealthy, ultrawealthy people believe in their own rhetoric. For

instance, they are fond of asserting that the earth has exceeded its carrying capacity and for

humanity to survive at all there has to be quite a few less of us, hence the active eugenics programs

we see arising all over the place. There is another explanation, though. If these people actually are

under demonic tutelage -- which unfortunately seems all too likely -- then they are caught in the grip

of the Theory of the Progression of evil. The latter stages of this process produce people (or any

spiritual intelligence) who can be characterized as bad, and ultimately abominable. Those people

inevitably seek to annihilate the being of others: they are consumed and controlled by sin, especially

pride, and that's just the way they are.

We should expect to see more and more chaos and overall destructiveness in the near future. It was,

after all, predicted long ago: Matthew 24, Revelation, etc. One wonders how long the Holy Name will

be content to put up with this abominable trending. I don't doubt The End is near.
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DENNIS ZADERAKA May 17

correction If the Creator God is Love, Truth and Righteousness AND the source of life, when we flee

from the Creator God we lose all that HE is. Our society is sprinting away and clearly losing love,

reality, justice and God's way of life. The speed of the loss of reality (TRUTH) is shocking.
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Health Lyceum Health Lyceum May 18

Perhaps the 'sprinting away' is described in Gen 1:27 and Gen 2:7. (The Creation, and then the

"forming".) From the spiritual into the material. We are living between 2 worlds.
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DENNIS ZADERAKA May 17

Genesis 1 tells us the world is made out of light. The first day God said, let there be light. The 4th day

God created the sun, moon, and stars. same word different meaning. Einstein shows us with E=MC2

that the world was made out of energy-light. A different kind of light. Plants convert light into mass,

food, wood, plants that we eat, and cows that eat the grass. So we eat converted sunlight. I guess

"science" has been behind the creation narrative for a lot of years. Wittgenstein said, Don't ask for

meaning ask for use. (of the word) Clearly there are 2 different meaning in the passage.
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Black Pill News Black Pill News May 23

Einstein was a freemason thus satanist, also he never went anywhere without his notes, like

Biden. Fake scientist, face for the Cult.
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Kay May 17

Thank you for talking openly about this. Everything needs to be brought to the light, but most are

afraid to do so. I’m praying for your protection.

It really is Satan who is behind all this. The pagan gods you mention report to him. We have to

remember that he started out as the greatest and most beautiful of all God’s angels before he

decided that he wanted to be like God. His powers are far beyond our imagining. But we also must

remember that Christ defeated him on the cross. He is raging now because he knows that his time is

short,

You’re right that prayer is our resource, along with the armor of God described in Ephesians 6. We

need to know what we’re fighting: not flesh and blood, but principalities, powers, the rulers of the

darkness of this world, and spiritual wickedness in high places. We do not need to fear them as long

as we stand firm in God’s armor. You might want to take a look at depictions of first century Roman

armor, because that is the kind of armor in Paul's mind as he wrote.
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LINCOLN LOVER May 18

God's word, the Holy Bible , is the armor, the TRUTH, the defense a person needs to stay safe in

this world of evil.
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Geobub Chatter About Stuff May 17 · edited May 17

Your correct in calling for ways and means to combat the Evil forces at work against humanity and it

involves God, Christ, and deep study. Churches will never support maturing Christians or Christians

who gain insight beyond the Church's call to pacifism, often errantly expressed as to love thy enemy

(That is another entire discussion). The churches conveniently say they do not embrace pacifism but

their actions speak volumes. The Church will always refer to prayer, laying on hands, love, and the

Armour of God then go no further. But humans must live amidst the chaos and need to stabilize

things. In a deep dive into the Bible there are Tactics, Techniques, and Practices (TTP) that God and

Christ used that are available to Christians. Not everything, though, is possible such as bringing down

hellfire, pouring out bowls of wrath, or sending in locust swarms. If one understands warfighting

methods, there are some TTPs in the Bible humans can use without contradicting Biblical principles.

First, this is a war between Good and Evil, Ephesians 6:12, and surprisingly an Information War. The

Bible is designed to withstand IW. The Devil is the father of all lies and makes use of doubt, innuendo,

ambiguity, obfuscation, lies, etc... to deceive, destroy, deter, disrupt, deflect, divert, demean,

demoralize, etc... humans. The Devil is 'hell bent' on stopping Christ and stopping humans from

coming to Christ.

Second, in the Biblical sensibility the world is subdivided into regions over which demon kings reign,

some commentary believe it is fallen Angels. The Prince of Persia, Daniel 10:13, is one example. Gog

of the Magog invasion of Israel is a demon general. There are demonic armies.

This is the grass roots framework humans are up against. An information war fought against demons

and fallen angels led by Devil. Any human, occultic elites for example, are pawns in a greater fight, just

as humans on the other side of the fight, the winning side, are pawns. The Information war is the

means by which the war is fought. Spiritual Warfare is another aspect of the war between Good and

Evil.

One TTP that Christ frequently used is he avoided coming as an authority, which is a point ofExpand full comment
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Geobub Chatter About Stuff May 21

I want to clarify that the TTPs I am speaking about are not mystic, divinations, or something out

of the Carpathian Valley region where gypsies, witches, and mystics persisted. This is not some

sort of horror movie notion as the fog rolls in neither. They are practical TTPs in dealing with the

wilds of evil. Of course, the Theology is that you must be on God's side and work within God's

will that is usually guided by his commandments and framework.
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Black Pill News Black Pill News May 23 · edited May 23

First of Romania has been christian since Christ came, Apostle Andrew’s work. Don’t throw

the Carpathian mountains in w the demonic royals, us Romanians KNEW from the start

demons r like vampires sucking the life out of the living. We r NOT witches and warlocks,

and gypsies ARE all over Europe, they r hindu imports. Romanians have been orthodox

since the first centuries after Christ, and we don’t cut baby penises either, like demented

cultists
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Geobub Chatter About Stuff May 23 · edited May 23

I regret you are upset. Are you of Eastern Sect (Rite) Catholicism as opposed to

Roman Catholic? Part of my family are Eastern Sect (Rite) Catholics as I have relatives

who are nuns. I am not Catholic. There is a history of mysticism out of the Carpathian

Valley. Christians there fled into the mountains to escape the mysticism in the valley.

The Carpathian Region is inclusive of much more than Romania. It includes Poland,

Ukraine, Slovakia, and Hungary. Although, a substantial portion is in Romania. I am of

Polish and Ukrainian heritage and have been to Constanza, Romania. When I lived in

Naples, Italy there was a problem with Gypsies committing crimes, a common problem

with them. The Carabinieri, Italian State Police, rounded all the gypsies up and put

them on a bus to Romania of all places? Perhaps that is where they were from.

Christian eschatology has a scholarly theory that the Anti-Christ originates from the

Carpathian Valley due to the mysticism there and references in the Bible. Tim LaHaye,

author of the Left Behind Series, names the anti-Christ in his series Nicolae Jetty

Carpathia from Cluj County, Romania. Other theories have the anti-Christ originating

from Damascus, Syria and others have him from EU states. The EU general assembly

has a seat, #666, that the anti-Christ is thought to hold before taking power.

Anyhow, as for vampires that is a fictional horror story originating from the 15th

century prince Vlad Tepes or Vlad the Impaler who was confronted with Muslim armies

marching on Romania. He captured Muslims and impaled them then lined the roads

Muslim armies were marching on with impaled bodies to scare them away. The

Dracula account is based on Vlad Tepes cruel and harsh behavior. There is no

evidence he actually drank blood of his victims. The Carpathian Valley with its dense

forests and heavy fog is the setting for many fictional horror stories. Most recently, the

movie Van Helsing takes place in the Carpathian Valley combining Dracula,

Werewolves, and the original Frankenstein story lines.

My post was to clarify practical and real TTPs from the Bible and not throwing around

Holy Water or making use of mystic practices from gypsies, witches, or the

supernatural. Some responders seemed to move in that direction.
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Black Pill News Black Pill News May 24 · edited May 24

Again, Romania has been christian orthodox since Christ, we r not a sect of

anything but original christianity. Second, gypsies come from INDIA, they r a diff

race and culture, thanks awful psychotic Italian politicians for sending us their

trash, their criminals, we have not had enough oppression w 50 years of

communism! Thanks for knowing so little about Romania and insulting our

heritage by perpetuating hollywood brainwashing also, the concept of Dracula

has nothing to do w Romania, other than the fact Vlad Dracul was part of the

same evil bloodline killing and oppressing the world today, King Charles

mentiones he is his ancestor….the book and movies took ONLY THE NAME, has

nothing to do w us!

Actually the captured evil catholic church endorsed Vlad the Impaler, just as he

was dismembering and mass murdering his own ppl.

Quote me more evil satanist malintended writers to desecrate our heritage and

perpetuate unintelligent Hollywood lies. Romania has never been into the occult,

gypsies are NOT ROMANIAN, and vampires in Romania r discarnate evil spirits

one prays away. Tell me more fictional stories that insult our spirituality and

portrays the region as something IT IS NOT, though, as argument!

And YES, the one thing Vlad the Impaler did was fight the evil Otoman empire,

who was demanding thousands of children for its armies and was forcefully and

violently taking over everything around them, in a blood bath! Vlad was sexually

abused by the turkish royals, as he was forced to grow up there himself, so he did

stop the invasion w his brutal methods, and saved Europe a decade of

oppression, because while Transilvania being a tiny country, they simply were not

able to go past him to conquer Europe.Expand full comment
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Geobub Chatter About Stuff 6 hrs ago

Again, regret you being upset . You seem to be deep in your zeal. While I

have roots in the region and lived in Europe, we seem to come from very

different perspectives. I suggest, if Christian, you read up or learn about Tim

Lahaye and his Left Behind Series. He is a Christian fundamentalist which is

not an orthodoxy. Fundamentalism is more hard core than orthodoxy. The

fictional accounts like Van Helsing are interesting and I suggest you watch

the movie for its entertainment value.

Regardless where Gypsies came from, they were in the Carpathian valley

and they were doing mysticism causing the Christians to flee into the

mountains. While in Constanza, I had gypsies trying to sell me counterfeit

money as some sort of good street deal on the exchange rate. Overall, I

enjoyed my time in Constanza, it was late in the summer season, so the

vacationers were gone.

I doubt Trump is the Anti-Christ. If anything, he is showing the providential

hand of God in his life as evil works against him. The American legal system

was built on the works of Moses and Mosaic law. The US Political Left is

trying to wrongfully use the legal system to attack an innocent man. This

stems from comments Obama made years ago while in office. He

threatened that if anyone challenges what they were doing, they would

come after the person relentlessly.

Trump overcomes insurmountable odds against him and those who bring

the attacks seem to whither away in their own corruption. Fanni Willis will

most likely be removed from her post for misappropriations of funds and

inappropriate conduct will in office. Judge Merchan already has chargesExpand full comment
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Black Pill News Black Pill News 5 hrs ago · edited 4 hrs ago

Again, i am not wasting precious time watching braindead hollywood

lies or reading ridiculous brainwashing books perpetuating lies about

my heritage, but thaaaaaanks!

Why don’t u go ahead and talk degeneracy about UR OWN HERITAGE

INSTEAD.

And AGAIN, gypsies r FROM INDIA, not Romania. They r immigrants: a

HINDU religion, a diff race, a diff culture and a diff LANGUAGE. NOT

Romanian, ok????

I am NOT interested in any cults, be they christian sects or not, i follow

Jesus and i need zero interpretations or middle men.

The irony of 1st world ppl lecturing me, a communist survivor, on

communism. There is NO left or right, both r controlled by the same

entities, both the nazis and the communists are SATANIC BRANCHES.

The text book masonic duality, all bllsht!

Obama, Trump, Bidens and Clintons ARE BLOOD RELATED, u know

very little!!! Trump is cousins w Hillary. This country NEVER had real

elections, only SELECTIONS. Trump IS one of them.

Actually MAGA/ Magus is the highest hierarchy in the Church of Satan,

Trump is MOCKING christians!

Since u insist w ur insulting brainwashed lies about Romania, and r

pushing Trump, a KNOWN SATANIST, believing in fake elections and

the bs about R & L, GBYE NOW, I don’t see any constructive dialogue.
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Geobub Chatter About Stuff 2 hrs ago

Good Bye. There were no insults and there were no lies. Just your

very strong opinions. Best to you.
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Liz P. May 17

There are also holy angels assigned to regions, countries, cities. Here is the Office of the Holy

Angels prayer https://youtu.be/qQsNp0Yho6c?feature=shared
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Geobub Chatter About Stuff May 17

Thank you Liz. There are guardian angels and humans can pray that the angels are

dispatched to protect those in need of protection or to fight for the human. Can you provide

attribution (verses) of Angels over regions other than fallen Angels. Thanks!
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Liz P. May 17

This Angelorum prayer is to the different choirs of angels. It's in Latin, but they

provided the text in this YouTube video (in the show notres?) "Choirs" of angels relates

to the ranks of angels, like military ranks, (cherubim, seraphim, thrones, dominions,

etc.). They have differnt purposes and tasks. I don't know that there exists a list, so to

speak, of what angels are assigned to what regions (we probably aren't meant to know

all this), but there's a book called The Essential Guide to Angels by Marcello Stanzione

published by Libreria Editrice Vaticana (Vatican Library)that cites Scripture regarding

everything we know about the angels from the Bible, as well as whatever knowledge

the Church has on the subject. I will try to find a link for you and post it.

If you listen to the Angelorum on this video and perhaps follow along with the text (in

the show notes) you will be reciting the holy Office to the various ranks of angels and

asking for their assistance. Sometimes I just like to play it. If you listen to it enough, like

anything else, you can memorize it. It's an ancient Christian prayer. Yes, everyone who

was born has a guardian angel assigned to them from birth.
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Geobub Chatter About Stuff May 17

Thanks Liz. All I can locate in the Bible is that Angels are assigned to individual

humans and are at the command of God and through Christ.

Fallen Angels were cast down and trapped in creation and they created demons.
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Liz P. May 17

Yes, but the demons ARE fallen angels, they fell of their own free will in

rebellion against God. It would be great if you could get a copy of that book,

it also explains the nature of demons.
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Black Pill News Black Pill News May 23

No, demons are the souls of the nephilim killed in the Flood, not fallen

angels
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Geobub Chatter About Stuff May 17

Thanks again but my focus is on Jesus as my Lord and Savior. I do not

want to get too deep into demonology. I also try to steer clear of religion

which is the practice of what 'seems' to be true of the theology. In

religion, they tend to make up a lot of stuff that is not supported in the

Bible like Baptisms at Birth, can't dance, no music instruments are

allowed in the Church, etc... Some religions are worse than others.

I try to stay at the doctrinal level as I am a Protestant premillennial

dispensationalist. This is the lense through which I see the Bible.
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Liz P. May 18

John 6:22-69. Peace and all good
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Geobub Chatter About Stuff May 18

I came to Christ amidst a spiritual war raging all around me.

Everywhere I turned I was under attack in some manner; at

church, work, in my personal life. I had my renaissance, was

baptized in a beachfront baptism. Jesus Christ is my lord and

savior. That was April 2002. But I had come to Christ many

years prior and was not living a Christian life, so it was a true

renaissance for me.

The strange thing is that people, mostly at stations in their

faith behind mine own, proselytize to me assuming they alone

possess the truth. Case and point, I was at a retreat rooming

with other three males. They were in divorce, had debt,

gambling, and bankruptcy issues, drug and jail time and had

come to Christ. I had none of that at all and had been a

Christian years before them. I had even been trained to

leverage theology in combat operations. They never ever

even asked if I had come to Christ at this Christian retreat.

They spent the entire time proselytizing to me and critiquing

everything I did or knew as wrong. They were apparently

trained in a single verse theology throwing verses at me like

who flung pooh.

The point is that Jesus stands among the lamp stands and is

in every church of which there are varying degrees of

accuracy and errantcy. Believers come from everywhere.

Some never come from a church setting. They simply hear

the word and get baptized then go their way, Acts 8:35-39.

So who are Christians and churches to determine who

Christ's children are when it is Christ who chooses you.
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Liz P. May 17

Thr book I mentioned above is out of print now. I bought it in paperback a few

years ago. You could set up a wishlist for it on eBay and it might become available

second-hand. You could try a Catholic bookstore.
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Liz P. May 17

I recommend the book "Occult Theocracy" (1933) by Lady Queenborough Edith Starr Miller (1887-

1933), a woman of American elite status with family connections to Harvard. She traveled in those

circles and exposed all the occult societies she was aware of in America. You can buy it on Amazon,

eBay or download a free PDF. Note that she died the same year it was published. Maybe they got to

her.
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Mike May 17

Dr. WOLF,

You mentioned Jesus telling Satan "NO."

Who told Satan "YES?"

https://republicbroadcasting.org/news/jesus-told-satan-no-who-said-yes-to-satan/
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Conservative Contrarian Endeavor To Persevere: Putting … May 17

Satan is the source of confusion. This video started out with simple questions but it quickly

descended into complex concepts. Confusion is confusing folks.

Our Creator didn't create a maze for us to find the way to Him, He made it very simple. But humans

need complexity to satisfy their need to be significant.

A very important, call it critical verse in the Bible: 1 John 5:21. Heed it if you can.
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Black Pill News Black Pill News May 23

Confusion comes from Satan and he IS behind the current bs, so she IS RIGHT
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Liz P. May 17

There was also the Gootaard (sp?) Tunnel / train dedication and opening ceremony several years ago

in Switzerland (???) That wss totally demonic and bizarre. You can find footage on YouTube.
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Jax May 19

World Leaders Attend Demonic Ritual At A Tunnel Ceremony WTF!! You tube

32K views 7 years ago

Satanic Ritual for opening of Swiss Gotthard Tunnel near CERN World Headquarters. This shows

more of the ritual inside the tunnel. Germany, France and other world dignitaries attended. This

video is credited to Texas Shrugged. People, we must be ready and our hearts made right with

Yashuah Jesus Christ!
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Liz P. May 17

I know these things to be true from reading books written by exorcists, and from reading books about

the occult. There may be mythology, paganism, even beliefs based on astrology that have stories or

symbolism might "parallel" the birth, death and Resurrection of Jesus Christ, but those things

foreshadowed the coming of the Messiah. The occultist and pagans were seeking spiritual

knowledge and they may been able to spiritually tap into some prophetic knowledge about the Virgin

birth, the life, death and Resurrection of Jesus, but it was distorted because they didn't follow the one

true God (which the Hebrews did) and the pagans and occultists (the Egyptians, for example) were

willingly involved with demonic "gods" and grave sin. They wanted to remove the one true God from

the picture (just like now) so their mythology or beliefs were distorted by egocentrism or demonic

influences. As pointef out in this video, the dark forces try to ape God, just like Satanists always ape

the Church and her Holy Sacraments. Whereas, the Hebrews did harken to the one true God, and

honor and obey God, and their prophets did accurately prophecy the birth, death and Resurrection of

Jesus, the Messiah, in Isaiah and other Hebrew Scriptures. But even the pagans were seeking God

and eternal life and many pagans did accept the Good News and Jesus Christ and renounced their

former beliefs.
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John Reed John’s Newsletter May 21

One often hears that there are other stories from other cultures or religious persuasions that

parallel the gospel accounts concerning Jesus; the implication being that the gospel accounts

are therefore not unique and, possibly, not to be believed or at any rate not to be taken seriously.

I can’t help thinking that Boethius — in The Consolation of Philosophy (525) — might give us an

interesting perspective. At one point in his narrative he discussed the distinction between

humanity’s view of time, and God’s view of time: we see the present, but God sees past, present,

and future simultaneously. He is outside of time, looking down on it, as it were. It could be that

the angels, including the fallen angels, enjoy a similar view of time. If so they could comprehend

the significance of the incarnation and devise counterfeits of it, ahead of time, so as to confuse

and delude.
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Andreas Vivolo May 17

The movie Strange Angels....it shows that this crap has been going on since WWII in our country.

Operation paperclip brought a lot of these fanatics into our country. Scientology, Hollywood, the Govt,

Satanism, sex cults....all tied together.
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LINCOLN LOVER May 18

Yes, and it goes way, way back in history to the real evil Antichrist and his cohorts who have

every intention of devouring the whole world as said in Daniel. They are the authors and

founders of all we are seeing happen now. Read 2 Thessalonians 2 and see the man of sin is

mentioned who sits on the throne calling himself God on earth, that is the antichrist popes, each

one of them through history act as the head of the Church instead of Christ Jesus. This seat of

power and authority was given by the dragon/Satan [Revelation 13:2] and why all is tied

together.
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Andreas Vivolo May 20

Watch "The Last Pope" I believe there was a reason Benedict stepped down....
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AlmaD May 17

Is there anyway I can read the transcript of the podcast? I do prefer it to listening to it. Thanks?
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Thomas J. Piccone May 17

In my browser window, there is a button labeled Transcript just below the title "Is Elite Occultism

Real?" When I click that button, I get a long text transcript. Is this not available in your window?
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AlmaD May 17

Found it- thank you so much!
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P Gerard May 17
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It would be nice if you chose to have better audio as a professional presenter instead of sounding like

your talking from the bathroom...do not be afraid of wearing a headset/boom-mike, it will not upset

your good looks. Audio is your medium...make it the best.
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Black Pill News Black Pill News May 23

Go back to CNN if ur focus is on bs instead of content
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Michael Cardwell May 18

The audio sounds fine to me & I’m an audio snob, I’m listening with ear buds, there’s is a touch of

room ambiance but it’s not at all distracting to me.
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Black Pill News Black Pill News May 23 · edited May 23

These awful ppl and their need for hollywood production is the most ludicrous thing, they

cannot handle anything real
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Giulia filippelli loewy May 17

Pls look up Monsignor Carlo Maria Vigano’ - he has been fiercely fighting the dark side

https://www.aldomariavalli.it/2021/05/19/monsignor-vigano-lies-emblem-of-the-devil-it-is-our-

duty-to-unveil-the-deception-of-the-great-reset/
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Giulia filippelli loewy May 17

It is a beautiful piece launching our search in the real essence of this battle! Thank you.

I would like to point to Monsignor Carlo Maria Viganó who has been writing about this battle between

good and evil since 2020! He has been a real light in the darkness of the present Catholic Church..

famously he wrote an open letter to President Trump at the beginning of the plandemic
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Alice S. Hudson May 17

I am convinced that hypnotism and deliberately employed hypnotic techniques (like subliminal

messaging and symbols) plus FEAR play a huge role in every manifestation of the occult. Recent

stagings of scary symbolic messages are machiavellian theatre intended to transfix. These players

operate according to a secret ideology and set of beliefs about the mind and psyche. If you're

immune to hypnotism, you're immune to them.Anyone who is actively studying, reading or just

concentrating on a fact like 2+2=4 is impossible to hypnotise. I think Desmet's "mass formation

psychosis" can be understood as mass hypnosis. When we sit quietly, staring at images being fed to

us on a screen, we are not "standing porter at the door of thought." (from Science and Health with

Key to the Scriptures by Mary Baker Eddy) When we absorb uncritically a compelling, orchestrated

ritual on our screen like Charles' coronation spook, or gaze in wondering horror at shocking images of

trauma (the London horses, again orchestrated) without analysing and questioning, we are

submitting to mental manipulation.
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Black Pill News Black Pill News May 23 · edited May 23

Nope, as a professionally trained hypnotist i can tell u EVERYONE can he hypnotized. It’s just

repetition and brain waves. Actually, to go to sleep, everyone goes thru a state of hypnosis. The

TV is technical hypnosis, it’s why tv programs count u in: 5-4-3-2-1 

👀👉

 because u r being

programmed. U stop exercising ur free will when u LISTEN to any of their shows.
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Andreas Vivolo May 17

The portrait of king charles....red as can be. Appears very Satanic.
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Black Pill News Black Pill News May 23

It IS satanic, he IS a grimm reaper
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Warrior Mom May 17

even if there's NOTHING satanic behind it, its still an ugly and stupid portrait. I mean really, who

is looking at THAT saying, 'yeah, cool'?? its obviously meant to cause a reaction. wonder if they

got the 'reaction' that was intended?
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Black Pill News Black Pill News May 23

Revelation of the Method, because we r in the End Times

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Conservative Contrarian Endeavor To Persevere: Putting … May 17

There is a "technology" that defeats evil. Allow me the honor of introducing the reality of The Holy

Spirit; God in Three Persons. As a human it befuddles me, but as person with a personal relationship,

which is what Christianity is, with the Lord Jesus, God in Three Persons, I am amazed at His, our

Heavenly Father's, God in Three Persons, perfect love. I can't comprehend much of it but I know it's

real; aka my faith.

Humans want religion, thus denominations and rules-of-humans, and religion is nothing more than

human-made attempts to define God. I ain't buying it. I'm blessed to be a sinner saved by the Grace

of our Creator.

It's so amazingly simple!
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Pearly Baker May 22

I’ve been engaging in spiritual warfare and losing! Oh boy! My moms group of radical Christian’s

prayed and delivered me and legit my entire being changed. I was immediately calmed by the

promise of the king of peace once more, joy filled me, and I calmed my anger, and although I had

been praying for my unforgiveness to leave, it didn’t until that moment- I noticed when I drove

home thinking about the people that I was repeatedly thinking in strife and anger about. It feels

good to be part of the Holy Ghost gang!!
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Merrick Reverend Merrick’s Truthful Rig… May 17 · edited May 23

jew, Talmudic, Moloch worshipping, child sacrafice, and blood libel, are a real thangl!!! As you know

Naomi! 

😉
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Black Pill News Black Pill News May 23

Fake jews, as they r fake christians
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Merrick Reverend Merrick’s Truthful Rig… May 23 · edited May 23

Babylonian, Talmudic, KHAZARIAN MAFIA jew, mainly Ashke'Nazis', but many Safardic in

my humble opinion! The Luciferian ROTHSCHILDS did buy the Whole holy Roman Catholic

church, vatican, pope, and religion back in 1823. Then, of course, they, the Luscifererian

Khazarian Mafia jews, bought Palistine. It's the Motherfuckin' jews!!!

🤨🤑🤮

 Not the

Christians! The Jewsuits of belzebub!

😉🤔🤣😋
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Black Pill News Black Pill News May 24

Well they call themselves jews as they call themselves christians, while being none.

The bible calls them fake jews, the synagogue of satan. They r also fake christians.

The catholic church was captured way before the middle ages, at the top. It was

already captured when they killed Tindale. They have taken over our religions,

appropiated judaism and christianity, and r ALWAYS trojan horsing everything. They

had already taken over judaism at the death of Christ, it’s why he turned the tables

over, confronted them, and they killed him.

Plenty jews and christians today who r just used and abused by them, and all r an evil

ancient satanic Cult, w demented inbred bloodlines. The British royals r part if it, and

they r not jews, same w Biden, Obama etc, yet we know they r simply trying to make us

focus on certain human lineages instead of the nephilim bloodlines, to evade

detection.

They r NOT HUMAN, in my opinion, which is why they r working towards human

extinction. They hate the jews too, the humans that identify as jews, I mean.

Khazarians r not Judeans either, so technically none of them r jews. Like u said, going

back to Babylon. For

Me, it goes back to Cain, Satan’s child w Eve, the first Nephilim. To me this is nephilim

against humans, and we r simply infiltrated and used against one another, we have

traitors in all human religions and ethnicities, serving these aholes 

🤷
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Merrick Reverend Merrick’s Truthful Rig… May 25 · edited 19 hrs ago

So it's not the jews, do you have a name for these beings? Please ilucidate. The

jews own the church, right?
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Black Pill News Black Pill News 19 hrs ago · edited 19 hrs ago

It’s the Nephilim. They believe themselves to be a superior race w fallen

angel + human dna, as described in the book of Enoch: ‘the sons of God

came unto the daughters of Man and bore children to them: the old men of

renown’

All ancient ppl have had ‘gods’ w 6-7 fingers and toes and double sets of

teeth, if u look up ‘6 fingers’ in Bitchute there r academic presentations on

this. Scientifically they r called Homo Capensis, I might be butchering that,

but it IS a catalogued scientific reality, while , of course, the mainstream and

Smithsonian always ‘disappears’ these giant skeletons.

Trey Smith, on Rumble/ Bitchute did a good presentation on the artifacts and

the subject. he, of course, is a freemason, thus a controlled op w his agenda,

but the neph piece was very good.

It’s why Obama and Clinton were both painted w 6 fingers, they r ‘telling us’

who they believe themselves to be.

They are ancient inbred bloodlines that hate humans, are cannibals, drink

blood, eat children, are behind most human traficking, and heavily into devil

worship and human sacrifice. They appropiated both Judaism (Rothschilds,

Rockefellers) and Christianity (Catholic Church, crusades, zionism), and ran

the top occult Cults since ancient times.

The origin of the first nephilim depends on various theories, I tend to believe

the allegations that Satan seduced Eve in the garden of Eden, giving birth to

Cain, the first murderer aka the first nephilim. It’s why Jesus said ‘u r of ur

father, he was a murderer from the beginning’.
Expand full comment
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Merrick Reverend Merrick’s Truthful Rig… 19 hrs ago ·

edited 19 hrs ago

Intarestink, but stuuuupid.

😎😂

 Wasn't Enoch, the Great Grandfather of

Noah?

It's the jews! Wakey² my bro...
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Black Pill News Black Pill News 19 hrs ago · edited 18 hrs ago

Yes, Enoch was. The Book of Enoch has been part of the Ethiopian

Bible since the beginning.

THEY were the reason the Flood happened: just like now, they had

poluted the genome and dna of all life on earth, plants, humans,

animals, only Noah and his family were left untainted. It wasn’t

‘punishment’… allegations r!

‘As in the days of Noah’

It’s as stupid as calling antivax research stupid by vax zealots.

I know it sounds ridiculous. I call this the Jeffrey Dahmer

Syndrome: while smelling the decomp for years, all his neighbors

rationalized how it was the sewer, because they could not accept

the ‘stupid’ idea of a demented serial killer. Yet HE WAS.

If it’s the “jews” can u tell me why G Soros, a “jew” is paying for the

Anti-Israel protests at universities in the US? What is he getting

out of it by telling everyone “See, it’s THE JEWS!!!”??? WHY is he,

being “jewish”, doing THAT?

Btw, Trump recently reshared an AI picture of himself praying, w 6

fingers. Somehow ‘coincidentally’ the AI juuuust keeps making this

‘mistake’, giving everyone 6 fingers, it can copy human shape

perfectly, just can’t count to 5 correctly…. 

🙄

… am sure Trump

juuust didn’t notice 

😉

The problem is they have Agenda 2030, and r trying hard to bring

about APOCALYPSE, can u see THAT?

Either it IS End Times, or they r trying HARD to make it.

Agenda 2030, my friend. That is 6 years from now.
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Merrick Reverend Merrick’s Truthful Rig… 13 hrs ago

You are making it too fuckin' difficult and complicated! Please

stop 

✋

! No more excuses. it's the jews!!!

😎😉🤔

 

🖕🫵🇮🇱✡

🇮🇱
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Black Pill News Black Pill News 6 hrs ago ·

edited 6 hrs ago

That’s like saying ‘please stop telling me the FDA is

lying, these R vaccines, and they R safe and effective’

Life is fckng difficult and complicated, if u can’t handle

the answers don’t ask! I don’t care what u believe, that’s

between u and God , am just telling u what I see,

because U ASKED. We can agree to disagree, to me ur

sole focus on ‘jews’ includes innocents and excluded

crucial perpetrators, I consider that both incorrect and

uncourageous, a cope-out. There is more than ‘jews’ in

it, not all r jews but ALL r satanic.

Ur point is that children and grannies r our enemy,

because they r jewish. It’s fckng ridiculous .

Keep insisting it’s not decomp, it’s sewer smell, coming

from Dahmer’s apartment all u want, ur beliefs r urs 

🤷
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Merrick Reverend Merrick’s Truthful Rig… 6 hrs ago

· edited 5 hrs ago

You are a jew, right? Just admit it! You are the one

lying to your children, Quit lyin'. I know, and this is

not a belief! Stop lying to the poor innocent

children! Your luciferian, 100% jew, most deviously,

and nefariously injected 2/3rds of humanity with

the worst poison known to man. 

🖕🫵✡🇮🇱✡

 In

other words, fuck you!
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Continue Thread →

MJ May 17 · edited May 17

You are so beautiful, Naomi, at so many levels. Much love to you.
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🐝

bee May 17

Traditional Judaism (Orthodox and Conservative) never viewed the Messiah as a God-Man, but only

a man with unusual power from God who will manifest the lities of a prophet, priest and king in Israel.

They have described the Messiah in a dual role. First would come the “suffering servant (Messiah ben

Joseph), who would die in battle against the enemies of Israel, preparing the way for the second

Messiah. The second Messiah would be a descendant of King David (Messiah ben David), and would

redeem Israel and rule over her at the end of days. Messiah ben David will secure the land of Israel for

the Jewish people, bring peace and blessing to Israel and the world, rebuild the Temple on its

historical site, and reinstitute the sacrificial system.

Modern Judaism (Reform) has reinterpreted the messianic hope. Instead of a “personal Messiah” ,

there will come a messianic age which is brought about through the humanist progression of world

leaders negotiating for peace. When universal peace, righteousness and justice are established in the

world, then Israel will enjoy peace in tier land forever.

This belief looks for a world leader to bring peace.
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Black Pill News Black Pill News May 23

Antichrist
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Shannon Nering Musings of a Menopausal Biohack… May 17

I’m 55 and I found Cosmo magazine a worthless rag even in my 20s—and I like beauty and fashion.

Back then was how to give a good blow job and crap like that. But more to theme — all my adult life

I’ve wondered why each year music videos, movies and TV shows we’re getting more and more

vulgar and depraved, meaningless, shallow and just plain stupid. I wondered —how does this end?

Live killings on TV? Sex orgies on prime time? Then I happened on Brave New World Series on

network TV —plain as day for any child to stumble across —a sex orgy. Then the Coov happened and

it all made sense. Aha—there’s an endgame here. And it’s all as you say above. I thank you Naomi for

your bravery. You were and continue to be a bright light amongst such darkness. This is

turnaroundable—I think. Or maybe the earth really will split in two timelines…
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art guerrilla The Worlds Most Dangerous Poet May 17

not 2-3 years ago, i would roundly mock such ideas...

having since looked into it in medium depth, YES, ABSOLUTELY there is an Elite/Occult connection, if

not almost complete overlap of the sets...

NOW, i am still unsure if they ACTUALLY believe the mumbo-jumbo, or if it is all for show... using

mock -and profane- traditions and ceremonies to -essentially- hypnotize vulnerable recruits or willing

acolytes, plus a means of 'justifying' and 'rationalizing' (within that context) the otherwise

unpalatable or obscene beliefs...

the other aspect is, we have been thoroughly conditioned to immediately roll our eyes dismissively at

any mention of satanic ritual BS, thus making it possible for REAL satanic BS to be dismissed

similarly...

to make my argument why it is BS for show, and the REAL damage is done by psychopathic humans,

NOT paranormal beings : when the greedy, grasping famewhores they recruit or extort decide to

'whistleblow', as it were, they aren't visited by demons and consumed in an ectoplasma ball, they are

suicided or just plain murdered in the usual shitty ways shit human beings do such shit acts...
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Liz P. May 17

That last sentence is so well written and so true.
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art guerrilla The Worlds Most Dangerous Poet May 19

oh my, i thought it was a shitty sentence...

8^)

i stand accused of not writing coherent sentences at all, but i don't mind too much... i'm a

substance over style kinda guy, even though i do like some wordplay...

keep on resisting The Man, man...

er, whoa-man...

8^)
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🐝

bee May 17

"For all who do evil hate the light and do not come to the light, so that their deeds may not be

exposed. But those who do what is true come to the light, so that it may be clearly seen that their

deeds have been done in God". John 3:20
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E. Wight May 17

Thank you Naomi for this very true and necessary address. I saw an hour of you discussing these

things with Alex Jones. I couldn't help but notice the way God's spirit, the Spirit of truth, moved your

conversation with Jones, and ended up enlightening all of us with your conclusions, which you also

expand upon here in your current message. I have studied these things from the viewpoint of a

student of the holy scriptures for many years, and have learned that when a people go down the dark

side of the occult, coupled with the covenant of secrecy to maintain and increase power and riches,

coupled with sin, which, for lack of a better term, could be called a "secret combination ", by

definition, a group of individuals who band together to protect each other, and Satanistically ritualize

these by some sort of sacrificial ceremony, human or animal, that society is, by the evidence of

history, doomed to destruction. This is the path we're currently on. Usually it's limited to one isolated

society, like Israel in the Bible, or The island of Tahiti, or two different societies that inhabited the

ancient Anericas ( record found in the Book of Mormon), but this time it's pretty much worldwide.

Also found in the Book of Mormon is this prophetic warning, spoken directly to us in this modern

world:

" 23 Wherefore, O ye Gentiles, it is wisdom in God that these things should be shown unto you, that

thereby ye may repent of your sins, and suffer not that these murderous combinations shall get above

you, which are built up to get power and gain—and the work, yea, even the work of destruction come

upon you, yea, even the sword of the justice of the Eternal God shall fall upon you, to your overthrow

and destruction if ye shall suffer these things to be. 24 Wherefore, the Lord commandeth you, when

ye shall see these things come among you that ye shall awake to a sense of your awful situation,

because of this secret combination which shall be among you; or wo be unto it, because of the blood

of them who have been slain; for they cry from the dust for vengeance upon it, and also upon those

who built it up. 25 For it cometh to pass that whoso buildeth it up seeketh to overthrow the freedom

of all lands, nations, and countries; and it bringeth to pass the destruction of all people, for it is built

up by the devil, who is the father of all lies; even that same liar who beguiled our first parents, yea,

even that same liar who hath caused man to commit murder from the beginning; who hath hardened

the hearts of men that they have murdered the prophets, and stoned them, and cast them out from

the beginning." This evil secret combination, is what we are all seeing, and in shock over, in my

opinion.
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Lloyd Miller Lloyd’s Newsletter May 17 · edited May 17

I am very very very disappointed you are not repudiating and exposing everything about your secret

society. Such oaths are not valid.
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Almodis Ferrer May 25

Yes, makes me not belive her.
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Unapologetically Me Just Another Canadian Dissident. May 17

I second that.

It's out there though.

She honors her cult oath of secrecy however others have leaked, just as her Skull & Bones

friends have. Not only to Naomi.

It's ALL out there.
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Lloyd Miller Lloyd’s Newsletter May 17 · edited May 18

I would presume King Charles ordered the symbolism of the Grim Reaper and Marauding Horses.

King Charles' interest in the occult is well known. His Father, Prince Philip, wanted to come back as a

virus to depopulate the world! King Charles is close to Klaus Schwab.
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Sparkling CN May 17

I've been thinking about this for a while. Probably the first time was when I started hearing about

"goddess circles' forming in my general area. And I was stunned to find out that I actually knew a few

of these women. I first noted them cutting antlers off of road kill and later read that they participated

in a circle. When I looked into it more, and saw that it was a big thing and that some celebs

participated in NY and CA. I was initially tempted to write it off as a strange need for a female source

of the divine, but then I recalled my former rabbi (male) calling God a "she" and a "mother" so it felt

redundant. Also, at the local Ivy League university, the Hillel service made reference to the earth

mother and "she".

So what was it? What was the attraction? You hit on it in the last segment about Himmler and the

belief that the "aryans" had lost their power. It was power, and this whole mess is about power. I don't

just mean a basic political power, but a becoming gods power, which is much more sinister and is part

of the transhumanism. If you've watched Harari discuss religion, there are sections where he

describes a newly created religion, a religion which will be for everyone and will be "correct". Now

look at the tools they're amassing, the billionaires and the WEF. The power over your spending via

digital currency and, I suppose, social credit based on your adherence and lack of sin. Last week you

mentioned control over what and if you can eat and an increased reliance on government distribution

of food.

What we're seeing is a hideous desire not to just follow and occult, but to be gods with power over life

and death. Euthanasia for the elderly, the terminally ill, the sad, the injured, the handicapped, and of

course lots and lots of abortion. Not safe, legal and rare, but for no reason at all and right up to birth,

with Peter Singer expanding the endpoint to age two.
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with Peter Singer expanding the endpoint to age two.

They want to be like God, like Lucifer (Light bringer) did when he rebelled against God. Another

aspect of God is eternity and immortality. I hadn't considered that aspect until Jared Kushner brought

it up and said that his generation might be the first to become immortal. But is it his generation as aExpand full comment
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John Reed John’s Newsletter May 17

Some of them want to become immortal, on the basis of their own efforts. This kind of thing has

been treated in fiction: the undead; ringwraiths, for instance. It's a fake immortality. A dead-end

game.
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LINCOLN LOVER May 18

God has given these evil ones over to their reprobate minds/sin so they cannot be saved.

They are under strong delusion and do not love the truth. 2 Thessalonians says all this well

and points to the man of sin, the Antichrist, who sits on the throne calling himself God on

earth [the popes]. This passage of scripture tells a lot about what is going on in this

world....for centuries.
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Jeron Smith May 17

Yes this evil is real. Yes, it is opposed to God and yes it hates us because of God's love for us and our

redemption through Christ. What is the answer? Fidelity to prayer, union with God in Christ. I pray the

Divine Office specifically Matins, Lauds, Vespers and Compline along with daily rosary and Lectio

Divina. Monthly sessions of Deliverance Prayer online with Msgr Rosetti, well known exorcist. God

wins and exercises His Will through us if we allow Him to. Peace.
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Jesse Shane Fisher heartovermoney May 17

Those are not adequate names to confront what we are dealing with and it is helpful to understand

that these words have been historically constructed. Our culture's art, and music are filled with

negative habit forming indoctrination that many times is directly aimed at destroying sacred

boundaries. Gratefulness.
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Dans May 17

Dr Wolf,

There is a portrait of King Charles was just unveiled and relates exactly to your podcast today.
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Jo Highet Jhigh68 May 17

Please tell me you subscribe to: https://open.substack.com/pub/elizabethnickson?

If not, block out your calendar and catch up on her stacks.
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Janet Merran May 18

Yes
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Unapologetically Me Just Another Canadian Dissident. May 17

She is a highly fascinating woman and a terrific journalist, is she not?
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Alice S. Hudson May 17

I believe Christian Science is the consciousness-leavening "technology" that has the metaphysical

Christian power to swallow up evil in the "infinite calculus of Spirit." It has been in our midst for 150

years. I am always amazed that so many sincere Christians are completely unaware of it. It is the only

Christian doctrine I know that can confront and destroy the aggressive suggestions of fundamental

evil.
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Health Lyceum Health Lyceum May 18

And Joel S. Goldsmith embellishes CS teachings.
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Alice S. Hudson May 18

Thank you H.L. for the recommendation. I had never heard of him. I got the PDF of his book,

The Infinite Way and am reading it now.
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Health Lyceum Health Lyceum May 18

Absolutely life- changing. Although he died in 1964, 1250 of his lectures were

recorded and we can still hear them - many are here-

https://www.youtube.com/@yourinfiniteway/videos.

He has written over 30 books. "Silence of Thunder "highly recommended. Thanks for

mentioning CS.
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Alice S. Hudson May 18

Thank you so much!
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Health Lyceum Health Lyceum May 18

Sure thing!
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Unapologetically Me Just Another Canadian Dissident. May 17

Well thanks Alice.

I've actually never looked into that one.

As a retired 50 year recovering Catholic who has dabbled here there and everywhere, I have

some time kept.

Have avoided the big trappy traps (one in particular which has Cruise & Travolta on tape & tap &

speed dial) as well as MOST of the tithing pits...

I study a lot. Laugh a lot. Eventually move on.

Labeled myself a Humanist. (Don't study Humanism. Just practice its Golden Rule tenets.)

I will now look at Christian Science (or perhaps peruse its Monitor), due to my curious nature

which hasn't killed this cat yet.

Interesting comment. Thanks.
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Alice S. Hudson May 17

Dear Unapologetically, So glad you're thinking of looking in to it. You might be interested in

the weekly CS Bible Lesson that we study..a different subject each week. I discovered it 50

yrs ago when passing the window of a Christian Science Reading Room and have never

looked back. The Monitor always includes an article with a spiritual perspective.

Yesterday's for example, was titled, Conquering little aggravations with generous, Christly

love.

Godspeed!
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Unapologetically Me Just Another Canadian Dissident. May 18

"Conquering little aggravations with generous, Christly love."

How prescient dear Alice.

I need to learn how to do that before my mother dies.

Thanks.
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Kay May 17

Read Ephesians.
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Alice S. Hudson May 17

Hi Kay...Coincidentally, the Christian Science weekly Bible Lesson Responsive Reading May

13-19, is from Ephesians:

Ephesians 4:7 unto, 13, 17, 18, 20–24; 5:1, 8

4:7. . . unto every one of us is given grace according to the measure of the gift of Christ.

13Till we all come in the unity of the faith, and of the knowledge of the Son of God, unto a

perfect man, unto the measure of the stature of the fulness of Christ:

17This I say therefore, and testify in the Lord, that ye henceforth walk not as other Gentiles

walk, in the vanity of their mind,

18Having the understanding darkened, being alienated from the life of God through the

ignorance that is in them, because of the blindness of their heart:

20But ye have not so learned Christ;

21If so be that ye have heard him, and have been taught by him, as the truth is in Jesus:

22That ye put off concerning the former conversation the old man, which is corrupt

according to the deceitful lusts;

23And be renewed in the spirit of your mind;

24And that ye put on the new man, which after God is created in righteousness and true

holiness.

5:1Be ye therefore followers of God, as dear children;

8For ye were sometimes darkness, but now are ye light in the Lord: walk as children of light:
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Kay May 18

You said something about Christian Science offering the most effective means for

battling evil. Have you read Ephesians chapter 6 ?

I deeply distrust readings that leave out particular verses, especially readings from the

New Testament (I’m not thinking about leaving out begats from public readings). I

don’t care who is doing it—Catholics, Anglicans, Christian Scientists. Leaving out

verses can change the meaning of a passage—which, of course, is the intent.
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Larry Schweikart Larry's Commentary May 17

I was amazed and excited that you actually discussed this. In my "Patriot's History of Globalism: Its

Rise and Decline," I dive into the symbolism of the Congress of Vienna, which was drenched in

Pagan/Greek/Roman deities. Their celebrations were not much different from the opening of the

Gotthard Tunnel in 2016 (?). [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ikDpJZRSqz0] If this doesn't rock

your boat, I don't know what can. Blatantly PAN-theistic right down to the rape of a virgin. But it

doesn't stop there. Outside Cerne's Hadron Supercollider stands a statue of Shiva, the Goddess of

Death. The Hadron itself (as was Gotthard) was described as a "portal." One of the officials said "we

don't know what will come out." Gee, I do. Then look at the "Ginsburg" statue outside the courthouse

where they are trying President Trump right now---it is a golden Medusa, the seductress god. Noah

Yuval Harari has been adamant that "the God of the old testament only managed to create organic

life . . . we are going to create inorganic life." He also noted that 2020 was "the year man agreed to be

surveyed under the skin." (mRNA). None of this is accidental or done as a joke. They are deadly

serious about trying to place the "old gods" back onto the throne of man. Oh, and a cherry on top?

People wonder why Vladimir Putin, whom I certainly do not think is a Christian, seemingly "gets

away" with so much. Well, so did Cyrus. Why? Because even though he didn't worship Jehovah, he

knew enough to get in line with God's basic principles. Putin restored freedom of worship in the

Greek Orthodox Chursh; he has developed a strongly pro-family and anti-trans/homosexual state,

and . . . last week Russian engineers closed a major portal, a bore hole to the center of the earth called

. . . .

"The Entrance to Hell."

In other words, Putin has enough survival skills and common sense to get Russia's POLICIES, if not

his own heart, in line with God's word. Hmmm.
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Sparkling CN May 17

Weird isn't it?
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James Goodrich J Goodrich News Letter May 17 · edited May 17

When I was growing up my mother was very dedicated to raising the four of us kids as Roman

Catholic from baptism to confirmation. She always told us we were a part of the greatest religion and

don’t ever allow anyone to take you from it. As years have gone by, there have been fewer and fewer

churchgoers at my parish. Kids are no longer raised as God fearing Christian’s with a sense of morals

and knowing right from wrong. I believe this has created a huge void and has allowed these evil elites

to not only take these positions of power but because of weakened Christianity in our society it has

allowed them to use this weakness to gain more tyrannical power. When I look at Joe Biden I see a

weak, perverted loser that took inappropriate showers with his own daughter when she was only

eleven. Between that and what he did to Tara Reed we must call out absolute evil when we see it.

What is very difficult for me is how and why have all of these evil people stepped up, taken power and

protected this pedophile. Im not in love with Donald Trump but Ronald Reagan isn’t walking through

the White House doors ever. Maybe today we need an arrogant pro American Nationalist. Maybe

these horrible evil people that have persecuted him for no legitimate reason will lift all of us up to fight

this satanic evil back. J.Goodrich
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Unapologetically Me Just Another Canadian Dissident. May 17 · edited May 17

This is why I walked away, and that was over 50 years ago.

The evil and hypocrisy. (Which I clearly understood at the age of reason. I was 7. My mind left. At

14: I REFUSED to participate any further.)

How DOES one continue once one KNOWS?

https://rumble.com/v4vljhc-guest-brian-manix-catholic-church-sexual-abuse-whistleblower-

the-michelle-m.html
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James Goodrich J Goodrich News Letter May 21

UM, it’s surprising to me that people that always claim to stick up for women stay so quiet

when it comes to Joe Biden and the evil horrific things he has done to not only women but

his own daughter and people right here ignore it, very disappointing and sad. I just watched

Tucker Carlsons interview with Tara Reade. People here should really stand up for women

that have been persecuted by men in power. Very sad to me!!!!
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James Goodrich J Goodrich News Letter May 18

U M, I did watch the entire video you posted. It’s disgraceful what went on in the Catholic

Church. I live outside of Boston and when these truths began to finally come out years ago,

Cardinal Law was Archdiocese here. He was one of the despicable persons of power that

was covering up child rape in the church and moving the pedophiles around to spread the

molestations to other areas. He was moved himself to the Vatican and not to long ago died

there.

I was lucky I had two great parents that were very protective of us kids, especially my

father. I couldn’t go to the doctor without him being in the room which honestly I didn’t have

a problem with. I had a friend Dave C. that wasn’t so lucky. A priest at Catholic Memorial

High School in West Roxbury Ma. was the hockey coach there raped Dave in a hotel room

at an away game. I now don’t consider the building “the church” as a necessary place to go

to participate in my religion. For me it happens when I try to help someone, compliment

people, or trying to influence people to see the evils that are happening and fight back

against them. The church isn’t my religion I try to live it, and I’m certainly not perfect at all.
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James Goodrich J Goodrich News Letter May 17 · edited May 17

I know people don’t like to talk about this so called man that occupies the White House but are

we supposed to ignore the truth? Will continued ignorance create change?
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PutativePathogen May 17

Dr. Wolf, have you seen video of the opening ceremony of the tunnel in Switzerland in 2016?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CbOldRsITpQ

Or the opening ceremony for the 2012 Olympics in London?

(snippet from the tribute to NHS) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=95rugObTMHE

Definitely fits with your presentation here. Well done, BTW.
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Roslyn Riley May 17

It us blatant and shocking.
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Warren Monty Quesnell Warren Monty Q_ May 17

Lest you forget:

2022 Birmingham Games Opening Ceremony’s Satanic extravaganza was not digitally altered,

and tells the sordid story. Long video analysis, and somewhat opinionated, but worthy of a

watch.

https://youtu.be/9WqBllPOk5Q?si=ew9WuUoqCpLh2U_v
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MsRhuby May 17

Shared on Facebook. You definitely have Seen the Light. There are a lot of Songs about finally seeing

the light. God Bless The Broken Roads

Congratulations!
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Kalihi Valley Druid Nā Akua o Hawaiʻi May 17

I'm an occultist and do ritual magic every day. It's what helped me get through the pandemic with my

DNA and sanity in tact. There are lots of techniques for how to deal with the current crisis, but the

problem with modern Christianity is the whole "everything I don't like is Satan" attitude without the

slightest recognition that they are already practicing a mishmash of several different religions from a

heavily edited and redacted document.
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Black Pill News Black Pill News May 23 · edited May 23

Sounds just like the ‘safe and effective’ propaganda. Don’t worry, Satan isn’t real and the CDC is

right 

🙄

. Do some more occult rituals to summon more demons to feed off u. Just like the ppl

getting 6 boosters calling US ridiculous 

🤷
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Kalihi Valley Druid Nā Akua o Hawaiʻi May 24

You're acting like one of those Karens at the grocery store telling me to put my mask on.
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Black Pill News Black Pill News May 24

I am telling u to take off ur blindfold
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Shannon Nering Musings of a Menopausal Biohack… May 17

This is an important viewpoint here. I tend to agree that the Bible seems to be on the narrow side

of what’s acceptable in terms of light vs dark (good v evil). It may even be a repeat of ancient

Sumerian texts (or something like that)—a tale as old as time. Joseph Campbell brilliantly

connects mythologies. Is the Bible just one of many similar channeled books that goes back

possibly 100s of 1000s of years? (See Graham Hancock Ancient archeology). And if your heart

is good and you seek light and seek to know God as you connect to It (Him? Her?) and are good

to others—is that not our purpose? Is that not the will of God?
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Dusty May 17

The Bible was not written in a vacuum, both God and the writers wanted practitioners of ancient

religions to understand what was being said about Him and the universe He created. You might

be interested in a youtube adventure looking into Dr. Michael Heiser's "Unseen Realm" content.

Or you might not!
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Kalihi Valley Druid Nā Akua o Hawaiʻi May 17

Thanks for sharing. He gives me some hope that team Yeshua might be able to avoid

another mass formation and start setting people like me on fire again.
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Dusty May 17

If you are truly engaged in occult rituals, you have a lot more to fear from the powers

and entities you work with than you do from Jesus Christ of Nazareth or His followers. I

understand that isn't what they or the literature tell you to believe, but I speak with

good intent and coming from experience. Current global events have brought a lot of

us together, but I feel concern for many of my esoteric-leaning comrades.
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Kalihi Valley Druid Nā Akua o Hawaiʻi May 17

Thanks for your concern. Some people appreciate the convenience of buying

meat from the store, others prefer putting on camo and climbing up to their tree

stand.
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Pearly Baker May 22

Satan comes as a angel of light. Not all packaged goods are exactly as they

appear
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Unapologetically Me Just Another Canadian Dissident. May 17

😉👍
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Lisa Terranova May 17

Dr. Wolf, with all due respect, how do you expect me to trust you if you are still a member of a secret

society and are unwilling to blow the whistle on it? What a let down.
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Almodis Ferrer May 25

Thanks to point It out, i though i was the only one thinking about It. Could she be doing some

revelation of the method? What do you think?
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Esther Cook IshmaelHandInHand May 17

The Great Awakening is not a one-shot now-I-know-everything. The great Awakening is a

process. Naomi is on a journey. So am I. So are you.
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Brandon is not your bro May 17

I know it’s news from 2015 … but it’s real . https://abcnews.go.com/US/detroit-largest-satanist-

temple-chapter-us/story?id=32714083
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Kristy Tatum May 17

Side note but related: Hallmark Christmas movies have become inundated with Nordic paganism. It’s

pretty amazing.
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AlyM May 17

What?? 

😂

 Give me an example!
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Black Pill News Black Pill News May 23 · edited May 23

Cristmas itself is a satanic holiday, Santa is Satan. Hollywood is run by satanists and CIA

funded the movie studios from the beginning. CIA is run by the satanic Cult
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AlyM May 23

The CIA didn’t exist when the studio system started in Hollywood in the 1920’s.

Although I do believe there are elements of the occult in the both the current CIA and

the entertainment industry.
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Black Pill News Black Pill News May 24 · edited May 24

Well the CIA is just a new name, all were funded by the same occultist elites from

the beginning. Intelligence projects, military, not random. Like u said, satanic

occultists, who captured the military worldwide
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AlyM May 24

I know the CIA was connected to the Knights of Malta and other

“Brotherhood” or secret societies.
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Black Pill News Black Pill News May 24

They always rebrand to hide their history, don’t they! Same cult and
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They always rebrand to hide their history, don’t they! Same cult and

demons, diff eras and cultures! Thanks for mentioning the Knights, I

gotta refresh my memory w renewed research on all the connections

👀🙏💪❤

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Joe Smith May 17

You need to work on your audio. Had to turn up my device to the max to make out your voice. fyi

LIKE (2) REPLY (1) SHARE

Black Pill News Black Pill News May 23

Not for us, worked great for me

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Fiona Burky May 17

A very good book on spiritual warfare and wearing one's armor, (updated into a modernized English

version by David Wilkerson and his team), is called "The Christian in Complete Armour " by William

Gurnall. It's now a set of 3, easy to hold/read, paperbacks. I did try reading it as originally written by

Mr. Gurnall but found the old English language to be difficult to read. This book is highly

recommended by such people as Charles Spurgeon and John Newton, author of "Amazing Grace".

This set of books has been a life changer for me and my friends who have read,/studied it.

LIKE (5) REPLY SHARE

Kristy Tatum May 17

Jesus did specific things and went to specific places to break the bonds the occult had over

mankind. His work was a reversal of the separation of man from God.

LIKE (22) REPLY SHARE

Lisa Terranova May 17 · edited May 17

Still listening but feel compelled to point out: 4/24/2024 = 3 sixes.

LIKE (3) REPLY (1) SHARE

Black Pill News Black Pill News May 23

I take the meat and leave the bones. She aknowledges occult ties.

LIKE REPLY (1) SHARE

Lisa Terranova May 23 · edited May 23

How can anyone miss it? The "occult" is not even concealed. It is like cartoon occultism at

this point. This analysis is incomplete, not so coherent, ahistorical, and merely a tip of the

iceberg. You want some real meat: look to James Shelby Downard, Michael A. Hoffman, SK.

Bain, and Charles Swindoll Reagan.

LIKE REPLY (1) SHARE

Black Pill News Black Pill News May 24

What is inconplete, what is ahistorical and why do i care about the opinions of the ppl

u mentioned? 

👀

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Professor Lulu Fuzzbean May 17

not just "ELITE" .Do a deep dive on the DAYBELL/VALLOW trials.All those murders were done

according to the occult calendar. Look at Reverend Donna Saraphina youtube re this subject she is

the remote viewer who PRECISELY reported when and how those kids were

sacrificed/cannibalized/buried. It is all Satanic as "Chad Daybell" is demonically possessed and a

DARK LORD HIGH PRIEST

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

DENNIS ZADERAKA May 17

If the Creator God is Love, Truth and Righteousness AND the source of life, when we fled from the

Creator God we lose all that HE is. Our society is sprinting away and clearly losing love, reality, justice

and God's way of life.

LIKE (6) REPLY SHARE

Dusty May 17

I looked up images of the horses and they were not bare, they had bits and bridles and saddles it

looks like. I think something weird is going on in the world but I think those horses caught their

handlers off guard and took off running. Having said that, if you attribute the messaging to spiritual

forces then you don't need to believe any human intentionally let them go in order to see it as an

intended message. One thing about a Christian spiritual worldview (which I assume you don't hold to)

is it removes the need for conspiratorial thinking when a pattern emerges. People sometimes

conspire, but it's not required as an explanation.

LIKE (3) REPLY (2) SHARE

Black Pill News Black Pill News May 23

She IS right. The Tuskegee experiment didn’t need to be a conspiracy but IT WAS

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Dusty May 17

The grim reaper thing is a lot weirder and harder to explain. And the bloody looking portrait (with

strange faded monarch butterflies above the right shoulder) definitely made me think of Biden's

weird red-tinged speech straight away. The portrait was extremely intentional and gave

everyone the creeps, rightfully so.

LIKE (9) REPLY SHARE

Duchess May 17

Do more on this..it's important...

LIKE (12) REPLY SHARE

Sandra 76 Sandra’s Substack May 17

Satan is definitely not a much more interesting character. God. Satan can not xreate anything, he can

only mimick, deceive, Steal, Kill, and Destroy. He is not creative, and he can not Procreate, God is way

way more interesting. However this is a good intellectual explanation of the Spiritual Battle for the

normies and unbelievers.

LIKE (4) REPLY (1) SHARE

Warrior Mom May 17

Naomi WAS referring to the portrayal of the Satan character by Milton. not her own personal

view or opinion.

LIKE (4) REPLY SHARE

Kate May 17

Much though I love the sound of your voice, I'm wondering if there's some technology that would

generate a transcript, as it's much easier to find time to read than to listen.

And I'm hoping to learn your reaction to Harrison Buttker's Benedictine College commencement

address. It will be very challenging for you. You've opened your eyes to a lot of things. Can you

ponder what he says? Consider to what extent your disagreements with him (and there will be

several, I expect) stem from ideas given to you by sources you now question.

LIKE (5) REPLY (1) SHARE

Lisa Terranova May 17

I see a transcript button on my screen just below the video frame.

LIKE (3) REPLY (1) SHARE

Kate May 17

Thanks! Yes, I see, on the Substack app.

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

RE Nichols RE’s Zine May 17

Dr. Wolf, the devil has been at work for a long, long time. He's just chosen this moment to take his

mask off. At least now more people are beginning to realize he's not a fun, freedom lover dancing

around in a red suit with pitchfork and horns. God is letting him pull this stunt for a reason.

LIKE (5) REPLY (2) SHARE

Melinda Fouche Melinda’s Substack May 19

And what if the men or women who originally programmed AI, were devil worshipping Satan

lovers? Or, like the Bible says, humans were always given free will to choose the higher road to

God with it’s many hardships that demonstrate sincerity, searching and worthiness to reach His

many mansions (dimensions) or choose the shorter, more exciting, star studded path into

Satan’s open arms—who was allotted dominion over the earth and the EGO and since it primarily

plays out in 3-D I believe this is a test, a rite of passage or a war between the soul and the ego,

playing out on macrocosm—earth’s stage. It definitely is effective as a means to get our

attention. And look how many are choosing God in the face of these devilish times! My chosen

response to all of this is TRUST, GOD IS IN CONTROL. God has our attention! At least those of

us who are ready to serve His cause and I believe we out number Satan’s army in the tunnels, or

in Hollywood, Nashville, DC and all of their hives.

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Professor Lulu Fuzzbean May 17

watch the movie NEFARIOUS...the demon spells it ALL out

LIKE (7) REPLY (1) SHARE

Black Pill News Black Pill News May 23

Hope u prayed before and after, cause the spirit is attached to that movie

LIKE REPLY SHARE

TAMMY ARGUIJO May 17

GENOCIDE CULT…HOLOCAUST RNA/VACCINE ONGOING

LIKE (4) REPLY SHARE

Robert Wrenn May 17 · edited May 17

Msnbc news desk symbology. I just noticed yesterday.

I can't attach a Pic I took of it but its the American Flag in black stars w/ black and red stripes but the

stars are X(s), not stars (symbolic here? ...hmmmm).

It "said something", to me. I just stumbled across it. Same design red/dark look and feel as the Dark

Brandon Philadelphia speech complete with Marine guards (also for the threatening effect, I presume

intimidating the opposing party along with the MAGA extremist speech and tone).

...oh yeah, and the "losing his patience with the unvaccinated" (implying what?), comment he made

meant to intimidate those of us standing our ground in what we believe.

LIKE (8) REPLY (1) SHARE

Robert Wrenn May 17

And YES YES YES!!!

...same as the King Charles portrait! EXACTLY THAT!

Same design. Design matters, my daughter is a designer. All I'm saying is I see it. I don't go

looking, the darkness of the theme found me, just as design is intended to do.

LIKE (5) REPLY SHARE

Anne O’Mara Anne’s Substack May 17

Don’t forget the satanic bull at the Commonwealth Gamed

LIKE (8) REPLY (1) SHARE

RE Nichols RE’s Zine May 17

Or Sam Smith's dance at the Emmy's.

LIKE (11) REPLY (1) SHARE

Jo Highet Jhigh68 May 17

Yes, that was horrible!

LIKE (3) REPLY SHARE

ben hudson May 17

To prioritise our children would be a sane society,,,,,simple fact,,,,

LIKE (5) REPLY SHARE

Timothy Winey Timothy’s Newsletter May 17

Well, to paraphrase a line from the musical Brigadoon, Hillary might not be a witch, but she sure is

something that rhymes with it.

LIKE (4) REPLY SHARE

Sane Franciscan Sane Francisco May 17

Thanks for going there. It needs to be discussed.

LIKE (13) REPLY (1) SHARE

Sane Franciscan Sane Francisco May 17

Wow, this was excellent. 

👌

LIKE (3) REPLY SHARE
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